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ABSTRACT 
 
Title of Dissertation:    The Effects of Cabotage Regime on  
                                 Indigenous Shipping in Nigeria. 
Degree:                                                      MSc 
The dissertation is a study of cabotage policy regime in Nigeria and how it has 
affected indigenous shipping operators since its enactment as an Act over eight years 
ago with so much promises and expectations from various stakeholders in the 
Nigerian shipping industry. 
Cabotage policy generally, is examined as a protectionist policy used in many 
countries to safeguard the local shipping industry against unfavourable competition 
with foreign companies, especially in the carriage of coastal cargoes within the 
country. The discussion thereafter narrows down to the cabotage policy in Nigeria, 
tracing various efforts of successive governments to bring about a policy that would 
cater for the interests of local shipping operators  and enhance their participation in 
the carriage of sea-borne trade to and from Nigeria. The study also assesses the 
implementation of the cabotage policy. The challenges encountered and various 
efforts of government, aimed at overcoming those challenges and ensuring that the 
objectives of the Cabotage Act are attained, are also examined in the course of the 
study. 
The dissertation also analyses the effects of the policy on indigenous shipping 
development in the country, using questionnaires to gauge the opinions of 
stakeholders, as to the success of the policy. The various findings revealed that the 
policy has not met the expectations of the indigenous operators. However, the study 
concludes that the renewed efforts of government, especially NIMASA, if sustained, 
will change the situation for the better. It equally proffers recommendations towards 
the successful attainment of the objectives of the policy.  
KEYWORDS: Cabotage, Fund, Indigenous, Policy, Ship-building, Waiver.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 Background 
Shipping plays an important part in the economic life of nations. This is because it 
provides an inexpensive way of carrying people and goods from one place to the 
other, compared with other modes of transport. It may be between one country and 
another or even within a particular country, moving from one coast to the other. The 
demand for shipping is an indirect one as it is not demanded as an end in itself, but 
only as a means to an end. In other words, it is a derived demand, since it does not 
create its own demand, but its demand is derived from trade in goods (Ma, 2009, pp 
4-5). 
Generally, shipping activities have been going on for a very long time. The first 
known sea trade network was developed about 5,000 years ago between 
Mesopotamia, Bahrain and the Indus River in Western India (Stopford, 2009, p. 7). 
In modern times, shipping has assumed an important position in the carriage of 
goods and passengers across the globe. It constitutes an important component in 
world trade, carrying about 90% by volume of cargoes generated globally.  
The modern international maritime transport system falls into three zones: inter-
regional transport, which covers deep-sea shipping; short-sea shipping, which 
transports cargoes of short distances and often distributes cargoes brought in by 
deep-sea services; and inland transport (Stopford, 2009, p. 50). 
 Deep-sea shipping is the only economic transport between the continental 
landmasses for high-volume inter-regional cargoes. On the other hand, short-sea 
shipping provides transport within regions. It involves distribution of cargo delivered 
to regional centres by deep-sea vessels. However, short-sea shipping is subject to 
many political restrictions, one of which is cabotage, the practice of enacting laws 
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which reserve coastal trade to ships of the national fleet of a particular country 
(Stopford, 2009, p. 50-51). 
Ocean shipping is one of those three vital economic areas whose indigenous control 
or lack of it may make or mar the fortunes of a country‟s socio-political 
independence. Of the other two - banking and insurance - significant progress at such 
control has been made in Nigeria. In the case of ocean shipping, Nigeria is still to 
have effective control in this area covering the supply and pricing of the services to 
the country.  
Generally, over the years, various countries have sought to protect their citizens by 
restricting participation in key sectors of the economy to the citizens, usually through 
restrictive/protectionist policies and although shipping is international, the maritime 
industries of some nations have not been immune from such policies. An instance of 
this is the restriction of participation in the coastal carriage of cargo of a maritime 
nation to the exclusive preserve of its citizens, otherwise known as cabotage (Agidee, 
2003, p. 1) 
Maritime transport is very central to the Nigerian economy. This centrality is 
underscored by the very nature and structure of Nigeria‟s international trade. 
Nigeria‟s economy can be said to depend largely on the efficiency of international 
trade and commerce. Consequently, the development of maritime transport capacity 
becomes important for her economic survival (Nigerian Maritime Administration and 
Safety Agency [NIMASA], 2009, p. 4). 
Realizing this importance, successive governments in Nigeria since independence 
have made considerable efforts through various policy strategies and administrative 
measures to encourage indigenous shipping capacity development, even in the face 
of threats from developed countries that have always monopolized the trade. The 
climax of all these efforts was the promulgation of the National Shipping Policy 
Decree 10 of 1987 by the Federal Military Government. Thus, the National Maritime 
Authority was established to coordinate the implementation of the shipping policy. 
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This move was necessitated by the desire to fully promote and develop the nation‟s 
maritime resources, protect and encourage the indigenous shipping industry as well 
as generate accruable revenue for national development. Furthermore, in order to 
ensure the development of domestic shipping in Nigeria, through the empowerment 
of Nigerians to be able to handle all aspects of coastal and inland waterways 
transport, the Coastal and Inland Shipping (Cabotage) Act was enacted in May 2003.   
However, eight years after the promulgation of the Cabotage Act, indigenous 
shipping development seems not to have improved, rather, it seems to be worsening. 
Fleet expansion has not been achieved; instead there has been a considerable 
depletion of the national fleet. It is in the light of this that the researcher wishes to 
examine the impact of the cabotage regime on the development of indigenous 
shipping and to identify what has been responsible for the unimpressive performance 
of the local shipping lines in Nigeria‟s shipping trade, especially coastal shipping. 
1.2 Objectives of the study 
The Cabotage regime in Nigeria has been in place now since 2004. However, despite 
this, the lot of the indigenous shipping, whose development was the main purpose of 
promulgating the law, has not improved very much. Rather, the situation seems to be 
getting worse.  
Consequently, the objectives of this study are to:  
1. Assess the cabotage policy regime in Nigeria since its take-off;  
2. Examine the implementation procedures of the policy; 
3.  Identify problems which have hindered the smooth implementation of the 
policy; 
4. Assess the impact of the policy on indigenous shipping in Nigeria, with a 
view to seeing whether or not it has achieved the purpose for which it was set 
up; 
5. Highlight renewed efforts of government in ensuring that the challenges 
confronting the effective implementation are overcome;  
6. Make recommendations on how the policy can be improved upon to meet its 
set objectives. 
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1.3  Scope of the study 
The scope of coverage of the study is the shipping industry in Nigeria with a special 
focus on the indigenous shipping companies involved in cabotage activities, 
particularly those operating in Lagos. The time scope for the study is rather short, as 
it has not been possible to carry out a fully detailed study within the stipulated 
period. 
1.4 Structure of the study 
The dissertation is divided into six main chapters. The first chapter begins with 
background information on the topic of study. It also highlights the objectives of the 
study as well as the scope of the study. 
Chapter two discusses cabotage as a policy. It views cabotage as a protectionist 
policy, designed by nations to protect their national interests. It also examines the 
types of cabotage policies being practiced by different countries. 
Chapter three narrows down to the cabotage policy in Nigeria. It begins by tracing 
the history of shipping in Nigeria and the evolution of the Nigerian shipping policy. 
It also examines the events leading to the enactment of the Cabotage Act, 2003, the 
implementation and enforcement of the laws, the challenges of implementation and 
government efforts in overcoming the challenges. 
Chapter four is on the methodology adopted in carrying out the study, while Chapter 
five focuses on the analysis and interpretation of data. Finally, Chapter six discusses 
the findings and presents a conclusion and recommendations. 
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2 CABOTAGE POLICY 
 
2.1 Definition of Cabotage 
Cabotage simply means transport or navigation along the coastal areas of a country. 
It is the carriage of goods and passengers within the coastal waters of a particular 
country.  Igbokwe (2006, p. 1), defined cabotage as “the carriage of goods and 
persons by ships between ports on or along the same coast or between ports within 
the same country and the exclusive rights of a country to operate sea traffic within its 
coasts”. In similar vein, Ndikom (2010, p. 1), defined cabotage as “an inland trade 
along coastal waters. It is the trade along a country‟s coast; the transport of goods or 
passengers from port to port in the same country”.  
According to Ademuni-Odeke (1984, p. 75), cabotage is a “nautical term derived 
from Spanish, literally denoting navigating from cape to cape along the coast without 
going out into the open sea”. 
On his own part, Akabogu (2004, p. 2), saw cabotage as “navigating or trading along 
the coasts of a territory, between the ports thereof”. 
From the foregoing, it can be seen that cabotage, essentially, is all about coastal 
shipping within a country‟s waterways. However, the exigencies of national interests, 
national security and agitations by the citizens are some of the determining factors 
deciding what type of policy the government of a particular state is going to adopt, 
with particular reference to cabotage.  There are basically two options: 
1. Shipping liberalism 
2. Protectionism 
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Shipping liberalism, according to Chrzanowski (1985, p. 113), recognises the 
principle of free and fair competition in sea transport, irrespective of the flag the ship 
is flying. Under such policy, shippers have the right of a free choice of carrier; either 
home or a foreign-flag vessel. Hence, the basic principle of shipping liberalism is 
that the merchant marines operate on the freight market without any intervention of 
the public bodies/governments or their agencies. Government non-intervention is 
thus the very essence of the concept of liberal policy in shipping. 
Protectionism, on the other hand, is the adoption of some form of policy, aimed at 
giving preference and protection to the local or indigenous shipping companies in 
that state so as to ensure that they partake in the shipping activities of the country, 
being shielded from the undue advantage of foreign shipping companies in terms of 
better technical ability and competence. 
2.2 Protectionism in shipping 
Ademuni-Odeke (1984), examined protectionism in international shipping generally, 
and considered the various aspects of protectionist policies adopted by various 
countries at one time or the other in the course of establishing and developing the 
national fleet. Some of these policies included cargo reservation, cargo preference, 
cargo sharing, cabotage restrictions, flag discrimination, maritime subsidies and state 
intervention.  
For instance, many of the European Union (E.U) countries had, at one time or the 
other, adopted some form of protectionist policies in furtherance of their national 
fleet development. As Ademuni-Odeke (1984, p. 11) has shown, protectionism is not 
a twentieth century concept, but one which was initiated by Britain in the 
seventeenth century, when Oliver Cromwell‟s Navigational Acts reserved portions of 
English seaborne trade to domestic flag ships, so as to guard against encroachment 
from the Dutch. Ironically, Britain today, is one of the most vociferous opponents of 
this concept. 
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Also, a majority of the E.U. states adopted a cabotage regime which restricted 
domestic shipping to their nationals (Asoluka, 2003, p. 174). In Asia, it is a known 
fact that many of the states adopted policies aimed at promoting their national fleet 
and other maritime interests. Some of the countries which adopted cabotage policies 
include Malaysia, Indonesia, the Philippines, India and so on. Latin American 
countries on their own part, earned for their continent, the distinction of being known 
as the cradle of protectionism, by their policies of cargo reservation since World War 
II (Ademuni-Odeke, 1984, p. 11). However, the United States of America 
demonstrates the clearest linkage between national interests and shipping policy. 
Hence, it adopted policies like the cargo reservation laws, cabotage regime, financial 
support and other similar policies in furtherance of its indigenous shipping, national 
interests and national security.  
2.2.1  Cabotage as a protectionist policy 
Cabotage is one of the various protectionist policies adopted by a state in the 
protection of its domestic fleet in the carriage of cargoes within its coastal waters. It 
is seen as a form of restriction used to promote the establishment and development of 
national merchant marines in a particular trade area through guaranteed supply and 
demand. To this extent, it is discriminatory, keeping foreign flags out of coastal 
waters, thereby shutting out foreign competition (Ademuni-Odeke, 1984, p. 75). 
Generally, however, cabotage is a practice worldwide and is over 100 years old; it is 
a contemporary economic approach for justifying intervention of this nature, to 
induce some determined results - as against the classical economic approach of free 
market forces - and it is seen as an acceptable tool for achieving set economic goals, 
especially where competition is unfair and dominance is prevalent. Cabotage practice 
worldwide, both in the maritime and aviation industries, is often induced by diverse 
factors, such as the reservation of all or part of national market opportunity for 
national flag ships or aircraft, for political, socioeconomic, geo-cultural and security 
reasons (Ndikom, 2010, p. 2) 
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2.3 Cabotage law 
Cabotage Law is a law empowering navigation and trading within a country‟s coasts 
or from port to port within a nation, which is to be reserved exclusively for and 
carried on by its national flagships and nationals. The Cabotage law may be in a 
single legislation or in a combination of shipping legislations of a country (Igbokwe, 
2006, p. 104). 
Cabotage law is principally a protective law that safeguards local shipping interests 
in the carriage of locally generated cargo. The law restricts the participation of 
foreign shipping companies in the carriage of such locally generated cargo (Ndikom, 
2010, p. 1). It refers to a body of law that deals with the right to trade or transport in 
coastal waters or between two points in a country. A nation's cabotage laws are 
designed to guarantee the participation of its citizens in its own domestic trade, the 
presence of a strong merchant marine for defence, and for general economic support 
(Transport Canada, 2010, p. 1). In essence, cabotage law is enacted in order to 
safeguard the interests of the domestic shipping companies in the carriage of cargoes 
which are transported within the coastal waters of that particular country.  
2.4  Types of cabotage policy 
Generally, there are two types of cabotage policy or law, which are being applied by 
different countries, depending on their objectives, national interests and local 
situations. There is the strict cabotage law as well as the relaxed or liberalised 
cabotage law.  
2.4.1 Strict cabotage policy regime 
In a strict maritime Cabotage policy regime, the following elements of restriction are 
that domestic shipping trade is restricted to ships “built, owned, crewed and 
operated” by citizens of a country (Igbokwe 2006, p.105). The best example of a 
regime of strict Cabotage laws is the one found in the United States of America by a 
combination of some of its shipping laws (Omuojine, 2009, pp 3-4). The kernel of 
the cabotage law is found in the Jones Act. Enacted in 1920, the law (actually 
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Section 27 of the Merchant Marine Act of that year) simply requires that cargo 
moving between U.S. ports be carried in ships which are U.S.-owned, U.S.-built and 
U.S.-crewed (Lake Carriers‟ Association, 2011). The Passenger Vessel Services Act 
(PVSA) 1886 set the same requirements for the transport of passengers between U.S. 
ports. It stipulated that no foreign vessels shall transport passengers between ports or 
places in the United States, either directly or by way of a foreign port, under a 
penalty of $200 (now $300) for each passenger so transported and landed 
(Wikipedia, 2010). Other statutes apply the same ground rules to towing, dredging 
and salvage in U.S. waters. From all these and other similar shipping laws, transport 
of goods and passengers between US ports and within the coastal trade are 
exclusively in the hands of US citizens and ships. The laws are deliberate policies put 
in place so as to protect its domestic maritime industry from foreign participation, 
domination or control for the benefit of its nationals and its domestic shipping 
industry (Omuojine, 2009, p. 4). However, according to the Great Lakes Maritime 
Task Force (2011), the United States is far from unique in reserving its domestic 
waterborne commerce to vessels owned and crewed by nationals and built 
domestically. In a survey carried out by the U.S. Maritime Administration, it was 
found that 54 nations, including Canada, have cabotage laws that, like the Jones Act, 
are expressly meant to promote a national-flag fleet. 
2.4.2 Relaxed cabotage policy regime 
Cabotage law can be said to be relaxed or liberalised if the elements of restriction 
mentioned above are not required to be complied with or are not strictly enforced and 
there are some measures of foreign participation in the ownership or building of the 
vessels used and in the nationality of the operators involved (e.g., the crew) or of 
foreign-flagged vessels‟ involvement in a state‟s coastal shipping (Igbokwe 2006, p. 
105). In the past decade or so, several countries have carried out reforms of their 
cabotage policies, aimed at making it more relaxed in terms of accommodating some 
level of foreign participation in the domestic shipping trade. Some of these countries 
include China, Korea, India, Brazil, New Zealand, Australia, Malaysia, etc. 
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For instance, in 2003, cabotage regulations were eased by China to permit foreign 
lines to ship empty containers between domestic ports. Empty containers were 
considered as domestic cargoes and therefore subject to cabotage regulations. 
However, the amendments only applied to shipping companies of countries that have 
signed relevant bilateral agreements with China (Transport Canada, 2010, p. 6). 
Also in 2003, the Korean government abolished trans-shipment fees and relaxed 
cabotage rules. The rationale was to make Korean ports more attractive as a northern 
hub for container traffic in Asia. Just about a year after that relaxation, six foreign 
steamship lines had entered the market, providing competition to local feeder-
operators and reducing rates for shippers (Transport Canada, 2010, p. 6). 
In India, a relaxation of cabotage restrictions with respect to cruise ships was 
implemented in 2004. This allows a foreign cruise vessel calling at more than one 
Indian port to sail without obtaining a permit or license from the Director-General of 
Shipping (Hackston, English, Taylor & MacDonald, 2005, p. 24). Also, the central 
government revised the Merchant Shipping Act in January 2005 by modifying 
cabotage laws and thus allowed foreign vessels to move containers between 
Jawaharlal Nehru, Mumbai and other Indian ports (Transport Canada, 2010, p. 6).  
In Brazil, foreign-flagged vessels can only operate in cabotage, port support and 
maritime support navigation when chartered by a Brazilian shipping company, and 
provided that there are no Brazilian-flagged vessels available, or if it is a matter of 
public interest, or the foreign vessel is being chartered as a substitute for a vessel 
owned by the Brazilian shipping company under construction at a Brazilian 
Shipyard. Another possibility for a foreign vessel to operate in Brazil is if it is 
bareboat-chartered by the Brazilian shipping company and has her original flag 
suspended to fly the Brazilian flag. (Vianna, 2010, p. 46). 
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Prior to 1994, domestic marine movement in New Zealand was restricted to New 
Zealand flag vessels unless no local vessel was available, in which case a foreign 
vessel could apply to the Ministry of Transport for a permit to move a specific cargo. 
However, the Government modified its position in the Maritime Transport Act 1994, 
Section 198. This section provides that ”when foreign vessels have arrived in New 
Zealand to discharge or load international cargo or passengers these vessels may 
engage in the coasting trade for an indefinite period” (Hackston et al, 2005, p. 16). 
However, there were pressures by local ship-owners and labour unions for the re-
introduction of cabotage. Eventually, government took a policy position to consider a 
tax on coastal containers moved by foreign-flag vessels rather than re-introduce 
cabotage (Transport Canada, 2010, p. 6). 
In Australia, all vessels engaged in the cabotage trade must be licensed. Licences are 
issued for a 12- month period and are renewable. Foreign vessels are eligible for 
licensing, as long as they do not receive a subsidy from a foreign government. 
However, they must meet all requirements of customs and immigration legislation 
for both the ship and the crew. The crew must receive Australian rates of wages 
(Hackston et al, 2005, pp. 19-20). 
 In Malaysia the Cabotage laws permit foreign registered vessels to be temporarily 
licensed by the Domestic Shipping Licensing Board (DSLB) to partake in coastal 
trading where there are no available Malaysian vessels (Omuojine, 2009, p. 5). In 
2001, there were complaints by East Malaysian traders about the high cost of 
container freight from peninsular Malaysia. Hence, the Malaysian government 
introduced a comprehensive program to overhaul the entire marine transport system 
(Transport Canada, 2010, p. 7). More specifically, however, with effect from June 3, 
2009, the cabotage policy was further relaxed and foreign vessels are now allowed to 
carry containerised transhipment goods between ports in the peninsula and east 
Malaysia (The Star, 2009, p. 2). 
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However, from what can be seen in the laws of these various countries and others not 
mentioned, which are implementing cabotage policies in one form or the other, 
whether it is the strict form or the relaxed form, the basic objective of cabotage is to 
ensure participation of the indigenous shipping companies in the coastal shipping and 
protection from foreign competition. This will also ensure the development of 
domestic shipping through the establishment and development of the national 
merchant fleet. 
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3 CABOTAGE POLICY IN NIGERIA 
 
3.1 Introduction 
Nigeria is a coastal country in the North Atlantic with a number of littoral states 
along the Atlantic Ocean coast. It lies between 14 degrees north of the equator on its 
northern part and 4 degrees north of the equator on its southern part. Nigeria is 
bordered by Niger republic on the north, the Republic of Benin on the west and 
Cameroon and Chad on the East. Like most coastal states, the majority of Nigeria‟s 
external trade is carried by maritime transport. The major components of the export 
trade are crude oil and gas, which account for more than 90% of her total annual 
export trade. Complementing these are agricultural cash crops like cotton, cocoa, 
palm produce, crude rubber, cassava and gum-arabic, among others. On the other 
hand, the import trade is predominated by manufactured goods, machinery and 
equipment, food, etc. (NIMASA, 2009, pp. 1-3). 
Nigeria, by providence is a maritime nation. The development and utilisation of her 
maritime endowment for the socio-economic advantage of the country and its 
citizens lies squarely on the shoulders of the Nigerian people.  
Nigeria covers a total area of 923,768 square kilometres with a land area of 910,768 
square kilometres. She has a coastline of 853 kilometres and inland waterways 
totaling 8,575 kilometres, consisting largely of the rivers Niger and Benue as well as 
other smaller rivers and creeks. With a maritime area of 46,500 square kilometres 
and exclusive economic zone (EEZ) of 210,900 square kilometres, Nigeria is 
endowed with highly productive open sea, enveloping abundant and diverse maritime 
resources, including huge deposits of hydrocarbons (crude oil and natural gas) 
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(NIMASA, 2009, p. 5). The maritime industry therefore holds a great promise for the 
socio-economic development of Nigeria, just as in any other maritime nation.      
3.2 History of shipping in Nigeria 
Before delving into the maritime activities of modern day Nigeria, it is pertinent to 
trace the existence of maritime industry down the ages in order to underscore the fact 
that Nigeria has really come a long way in maritime trade. In ancient times, there 
were three main modes of transport: navigation, human portage and pack animals. 
Navigation was on rivers and along the coast, in canoes, boats, ships, floating 
contraptions, gourds and calabashes. Shipping was said to be highly successful in 
large-scale transportation of bulky goods over a long distance, particularly in the 
coastal region. 
About four hundred years ago, among the various communities that make up the 
present-day Nigeria, vessels that were seen on the Bonny and Calabar Rivers were 
noted for being capable of carrying 80 men, 70 feet in length and 7 to 8 feet wide 
(Ugochukwu, 1990 p. 18). Some people inhabiting the coasts were also said to own 
vessels that could support a household for a lifetime. Aboh, on the river Niger, was 
recognized as a ship building centre of repute. 
In the sphere of international shipping, the canoe merchants of ancient Ghana (gold 
Coast), who were said to have traded as far south as Angola were, probably, the first 
foreigners who visited Nigerian waters. The first British ship to visit Nigeria, reached 
Benin River in 1553, despite the efforts of Portugal to monopolise the Nigerian 
maritime commerce. Pepper and palm produce were the main items of trade. Trade 
subsequently degenerated into the trans-Atlantic slave trade. When the slave trade 
eventually came to an end in the 19th century, it was readily replaced by the trade in 
palm oil (Ugochukwu, 1990, p. 18).  
During the colonial times, efforts by indigenes to venture into ocean shipping 
industry were prevented by the British officials. For instance, King Jaja of Opobo 
was actually exiled for his successful competition against foreign merchants on the 
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Qua Iboe River trade. Similarly, the efforts of King Eyo Honesty of Calabar to 
charter vessels and transport produce to England for direct sale was prevented by the 
British Consul. The Consul claimed that he acted to ensure that King Eyo and his 
subjects paid peculiar trusts supposedly owed to British merchants (Ugochukwu, 
1990, p. 19). 
The foundation of modern shipping industry was laid by a Briton, MacGregor Laird, 
who formed the Royal African Steamship Company in 1849, with British subsidy 
and cargo support. This led to increased trade and shipping activities and the 
consequent attraction of other ship-owners. In due course, another company, the 
British and African Steam Navigation Company was established. Both companies 
later merged to become Elder Dempster (Ugochukwu, 1990, p. 19). 
Despite a long history of maritime activities, port development started only towards 
the end of the 19
th
 century. Attempts were made to open up the entrance to the Lagos 
Lagoon, in an effort towards providing facilities for ocean going vessels. However, 
there was considerable littoral drift along the coast, coupled with the constantly 
shifting channels in the bar, which made entry of vessels difficult (Nigerian Ports 
Authority [NPA], 2011, p. 1). In 1906, the first major breakthrough in opening up the 
Lagos Lagoon was recorded when orders were placed for dredgers to work at the bar 
and approval was given for construction of the first length of the East Mole, which 
led to improvement in depths over bar as the entrance moles were further pushed 
seawards. This resulted in the development of Apapa Port and Port Harcourt Port 
followed in quick succession (NPA, 2011, p. 2). 
In the area of administration, the Nigerian Maritime Department was established in 
1906 to provide port and ferry services, mail runs and regulate shipping activities. 
The Marines were also used for law enforcement and suppression of resistance to 
British rule.  The Department had English officers and indigenous ratings. They 
served the British war efforts during the First World War in Cameroon. It was also 
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the foundation for the Nigerian Ports Authority and the Inland Waterways 
Department (Ugochukwu, 1990, p. 20). 
In connection with the outbreak of First World War in 1914, the British Government 
took over shipping operations in Nigeria, while German vessels were withdrawn 
from the trade. This resulted in a shortage of shipping tonnage that almost paralysed 
the commercial life of the country. After the war, the situation improved and with 
expanding trade, the Dutch, Americans and Brazilians, among others, entered the 
Nigerian shipping trade. The increasing trade that was witnessed after the First 
World War suffered a setback from 1939, as hostilities of the Second World War 
ensued. The British government requisitioned its flag vessels in the Nigerian trade to 
aid war efforts, bringing about another decline in the supply of shipping services 
(Ugochukwu, 1990, p. 20) 
The post war period, however, was marked by significant achievements in the 
Nigerian shipping scene. The Nigerian Ports Authority and the Government Coastal 
Agency were established in 1954. The Authority took over provision and 
maintenance of ports and other related services, while the coastal agency provided 
clearing and forwarding services to the Federal, Regional and Provincial 
administrations. It also arranged for protocol, passages and handling of the baggage 
of colonial officers on vacation. There was a sharp increase in the European demand 
for Nigerian raw materials, and the ports of Sapele, Burutu, Warri, Degema, Calabar, 
Port Harcourt and Lagos were either developed or improved during the period 
(Ugochukwu, 1990, p. 21). 
In the mid 1950s, the first modern indigenous shipping line, the “Nigeria Line” was 
established by a wealthy indigenous merchant, Mr. Patrick Osoba, in a joint venture 
with the Finnish firm of Nordstrom and Company. The line sailed between West 
Africa, United Kingdom and European continental ports. It was not admitted into the 
West African Lines Conference. All the ships operated by the line were of Finnish 
ownership and registry. Eventually, Mr, Osoba acquired two of the vessels, although 
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for one reason or the other, the line did not survive (Ogar Consult, 1994, p. 14). 
About the same time that the Nigeria Line was established, the Zim Lines of Israel 
was making efforts to establish a shipping line in partnership with the then self-
governing Western Region. This aim was not achieved. The Line subsequently 
approached the Government of Ghana with the same idea. The effort led to the 
formation of the Black Star Line of Ghana (Ogar Consult, 1994, p. 15).  
The Nigerian National Shipping Line was established in 1959 by the Nigerian 
Government in association with Elder Dempster and Palm Lines. It joined the West 
African Lines Conference in the same year, but was restricted to handling of only 
2.5% of Nigeria‟s total export (Ugochukwu, 1990, p. 22).  
At independence, the foundation for a modern shipping industry had been laid and 
the young nation was gradually enhancing its image in the international maritime 
scene. In 1961, the Federal government bought the remaining shares from the 
technical partners and became the sole owner of the National Shipping Line. As a 
member of the comity of nations, Nigeria ratified the provisions of the Hague Rules 
and consigned them into her Statute Books in 1962 as the Merchants Shipping Act.  
The Nigerian civil war took place between 1967 and 1970. This had a tremendous 
impact on the maritime industry, especially on the ports. As a result of the war, Port 
Harcourt was closed to foreign traffic for security reasons. Lagos thus became the 
only available port serving the country‟s maritime transport needs. At the end of the 
civil war, heavy imports of reconstruction machinery, including heavy structures of 
some basic industries, construction materials and consumer goods flooded the Lagos 
port, which had earlier been inundated by overflowing war-time cargoes that had 
scarcely been cleared.  
As stated earlier, the major export of Nigeria was agricultural products. However, the 
discovery of crude oil in the late fifties and its subsequent exportation changed the 
trend dramatically. It reduced the relative importance of agricultural produce and led 
to a regrettable neglect of agriculture. For instance, in 1960, non-oil exports 
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contributed about 93% of the country‟s foreign exchange earnings, while minerals 
accounted for the rest. However, in 1969, minerals contributed about 41% of the total 
export earnings, which rose in subsequent years to over 90% between 1974 to 1985 
(Osah, 1989, p. 58). 
Following the oil boom and the post civil war reconstruction period in the early 
seventies, Nigeria not only had the petro-dollars to import anything, she had the 
propensity and what it took to borrow from overseas banks and financial institutions. 
These developments resulted in the now famous “cement armada” ports congestion 
that took place in the years 1974-1976. Ports and port facilities had to be constructed, 
developed and provided for utilization in relatively short time. It was during this time 
that the Tin Can Island Port was commissioned. This period also saw the expansion 
of the national fleet and indeed the inception of the first privately-owned shipping 
companies in Nigeria (Ogar Consult, 1994, p. 17). 
In 1978, the Nigerian Shippers‟ Council was formed to shield the nation‟s shippers 
from the exploitative tactics of shipping lines and conference lines servicing the 
Nigerian trade. Meanwhile, the nation was making efforts to evolve its own shipping 
policy. Following the adoption of the United Nations Conference on Trade and 
Development, UNCTAD Code of Conduct in 1974, which was ratified by Nigeria in 
1975, the government enacted the first ever National Shipping Policy in 1982, but 
found it very difficult to pass it into law because technically the Code of Conduct, 
which the policy relied on, did not actually exist at that time. The Code eventually 
came into force in 1983. Three and a half years later, the National Shipping Policy 
Decree 10 was promulgated on the 30
th
 of April 1987. Also, an agency, the National 
Maritime Authority was established to coordinate the implementation of the policy.   
3.3  Evolution of the national shipping policy 
Shipping policy constitutes a part of a country‟s transport policy, which in turn, is an 
element of an overall economic policy. It is formulated in particular countries and 
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consists of various elements, which depend on the size and the economic importance 
of the merchant fleet of these countries (Chrzanowski, 1985, p. 112). 
In essence, the main objective of shipping policy is to protect and promote the 
national fleet of a country. According to Hawkins (1989, p. 1),  
In shipping, protectionism covers a whole gamut of interventionist measures 
taken by Governments to protect their national fleets from foreign competition 
and to enable them to compete favourably in the market place. For developed 
countries, the goal is to maintain and/or expand the shares of their national 
fleets in current market; for developing countries, it is to establish their own 
national fleets so that they can increase their participation in the carriage of 
their own sea-borne trade. 
The National Shipping Policy Decree 10 was promulgated on the 30
th
 of April 1987. 
The policy itself was actually the crescendo of progressive and concerted efforts to 
ameliorate the problems faced by the Nigerian shipping merchants. Before talking 
about the policy, it is important to trace these progressive efforts that eventually led 
to the promulgation of the policy decree. 
Prior to 1959, the maritime industry in Nigeria was an exclusive business owned by 
foreigners. This situation was not peculiar to Nigeria as many independent African 
countries found it extremely difficult to integrate into the different aspects of 
shipping business of their countries. The foreigners had built up barriers, which made 
both entry into the business and survival in the business difficult, but realising the 
strategic role of the shipping industry to the economic independence and 
development of their different countries, they made rather frantic efforts to break the 
monopoly. 
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The first real attempt at establishing a National Shipping Policy was in 1959 with the 
incorporation of the Nigerian National Shipping Line. Although co-owned at its 
inception by the Nigerian Government (which had a controlling share) and two other 
lines, Elder Dempster Limited and Palm Lines Limited, the aim of the Federal 
Government was clear from the onset: to conserve foreign exchange, help in the 
carriage of sea-borne trade and develop the nation‟s expertise in the field of maritime 
transport.  
The development of the maritime industry in Nigeria throughout the 1960s was not 
in total isolation of what was taking place in the international scene. Consequent 
upon various attempts by developing countries to suppress the monopoly of foreign 
liner conferences and participate fully in their countries maritime business, it became 
clear that a unified policy, internationally accepted, would be necessary. Thus, in 
1964, when UNCTAD, the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development 
came into existence with the objective of finding solutions through international 
consensus to trade and foreign transactions, it provided the ample opportunity to 
articulate the Latin American and Asian countries‟ policies to other developing 
countries, which on their own were either also yearning to evolve a policy or had 
attempted to evolve one, which would obliterate the domineering effect of foreign 
liners (Ogar Consult, 1994, p. 18). The joint presentation of the problems faced by 
developing countries in the maritime trade of their different countries led to the code 
of conduct. In order to correct this anomaly, the developed countries formed the 
Committee of European and Japanese National Shippers Association (CENSA) and 
presented a code of conduct in 1972. This was not acceptable to the developing 
countries, which exerted pressures on UNCTAD to convene a meeting on the issue 
(Ogar Consult, 1994, p. 20). A Code of Conduct for Liner Conferences finally 
emerged in April 1974 and actually came into force in 1983, after member states 
with 25 per cent of relevant world tonnage became signatories. The salient aspects of 
the Code included: 
1. The right of National Shipping Lines to join conferences serving their home 
trades. 
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2. The right of National Shipping Lines to use chartered tonnage. 
3. The principle of the equality of National Shipping Lines at the opposite ends 
of a trade, particularly in the cargo sharing involving the 40-40-20 principle. 
4. Third flag rights of developing countries‟ shipping lines. 
5. The right of shippers‟ organizations to consultations with conferences on 
virtually all matters of interest to them affecting the cost, adequacy and 
quality of liner services. 
6. The establishment of internationally accepted principles regarding the 
determination of freight rates, the bases for freight rate increases, the 
imposition of surcharges, conferences, loyalty agreements, dispensation for 
the use of non-conference ships etc. 
Although Nigeria was among the first group of countries to ratify the UNCTAD code 
(Nigeria ratified the code on 10
th
 September 1975), the code itself remained dormant 
because it could only come into force six months after the date on which not less 
than 24 states with a combined tonnage of a least 25 per cent of the world general 
cargo fleet had become contracting parties. 
By the end of 1981, the patience of the Federal Government in waiting for the code 
to come into force appeared to have been exhausted. On 29
th
 of December 1981 Dr. 
Umaru Dikko, the then Minister of Transport, announced at a press conference in 
Lagos the main outlines of the National Shipping Policy of Nigeria approved by the 
President-in-Council. Since the policy leaned heavily on the UNCTAD code for its 
legitimacy, it was only natural that the Federal Government found it very difficult to 
pass it into law, because technically the code did not actually exist in 1981/82. The 
code came into force on the 6
th
 of October 1983 (Ogar Consult, 1994, p. 22). Three 
and a half years later, the Nigerian Shipping Policy Decree, based on the code, came 
into being on the 30
th
 of April 1987. 
The National Shipping Policy was thus the result of progressive efforts of the Federal 
Government to grapple and contain the problems or leakages identified in her 
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international trade even before 1960, the year of Nigeria‟s independence. It must be 
mentioned that these problems were experienced by most, if not, all developing 
countries. Common among these problems are those related to the following: 
(a) Terms of trade and shipping practice – where Nigeria and other developing 
countries are made to accept F.O.B. terms for their exports and C.I.F. for the 
import with the result that all trades were constantly shipped in foreign vessels. 
The practice, apart from discouraging the developing countries from owning 
their own ships, also completely shut them out from engaging in any 
downstream export activities, which they may wish to undertake to diversify 
their economic activities and thereby reduce reliance on the production of 
primary raw materials only. 
(b) Inadequacy of services – since the item of the freight was usually dictated by 
the overseas buyer of raw materials and supplier of finished goods, the 
conference lines, which by their monopolistic posture were already too 
powerful for the poor shipper in the developing countries, did not often pay 
much attention to the quality of services rendered to Nigerian shippers. 
(c) Structure of freight rates – hand in hand with the aspect of inadequacy of 
services, was the issue of unilateral determination by the conferences of the 
structure and increases in freight rates. Transport cost in international trade 
tends to have the same effect as customs tariff and could be a decisive factor in 
determining a country‟s export potential. 
(d) Depletion of foreign exchange – the result of the above was the heavy drain of 
foreign exchange from Nigeria and other developing countries to the countries 
of the first world. 
These and other factors formed the basic reasons why the Government sought to 
adopt a shipping policy for the country with the belief that it would correct this ugly 
situation. 
The most important aspects of the Shipping Policy Decree 10 of 1987, as it relates to 
ensuring greater participation of indigenous shipping lines in international sea-borne 
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trade, protection and promotion of the local shipping lines, include, among others, 
the following: 
(a) Carriage of cargo 
Section 9 (2) of the Shipping Policy stipulates that the national carriers shall 
have the right to participate in the carriage of bulk cargoes to and from Nigeria 
to the tune of not less than 50 per cent of such cargoes. 
This section also provides that the cargoes shall be shared in conformity with 
the UNCTAD 40:40:20 formula. 
(b) Use of Chartered Vessels 
Section 8 of the Policy provides for the national carriers to use chartered 
vessels when vessels belonging to the national carriers are insufficient for the 
cargo available. 
(c) Ship Acquisition and Ship Building 
Section 13 of the Policy provides for the establishment of a fund to be applied 
to assist Nigerians in the development and expansion of a national fleet. 
(d) Exports and Imports 
Section 14 provides that the national carriers shall have exclusive right to the 
freight belonging to the Federal, State and local Governments, including 
federal and state owned companies and parastatals, except where such freight 
is exempted by the Minister. The section also provides that all public sector 
contracts for the importation and exportation of goods shall respectively be on 
F.O.B. and C.I.F bases. 
(e) Cargo Control and Sharing 
Section 18 provides that the National Maritime Authority shall ensure that 
Nigerian vessels carry Nigeria‟s share of cargo in volume and earnings in 
accordance with the provisions of the Decree or any other form of cargo 
sharing arrangement entered into or agreed to by the Authority or by the 
Federal Military Government (National Shipping Policy Act, 1987 [as cited in 
National Maritime Authority, 2003, pp. 396-399]). 
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3.4 Shipping activities in Nigeria 
The maritime potential of Nigeria is not in doubt. Nigeria is naturally blessed with an 
extensive, navigable coastline of over 823 kilometres. Demographically, the country 
not only commands a huge population, thus a large market, but is also blessed with a 
young population that is educated and eager to learn, and to whom a key industry 
like transport offers opportunities (Asoluka, 2003, p. 165). Thus, shipping plays an 
important role in the transport of goods and commodities of Nigerian external trade 
as over 90 % by volume are carried by ships.  
Nigeria relies heavily on external trade in order to sustain its domestic economy 
through importation of raw materials and equipment, machinery used by 
manufacturers and in the exportation of crude oil and agricultural commodities. 
Hence, maritime transport offers a cheap and reliable means of transport, which not 
only makes the landing costs of these cargoes lower, but also makes it possible for 
large quantities of tonnage to be carried over long distances and landed in Nigeria, 
thereby reducing cost of goods, since transport cost is one of the variable costs of 
production (Igbokwe, 2001, p. 2).  
Akanbi (2011) observed that the maritime industry in Nigeria was a very critical 
sector of the economy, considering that Nigeria is a major oil and gas producer and 
exporter, and with an estimated population of about 150 million people. It is also a 
major consumer of imported finished goods and services. This means that its 
international trade is huge. An analysis of the cargo throughput at Nigerian ports 
from 2001-2006 can be seen in Table 3.1. From the table, which shows classification 
by type of cargo, it can be seen that total import for the year 2001 came to 
24,668,791 tonnes, comprising of general cargo, containerized cargo, dry bulk and 
liquid bulk. In similar vein, total exports were 11, 277,901 tonnes. Hence the total 
cargoes throughput came to 35,904,692 tonnes. However, by 2006, the volumes had 
increased to 49,173,324 tonnes, comprising of 31,937,804 tonnes import and 
17,235,520 tonnes export. This represents an increase of about 38 per cent over a 
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period of 5 years. A close observation shows an increasing trend annually over the 
given period. 
Table 3.1 - Cargo throughput at Nigerian ports (excluding Crude oil terminals) 
classified by type of cargo: 2001 - 2006 
(TONNES) 
TYPE OF CARGO 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 
 
GENERAL 
CARGO 
IN 6, 322,525 6,166,228   5,326,431 4,402,124 4,671,636 4,898,081 
OUT 306,207 261,107 204,800 179,098 287,182 273,418 
CONTAINERISED 
CARGO 
IN 3,238,007 3,860,339 4,737,740 4,007,486 4,684,915  5,023,878 
OUT 578,237  528,429 563,698 494,036 629,847 517,546 
DRY BULK 
 
IN 9,553,569  9,397,988 10,377,285 10,368,487 12,335,850 11,560,929 
OUT 151,215  173,267 186,267 196,400 200,386 220,692 
LIQUID BULK 
 
IN 5,554,690  5,781,825 7,397,837 8,128,978 7,562,365 10,454,916 
OUT 10,236,242  10,818,058 10,971,887 13,040,338 14,579,897 16,223,864 
GRAND 
TOTAL 
              
35,940,692  
36,987,241 39,765,945 40,816,947 44,952,078 49,173,324 
 Source: Nigerian Ports Authority (2011) Corporate and Strategic Planning Division  
 
Table 3.2 provides statistical information on container traffic at Nigerian ports over a 
12 year period, that is, from 1995 to 2006. A close look shows that as compared to 
the year 1995, with an import of 108,446 TEUs (1,355,828 tonnes) and an export of 
88,442 TEUs (371,222 tonnes), the situation in the year 2006 shows a sharp increase 
with an import of 349,234 TEUs (5,023,878 tonnes) and an export of 287,821 TEUs 
(517,546 tonnes). This represents about 222 per cent increase over the period for 
imports and about 225 per cent increase for exports over the same period. 
 
Table 3.2 - Container traffic statistics at Nigerian ports: 1995 - 2006 
YEA
R 
INWARD                            OUTWARD 
NO. OF 
EMPTIES 
               LADEN   NO. OF 
EMPTIES 
             LADEN  
No. TONNES.  T.E.U NO. TONNES T.E.U 
1995 1,201 93,379 1,355,828 108,446 50,650 26,166 371,222 88,442 
1996 2,780 94,449 1,367,409 113,196 38,383 35,858 533,587      86,648 
1997 1,750 105,200 1,542,785 127,165 52,855 39,366 630,902 109,518 
1998 2,698 127,884 1,847,386 157,491  69,004 38,542 627,608 129,166 
1999 2,659 147,553 2,142,932 184,048  90,317 41,184 665,333 160,306 
2000 9,133 162,534 2,355,540 214,873  69,453 37,501 603,336 129,356 
2001 7,361 209,634 3,238,007 277,807 124,564 37,038 578,237 205,416 
2002 1,270 227,102 3,860,339 293,909 159,726 34,103 528,429    251,888 
2003 697 259,055 4,737,740 338,946 157,710 36,682 563,698 249,647 
2004 886 230,098 4,007,486 306,762 124,748 32,087 494,036 207,192 
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2005 410 245,773 4,684,915 326,766 148,258 39,594 629,847 248,476 
2006 584 255,301 5,023,878 349,234 245,400 33,340 517,546 287,821 
Source: Nigerian Ports Authority (2011) Corporate and Strategic Planning Division  
 
In Table 3.3, details of natural gas shipped over a 12 year period can be seen. In 
1999, 1,503,398 tonnes were shipped out of Nigeria. This increased over the years 
and in 2010, it became 19,369,047 tonnes, representing a 1,188 per cent increase. 
Table 3.3 - Statistics of natural gas shipped: 1999 - 2010 
YEAR TONNAGE OF NATURAL GAS 
1999 1,503,398 
2000 5,953,567 
2001 7,154,965 
2002 8,084,749 
2003 9,292,832 
2004 11,529,827 
2005 11,264,515 
2006 13,401,481 
2007 18,734,283 
2008 18,866,257 
2009 13,411,849 
2010 19,369,047 
Source: Nigerian Ports Authority (2011) Corporate and Strategic Planning Division  
 
Table 3.4 shows the cargo throughput at Nigerian ports over a 16 year period, from 
1995 to 2010. In 1995, the total throughput was 13,273,053 tonnes, comprising 
9,289,971 tonnes of imports and 3,983,082 tonnes of exports. However, by the year 
2010, the figure has increased to 74,910,284 tonnes, with 50,902,333 tonnes of 
imports and 24,007,951 tonnes of exports. This shows a total increase of about 464 
per cent over the period, with imports recording an increase of about 448 per cent 
while exports recorded about 503 per cent over the same period. 
Table 3.4 - Cargo throughput at Nigerian ports: 1995 - 2010 
(TONNES) 
YEAR INWARD OUTWARD TOTAL 
1995 9,289,971 3,983,082 13,273,053 
1996 10,224,300 5,251,001 15,475,301 
1997 11,213,624 5,369,181 16,582,805 
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1998 14,286,864 5,038,854 19,325,718 
1999 15,751,331 6,481,605 22,232,936 
2000 19,230,496 9,702,384 28,932,880 
2001 24,668,791 11,271,901 35,940,692 
2002 25,206,380 11,780,861 36,987,241 
2003 27,839,293 11,926,652 39,765,945 
2004 26,907,075 13,909,872 40,816,947 
2005 29,254,766 15,697,312 44,952,078 
2006 31,937,804 17,235,520 49,173,324 
2007 35,865,996 21,607,354 57,473,350 
2008 41,385,973 23,806,946 65,192,919 
2009 49,962,875 16,945,447 66,908,322 
2010 50,902,333 24,007,951 74,910,284 
Source: Nigerian Ports Authority (2011) Corporate and Strategic Planning Division  
 
From the foregoing, it can be seen that shipping activities have continued to increase 
over the years in Nigeria. This can be attributed to an increase in the country‟s 
population, increasing demand for imported finished goods and industrial raw 
materials and increasing demand for the country‟s oil and gas by countries in need of 
these products. Furthermore, Nigeria is also an important maritime nation, especially 
in the West African sub-region, given its huge market and the leadership role, which 
it has continued to play among the countries of the sub-region and Africa in general. 
3.5 Cabotage Act 2003 
3.5.1  Background to the cabotage policy 
The evolution of the Cabotage Act of 2003 is a culmination of various efforts of 
relevant stakeholders, government agencies and the lawmakers towards the 
development of an enabling law, which provides for the regulation of the Nigerian 
coastal trade and ensures that the interests of the domestic shipping companies are 
adequately protected. Hence, the Act would not have materialised without the 
persistent clamour by the indigenous operators and maritime professionals who saw 
the Act as about the only way of safeguarding the continuous existence of domestic 
shipping after all previous efforts seemed to have failed. In particular, two efforts, 
which had been made in the immediate past to promote and protect indigenous 
shipping operators in Nigeria, are: 
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1.  The ship acquisition and shipbuilding fund 
2. The cargo control and sharing policy 
Ship Acquisition and ship building fund 
One of the aims and objectives of the National Maritime Authority was to help in 
solving the problems of reduction in national fleet and one way of doing this is by 
granting assistance to indigenous shipping companies for fleet expansion and ship 
ownership. In line with this objective, the Authority, in 1993, established the Ship 
Acquisition and Ship Building Fund. The aim of this fund, which formally 
commenced operations in 1994, as contained in section 13 (3) of the Shipping Policy, 
was to assist Nigerians in the development and expansion of the national fleet. To 
this end, a management committee, comprising all NMA Directors managed this 
fund. A unit, established under the office of the Director-General was staffed by 
officers from the different departments of the Authority to process applications for 
loans under the fund and was headed by the Secretary to the SASBF management 
committee. 
Eleven shipping companies – two government-owned and nine indigenous shipping 
companies – benefited from the fund. These companies are listed as follows: 
1. Nigerian National Shipping Line (NNSL) 
2. National Unity Line (NUL) 
3. Faget Nigeria Limited 
4. East West Coast Marine Services Limited 
5. Genesis World-wide Shipping Limited 
6. Cibra Marine Services Limited 
7. Skolar Shipping Limited 
8. Taraboz Fisheries Limited 
9. B.M. Tankers Limited 
10. Bulkship Nigeria Limited 
11. A & C Engineering and Marine Services Limited. 
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However, in 1995, the then Head of State directed the Honourable Minister of 
Transport to suspend further disbursement of the fund. This was borne out of the fact 
that some of the beneficiaries had refused to honour terms of the loan agreement. 
Furthermore, it was discovered that some of them did not use the loan for the 
purpose intended. For instance, it was found that less than 50 per cent of the 
beneficiaries actually acquired vessels. Also, most of those that acquired vessels 
acquired ships that had long gone past their prime times. These vessels constituted 
problems to the shipping companies because they incurred heavy maintenance costs. 
Then, there was also diversion of funds to other businesses and/or personal uses. As 
a result of the above reasons, the Federal Government felt justified in suspending 
further disbursement of the fund. 
Cargo Sharing policy 
The most popular and by far best known aspect of the Nigerian Shipping Policy is 
the 40-40-20 formula of the UNCTAD Code of Conduct for Liner Conferences. 
Apart from the UNCTAD formula, the 50-50 ratio for other cargoes mentioned in 
section 9 of the Policy and the exclusive carrying right given to Nigerian National 
carriers in section 14 form part of the regulatory or interventionist strategy of the 
Policy. 
Cargo sharing was thus the main function of the Authority and was one of the major 
activities embarked upon on the commencement of the Authority in 1987. 
Preparatory to cargo control and sharing in 1988, the following earlier steps were 
taken: 
(i) Appointment and sponsoring of indigenous carriers into various routes and 
conferences serving the Nigerian trade; 
(ii)   Affixing sharing ratios to the appointed indigenous lines based on their fleet 
strength; 
(iii)   Setting up of a freight sharing committee to carry out the weekly sharing 
exercise. 
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The Authority commenced its cargo sharing operation on the 5th of May 1988 using 
the NMA cargo notification through the Central Bank of Nigeria, CBN and 
authorized dealers. 
Three classes of import and export form C‟s were produced, namely: 
Class 1 
 Form C-1.1 for non-petroleum government import 
 Form C-1.2 for non-petroleum government export 
Class 2 
 Form C-2.1 for petroleum import 
 Form C-2.2 for petroleum export 
Class 3 
 Form C-3.1 for private sector non- petroleum import 
 Form C-3.2 for private sector non-petroleum export. 
These forms were issued through the Central Bank of Nigeria and authorized dealers 
(mostly commercial and merchant banks) to importers and exporters to be filled in 
conjunction with the CBN‟s forms “M” and “NCD 3(A)”, respectively, and then 
returned through the same channel to NMA for processing and sharing. 
The forms so collected were processed route by route, i.e. consignments coming 
from the United Kingdom covered by NMA form –3.1 were treated under UKWAL, 
Far East (Japan, Singapore, China, Malaysia etc) cargoes covered by NMA form C-
3.1 were treated under FEWAC, cargoes emanating from the continent (France, 
Germany, Sweden etc) covered by Form C-3.1 were treated under COWAC, goods 
from America/Canada covered by Form C-3.1 were treated under AMWAC, Goods 
from India, Pakistan, Bangladesh etc, covered by Form C-3.1 were treated under 
Nigeria-India, cargoes from Brazil and South American countries were treated under 
Nigeria-Brazil, while consignments from African countries were treated under 
INTERMEDIATE. Goods from Spain, Italy and other Adriatic Ports – Greece, 
Turkey etc were treated under MEWAC etc. They were then processed, summarized 
and presented to the freight committee meeting. 
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Duly processed forms were then shared at the freight committee meeting, which used 
to sit every Thursday at the Authority‟s Headquarters. They were shared to deserving 
carriers – both national and foreign including cross traders, independent operators 
and legally recognized tramp operators. The allocation was in line with the 
UNCTAD code of 40-40-20 or 50-50 as the case may be. 
The Form C after being completed by either the exporter or importer would contain 
all required information about the cargo for shipment. Required information included 
nature, value and location of cargo, date of expected shipment, port of loading and 
discharge and owner of cargo. The Form C, although called cargo notification form, 
was essentially the document of title to lift cargo. Anyone lifting cargo without 
authorizing Form C did so contrary to the law and was therefore subject to sanctions 
under section 26 of the Shipping Policy Decree Government (National Shipping 
Policy Act, 1987 [as cited in National Maritime Authority, 2003, p. 401]). 
The Form C was however abolished in early 1996 and was replaced with Shipment 
Acquisition Form SAF. This form performed basically the same functions as the 
Form C. The SAF was in use from then up till early in the year 2000 when the then 
Minister of Transport announced the scrapping of the cargo allocation and sharing 
functions of the Authority. The reasons given for the scrapping was that the cargo 
sharing function had outlived its usefulness and was no longer relevant in the present 
scheme of things. Also given was the excuse that the officials of the Authority 
abused it by allocating cargoes to shipping companies that could not lift the cargoes 
to the detriment of those who genuinely had the capability to lift the cargo. 
The abolition of these two important instruments of promoting and protecting the 
domestic operators were seen as a big setback in the development of a vibrant 
shipping industry in Nigeria. Hence, at the outset of the new millennium, there were 
strident calls by all concerned for the need by government to enact the cabotage law 
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that would stimulate the participation of Nigerian citizens in its domestic coastal 
trade. 
However, the eventual enactment of the Cabotage Act was not without hitches. One 
of the problems faced was government‟s reluctance to venture into another policy in 
respect of the maritime industry, given the failure of past policies and efforts of 
government in this direction.  Some of the reasons responsible for the government‟s 
reluctance included the following: 
1. NNSL liquidation 
2. The Ship Acquisition and Shipbuilding Fund 
3. Cargo control and sharing 
4. Attempt to float a second carrier, the NUL 
 The Ship Acquisition and Shipbuilding Fund and the cargo control and sharing have 
been discussed above. The other two, the liquidation of NNSL and attempt to float 
NUL will be discussed here.  
NNSL liquidation 
The Nigerian National Shipping Line (NNSL), which was the first indigenous 
shipping company, was incorporated in 1959 by the Nigerian Government in 
association with Elder Dempster and Palm Lines. It started with an initial capital of 4 
million Naira and two second-hand vessels. In 1961, the Federal Government bought 
the remaining shares from the technical partners and became the sole owner of the 
company. In 1979, 19 vessels were added to the NNSL fleet. All of these were small 
multi-purpose vessels. In 1980, the NNSL fleet stood at 27 with a tonnage of 361,030 
dwt – which was the highest figure ever attained by the NNSL (Ogar Consult, 1994, 
p. 70). The NNSL fleet, however, declined from a fleet of 27 vessels in 1980 to only 
13 in 1992. To worsen the situation, not all these were in good and seaworthy 
condition. 
It was in view of these developments that the National Maritime Authority sought to 
bail out the company. Through the Ship Acquisition and Building Fund, the 
Authority put in about $65 million in order to give the company a boost in its 
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operations. Unfortunately, the money was not used fruitfully and consequently, this 
informed the government‟s decision to liquidate the company in 1995. Hence, the 
National Shipping Line, which many had seen as a beacon of hope in the shipping 
industry, sank due to mismanagement. 
According to Niagwan (1999),  
What ran the shipping industry down was government‟s interference. You 
know until the „90s, these companies were being run by professionals. And that 
actually stabilized the companies and from the time they started bringing in 
non-professionals, the companies started going down. If we have professionals 
running them, NNSL would not be where it is today.   
The demise of NNSL was an outcome of several factors including its huge debt and 
mismanagement of its funds. The huge debt also, was the outcome of several factors, 
including inability to fund most of its activities, large-scale repair bills abroad, non-
payment of debt accruing to it from government agencies and parastatals and 
frequent arrest of ships. 
Attempt to float a second carrier, the NUL 
With the decision to liquidate the Nigerian National Shipping Line, the National 
Maritime Authority floated a shipping line, the National Unity Line in 1995. Hence it 
was established as a national carrier to render services to the country following the 
demise of NNSL. Its only vessel, MV Abuja, a container vessel of 6,879 dead weight 
tonnes, was also purchased by NMA. It was also one of the indigenous shipping 
companies that benefited from the Ship Acquisition and Building Fund. However, its 
operations were hampered by starvation of funds. This tended to fetter its operations 
and the company tried to survive through whatever means available. For instance, its 
only vessel was on permanent charter in the Far East, even though it should be 
carrying Nigerian cargo. This continued until 2002 when the vessel was eventually 
sold off. Presently, the company is being prepared for privatization  
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In view of all these past efforts, which had failed, government was very reluctant to 
embark on any policy enactment, having lost faith in the ability of local operators. 
Some agencies like the Bureau of Public Enterprise (BPE) actually came out with 
specific statements against the introduction of the cabotage regime (Igbokwe, 2006, 
p. 267). However, maritime stakeholders continued to mount intense pressure on 
government, especially the legislators, on the need to formulate the cabotage policy, 
and for the first time since the advent of the Fourth Republic in 1999, the legislators 
were found on the side of the people as they took it upon themselves to actually 
consider the policy by looking at other countries, especially developed maritime 
nations and finding out about the existence and operation of cabotage in those 
countries. 
After a lot of work in this regard, the legislators came to the conclusion that indeed, 
there was a need for the formulation of a cabotage policy. This was especially so, 
when the fact was recognized that the National Shipping Policy Act of 1987 had a 
bias in favour of international shipping to the detriment of local shipping (Igbokwe, 
2006, p. 268). Hence, since the attention of the Shipping Policy was rather on 
international shipping, there was a need for an alternative policy to take care of the 
regulation of domestic shipping. To this end, the legislators were convinced that the 
policy was necessary for the progress of domestic shipping and saw the necessity of 
using legislative instrument to redirect national policy thrust in the maritime 
industry. However, in order to ensure that the Executive was carried along in the 
whole process, the legislators sought audience with the then President, Chief 
Olusegun Obasanjo, and after a lengthy meeting, they were able to obtain a tacit 
approval from the President and thus began the legislative process which eventually 
culminated in the passage of the Cabotage bill and its assent by the President on the 
30
th
 of April, 2003. 
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3.5.2 Need for cabotage policy  
The need for a cabotage policy stemmed from the fact that all the shipping laws and 
policies existing at that time could not support the implementation of a true cabotage 
regime. For instance, the National Shipping Policy Act, which established the 
defunct National Maritime Authority (NMA), empowered it to achieve certain 
objectives conferred upon it by section 3 of the Act. Hence, the Act had good 
intentions of using NMA to, inter alia, stimulate and protect indigenous shipping 
companies, increase indigenous ship ownership and promote the training of 
Nigerians in maritime transport technology and as seafarers, which are part of the 
incidental benefits of cabotage laws, but the Act did not go far enough to aim such 
objectives at coastal trade alone, which cabotage is all about (Igbokwe 2006, p. 176).  
3.5.3 Potential benefits of cabotage 
The intense clamour for the enactment of the Cabotage Act by Nigerians was 
predicated on the fact that the Act would be of immense benefit to Nigeria, especially 
the indigenous shipping companies. Hence, some of the benefits envisaged by the 
passage of the Act include the following: 
Growth of inland water transportation 
It was expected that the enactment of the Cabotage Act would trigger the 
development of a modern, safe, reliable and efficient domestic waterborne transport 
to cope with the needs of shippers, passengers and ship owners in coastal and inland 
waterways transport. This would relieve other modes of transport (rail, road and air) 
of a lot of pressure in the movement of passengers and cargo, including oil, sugar, 
cement, fertilisers or heavy equipment (Igbokwe, 2006, p. 5). 
Increased economic activities 
The enactment of the Cabotage law was to ensure that foreigners are barred from the 
operation of coastal shipping. This implied that oil cargoes (especially refined 
petroleum products) being lifted solely by foreign-registered vessels will now be 
reserved and guaranteed for Nigerian-registered or owned vessels and this will keep 
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them going in shipping business. Thus, the availability of cargo and passengers to 
sustain their business will make domestic shipping companies attractive to credit 
facilities from financial institutions for fleet and business expansion and attract more 
investors into the coastal shipping business (Igbokwe, 2006, p. 6). 
Development of shipbuilding and ship repair facilities 
The provisions of the Act were expected to lead to the development of Nigerian 
shipyards and dry-dock yards as a result of their increased patronage by a large 
number of indigenous shipping companies, which would need to have their coastal 
vessels built or repaired in Nigeria. This increased need to build, repair and maintain 
the vessels in Nigerian shipyard and dry dockyards will develop and enhance 
indigenous capacity in shipbuilding and repair and in turn lead to more business and 
revenue for the Nigerian shipyards and government (Nweze, 2006, p. 190). 
Increased domestic fleet 
Since the cabotage law will limit domestic waterborne trade to Nigerian owned, 
crewed and operated ships, over time, there is bound to be an increase in the 
domestic fleet involved in coastal trade.  Hence, the policy will bring about the 
establishment of a Nigerian ownership and control over the domestic fleet, domestic 
marine transport system and the national maritime infrastructure. A developed and 
grown cabotage-induced indigenous fleet/tonnage is seen as an appropriate entry 
point to international shipping for Nigerian shipping companies and this will prepare 
them well for competition with foreign shipping companies in international shipping 
(Nweze, 2006, p. 197). 
Employment opportunities 
The building and maintenance of coastal vessels for transporting passengers and 
cargo in Nigeria will trigger the need to employ more Nigerian seafarers to cope with 
the high demands for ship‟s crew. More Nigerian workers will also be employed in 
the shipbuilding and ship repair industry in order for them to meet with increasing 
demand for building or repairs of vessels. Since the law provides that the vessels 
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should be manned by Nigerians, this creates employment opportunities for Nigerian 
seafarers to run and man the vessels (Igbokwe, 2006, p. 8). 
Revenue generation and conservation of foreign exchange 
The implementation of the cabotage law will bring about increased revenue, both to 
the State and the Federal Governments. This is because many employed seafarers 
will pay personal income tax in their states of residence while the Nigerian shipping 
companies, which will own and operate the coastal vessels, will pay corporate tax. 
Also, the shipyards shall pay corporate tax and other duties and levies. On the other 
hand, foreign exchange, which would have otherwise been sought in order to carry 
out repairs of ships abroad, will also be conserved (Igbokwe, 2006, p. 9). 
National defence and security 
In the area of strategy, defence or security, banning foreign vessels from coastal and 
inland water trade will mean the exclusion from the nation‟s coast, those foreign 
vessels that may be used for espionage against the nation‟s internal security and 
defence from doing so. Increase in domestic fleet, to meet the extra business 
available due to the exclusion of foreign participation will make available a ready 
and able fleet for the use of the Nigerian Armed Forces, especially the Navy, in times 
of conflicts or national emergency (Nweze, 2006, pp. 192-193). 
Safety and environmental protection 
The cabotage policy will restrict foreign vessels that are sub-standard, especially 
flags of convenience, known for low safety standards from participating in coastal 
shipping, thereby reducing the risk of marine casualties and hazards and also prevent 
pollution and degradation of the marine environment. This is because every vessel 
willing to participate in coastal shipping will have to register and government will 
ensure that the vessel meets certain minimum international standards, which will 
enhance safety and environmental protection (Igbokwe, 2006, pp. 13-14). 
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3.5.4  Coastal and Inland Shipping (Cabotage) Act, 2003 
The primary objective of the Cabotage Act is to reserve the commercial transport of 
goods and services within Nigerian coastal and inland waters to vessels flying the 
Nigerian flag, owned and manned by Nigerians and built in Nigeria (Federal 
Ministry of Transport [FMOT], 2007, P. 5). The Act (Federal Government of 
Nigeria, 2003), which comprises 55 sections, divided into nine parts, is attached as 
Appendix 3. Some of the provisions of the Act are discussed below. 
Part I – Short title and interpretation 
This part contains the title of the Act, which is the Coastal and Inland Shipping 
(Cabotage) Act, 2003. It also contains interpretation of some terms used in the Act. 
Terms such as “Cargo”, “Coastal trade or cabotage”, “Exclusive Economic Zone”, 
“hull”, “in-transit call”, “inland waters”, “licence”, “master”, “Nigerian citizens”, 
“Nigerian waters”, “Nigerian vessels” and so on are defined in the context of their 
usage in the Act 
Part II - Restriction of vessels in domestic coastal trade 
This part places restrictions on certain vessels, and at the same time stipulates which 
vessels are permitted to engage in cabotage services within the territorial, coastal 
inland waters, island or any point within the waters of the Exclusive Economic Zone 
of Nigeria. Other matters treated include restriction on towage, carriage of petroleum 
products and ancillary services, navigation in inland waters, which are reserved for 
wholly owned Nigerian vessels.  
Part III - Waivers 
The part empowers the Minister to grant waiver to a registered vessel upon receipt of 
application. It further specifies the requirements under which waiver may be sought. 
They include “wholly owned Nigerian vessels” requirement (section 9), manning 
requirements and Nigerian built vessels (sections 10 and 11). Also, order for granting 
of waivers, the duration of the validity of the waiver and provision for issuance of 
guidelines on waivers are spelt out in this part. 
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Part IV- Licence to foreign vessels 
In this part, the Minister is empowered to grant restricted licence to foreign owned 
vessels upon application and subject to certain conditions (section 15). Other matters 
treated in this part include the following: terms and conditions of licence; duration of 
licence; suspension, cancellation and variation of licence; tariff on licence; guidelines 
on licence; and the consequences of operating without licence.  
Part V- Registration  
The Act requires that every vessel that is intended for use in accordance with the 
provisions of the Act must be registered in the Special Register for Vessels and Ship 
Owning Companies Engaged in Cabotage, and shall meet all eligibility requirements 
set forth in the Act and in the Merchant Shipping Act (MSA) Cap. 224, laws of the 
Federation of Nigeria, 1990, to the extent that the MSA is not inconsistent with the 
provisions of the Act (section 22 [1]).  
The Act in this part also contains provisions on vessels that are eligible for 
registration, ownership requirements, proof of ownership, deletion from registry, and 
citizenship requirement for ship financing. Other issues covered include temporary 
registration and age of vessels. 
Part VI- Enforcement 
For the enforcement of the provisions of this Act, there is a provision for the 
maintenance of special register in the office of the Registrar of Ships called Special 
Register for vessels and shipping companies engaged in Cabotage trade (section 29).  
Also, there are provisions on the establishment of Enforcement unit/officers, powers 
of enforcement officers including powers to detain ships. The Act also contains 
provisions on port clearance to vessels as well as the requirement on any persons 
engaged in the business of employing vessels for the domestic coastal trade to 
publish the requirements for the employment of such vessels.  
Part VII- Offences 
The Act in this part contains provisions on the punishments for various offences, 
where there are contraventions of its provisions (Appendix 2). Such offences include 
offences against the Act, i.e., contravention of sections 3, 4, 5 and 6; obstructing an 
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enforcement officer; false or misleading statements; liability of ship owners, 
corporate bodies and officers. Contravention of sections 3, 4, 5, 6 and 21 on more 
than one day is deemed by the Act to be a separate offence for each day (section 38). 
The Act makes a contravention of any of its provisions an offence of strict liability 
(section 40), vesting jurisdiction over matters arising therefrom in the Federal High 
Court (section 41). 
Part VIII- Cabotage Vessel Financing Fund 
This fund is created by virtue of section 42 (1) of the Act for the purpose of 
promoting the development of indigenous ship acquisition capacity. This is realized 
by providing financial assistance to Nigerian operators in the domestic coastal 
shipping. The monies to be paid into the fund are set out in section 43 of the Act 
Other provisions in relation thereto include beneficiaries of the fund and the 
management thereof.  
Part IX- Miscellaneous 
The Act in this part empowers the Minister to make regulations with respect to the 
matters set out in section 46. Other provisions include the requirement that licences, 
waivers, permits and approvals are to be carried on board the ship at all times; 
requisition of vessels by minister; powers of delegation; units for account; 
transitional provisions; repeals and amendments, etc.  
3.6 Implementation and enforcement of the cabotage law 
The Nigerian Maritime Administration and Safety Agency (then National Maritime 
Authority) was designated by the Cabotage Act as the enforcing agency in the 
implementation of the Act by providing for the creation of an Enforcement Unit 
under NMA. 
3.6.1 Nigerian Maritime Administration and Safety Agency Act, 2007 
The Nigerian Maritime Administration and Safety Agency (NIMASA) is the result of 
the merger of the now defunct National Maritime Authority (NMA) and the then 
Joint Maritime Labour Industrial Council (JOMALIC) and the passage of the 
Nigerian Maritime Administration and Safety Agency Bill into an Act of Parliament 
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by the National Assembly in April 2007. The NIMASA Act, 2007 thus provided the 
legal instrument formalizing the merger of the then NMA and JOMALIC and 
alongside with this, transferred the aims and objectives as well as the functions of the 
defunct organizations to NIMASA. However, before the merger, the two 
organizations were performing their respective functions separately. 
The broad based economic reform agenda introduced by the Obasanjo 
administration, with the advent of the 4
th
 Republic, was anchored on the deregulation 
and liberalisation of key sectors of the Nigerian economy to increase private sector 
participation in the management and operation of the economy. Institutional 
restructuring was another strategy enunciated in the reform programme. The 
principal philosophy underlying the reform programme was to increase the level of 
efficiency with which the Nigerian economy is operated and managed and thus, 
accelerate economic growth and development through improved competitiveness.  
The maritime sector was one of such key economic sectors mapped out for reform 
and the port industry was considered most crucial and thus, needed urgent reform. To 
complement the reform of the operational arm of the maritime sector, institutional 
reform became imperative to streamline, strengthen and energise the regulatory 
environment to be able to respond effectively to the emerging challenges posed by 
changes at the operational level (NIMASA, 2009, p. 22).  
In this regard, the Federal Government, in the implementation of an expert report and 
a ministerial recommendation initiated an executive bill to the National Assembly in 
the  year 2006, seeking a Legislative Act to establish the Nigerian Maritime 
Administration and Safety Agency through the merger of the then National Maritime 
Authority and the Joint Maritime Industrial Labour Council. While the legislative 
process was in progress, the Government in its determination to hasten the 
integration of the two agencies completed the administrative merger of the 
organizations under a convenient nomenclature- National Maritime Administration 
and Safety Agency (NAMASA), under an interim management Board.  
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By April 2007, the National Assembly passed the Nigerian Maritime Administration 
and Safety Agency Bill into an Act of parliament, thus, heralding the birth of 
NIMASA. Hence, NIMASA inherited the statutory functions and responsibilities of 
the defunct organisations as they were. Consequent upon this development, 
NIMASA has the mandate to superintend the holistic but systematic implementation 
of the National Shipping Policy, the Nigerian Maritime Labour Policy, the Cabotage 
Law and the Nigerian Merchant Shipping Laws which are all geared towards the 
development of the Nigerian maritime sector to contribute optimally to the country‟s 
socio-economic development (NIMASA, 2009, p. 23).  
The NIMASA Act, 2007 in Part IV, Section 22, specifically spelt out the functions 
and duties of the Agency as follows: 
a. Pursue the development of shipping and regulate matters relating to merchant 
shipping and seafarers; 
b. Administering the registration and licensing of ships; 
c. Regulate and administer the certification of seafarers;  
d. Establish maritime training and safety standards; 
e. Regulate the safety of shipping as regards the construction of ships and 
navigation; 
f. Provide search and rescue services; 
g. Provide directions and ensure compliance with vessel security measures;  
h. Carry out air and coastal surveillance; 
i. Control and prevent marine pollution; 
j. Provide direction on qualification, certification, employment and welfare of 
maritime labour; 
k. Develop and implement policies and programmes which will facilitate the 
growth of local capacity in ownership, manning and construction of ships and 
other maritime infrastructure; 
l. Enforce and administer the provisions of the Cabotage Act 2003; 
m. Perform port and flag state duties; 
n. Receive and remove wrecks; 
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o. Provide maritime security; and 
p. Establish the procedure for the implementation of conventions of the 
International Maritime Organisation and International Labour Organisation 
and other international conventions to which the Federal Republic of Nigeria 
is a party on maritime safety and security, maritime labour, commercial 
shipping and for the implementation of codes, resolutions and circulars 
arising therefrom (Nigerian Maritime Administration and Safety Agency Act, 
2007 [as cited in NIMASA, 2009, pp. 23-25]). 
Aside NIMASA, there are other government agencies playing crucial roles and 
collaborating with NIMASA in the implementation of the Cabotage Act. Some of 
these agencies include: 
3.6.2 Nigerian Ports Authority 
The Nigerian Ports Authority came into existence as an autonomous Public 
Corporation, with the promulgation of the Ports Act 1954 (Cap.155) of the laws of 
the Federation of Nigeria and Lagos (as cited in Nigerian Ports Authority [NPA], 
1989, p. 30). The Authority commenced operations on 1st of April 1955, having 
assumed responsibility for certain ports and harbour activities previously performed 
by eight departments of the Government of Nigeria. Its duties include regulation of 
ports, piers and jetties, provision of pilotage services, berthing, discharging and 
loading of cargo from ships to other transport modes (Akabogu, 2004, p. 72). Before 
the commencement of reforms of the ports, NPA was operating 8 major ports 
(excluding oil terminals) with a cargo handling capacity of 35 million tonnes per 
annum through its Apapa, Tin Can Island, RoRo, Container Terminal, Port Harcourt, 
Warri, Calabar and Federal Lighter Terminal at Onne (Akabogu, 2004, p. 72). 
However, the port reforms process changed everything and led to the adoption of a 
Landlord model of port ownership, incorporating Private – Public Sector Partnership 
[PPP], infusion of private capital and separation of the regulatory from the 
operational role. Hence, the reforms ensured that NPA only played the role of a 
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nautical authority, land manager, property developer and technical regulator while 
the private sector would be involved in cargo operation, port labour, investment in 
equipment, investment in terminal maintenance and insurance of concession assets. 
(NPA, 2011, p. 13). 
The importance of the ports to the cabotage administration is fundamental, as there 
can be no regulated loading or discharging under the cabotage trade without proper 
systems for controls. Hence, the NPA should have regulatory control over all 
harbours, piers and jetties used in the cabotage trade (Akabogu, 2004, p. 72). 
3.6.3 Nigerian Shippers Council 
The Nigerian Shippers‟ Council is an organisation responsible for the protection of 
the interests of importers and exporters on matters affecting the shipment of their 
goods to and from Nigeria. It was established by the Federal Government through 
Decree 13 of 1978. One of the functions of the Council is to consider problems faced 
by shippers with regards to coastal transport, inland waterways transport and matters 
relating generally to the transport of goods by water and to advise government on 
possible solutions thereto (Nigeria Institute of Shipping, 1989, p. 66).  
The Council is involved in the implementation of the Cabotage Act, showcasing its 
relevance as an advocacy body for protection of shippers‟ interests. It has expressed 
concern about the cabotage law with respect to capacity, costs of cabotage services 
and concept definitions. 
3.6.4 The National Inland Waterways Authority (NIWA) 
NIWA was formerly the Inland Waterways Department in the Federal Ministry of 
Transport. However, in 1997, it was elevated to a full Authority by the National 
Inland Waterways Decree of 1997. Its objectives are- 
a. To improve and develop inland waterways for navigation; 
b. To provide an alternative mode of transportation for the evacuation of 
economic goods and persons; and  
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c. To execute the objectives of the national transport policy as they concern 
inland waterways (National Inland Waterways Decree, 1997 [as cited in 
Akabogu, 2004, p. 76]). 
Some of the services provided by NIWA in accordance with the law setting it up 
include regulatory services, transport services, engineering services, marine services 
and survey services. 
Section 22 (2) of the Cabotage Act acknowledges and reserves the rights of 
Government agencies like NIWA to continue the issuance of applicable permits to 
vessels and crafts, which operate along the inland waterways. Hence, vessels 
intended for use in cabotage trade within the inland waters shall continue to obtain 
applicable permits as prescribed under the NIWA Act of 1997 (Federal Ministry of 
Transport [FMOT], 2004, P14). 
Other government agencies playing important roles in Cabotage policy 
implementation include: 
1. Nigerian National Petroleum Corporation 
2. Pipelines and Products Marketing Company 
3. Nigerian Customs Service 
4. Nigerian Immigration Service 
5. Nigerian Navy, etc. 
3.7  Enforcement of the cabotage law 
The cabotage law designated NIMASA as the implementing Agency. The 
implementation of the Act came into force in May 2004, having given a year‟s grace 
after the promulgation of the law in 2003. This therefore led to the establishment of a 
Cabotage Services Department in NIMASA to oversee and coordinate the Agency‟s 
programmes and activities in the implementation of the law. The Cabotage Services 
Department is one of the nine departments in NIMASA. 
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Figure 3.1.  Organisational structure of Cabotage Department (source: Author) 
 
The department is headed by a Director, who is ably assisted by a Deputy Director. 
Under him are three units: 
1. Trade and Development 
2. Cabotage Vessel Financing Fund (CVFF)    
3. Regulatory 
The Trade and Development unit is in charge of registration of vessels for cabotage 
operation. This is done in collaboration with the Ship Registry Unit of the Agency 
under the Registrar of Ships. It is also responsible for waiver processing. Waiver 
administration is one of the key instruments for transitional administration of the 
Cabotage policy. It is meant to qualify non-Nigerian interests in operating services 
where Nigerians are in the main, lacking the capacity or the capability to provide it. 
The unit processes waiver applications and where applicable, recommends a waiver 
to the Honourable Minister of Transport for approval. It also issues debit notes to 
shipping companies for the payment of applicable waiver fees. 
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The Cabotage Vessel Financing Fund (CVFF) unit is responsible for the 
administration of the Cabotage Vessel Financing Fund (CVFF), which is a special 
funding scheme conceived in the Cabotage law to provide soft funding to Nigerians 
for the acquisition of trading assets and operational infrastructure and facilities 
necessary to facilitate their reasonable participation in Nigeria‟s domestic shipping 
trade. The CVFF is funded through the collection of a 2% surcharge on the  contract 
sum from every vessel engaged in Cabotage trade (NIMASA, 2009, p. 36). Hence, 
the unit is responsible for working out the 2% surcharge payable from the contract 
sum. It also issues a Demand Note to the affected shipping company for the payment 
of the surcharge. 
The Regulatory unit is in charge of enforcement. This is to ensure operators‟ 
compliance with the provisions of the Cabotage regime. In carrying out this activity, 
NIMASA maintains well-trained and equipped staff (Enforcement Officers) whose 
duty is to ensure full compliance of operators with the law by regular visits to 
terminals and jetties as well as on board vessels, where necessary. They check 
compliance as to waiver requirements as well as compliance as to the payment of the 
CVFF 2% surcharge. Aside the enforcement officers at the headquarters of the 
Agency, there are also officers at the three zonal offices of the Agency, which 
oversee all Nigerian ports, terminals and jetties. The zonal offices are: 
1. Western zone  
2. Central zone 
3. Eastern zone 
The Western zone covers Lagos ports, including Apapa port, Tin Can Island port, 
Atlas Cove jetty and other terminals and jetties within its jurisdiction. 
The central zone comprises Warri port, Sapele port, Forcados oil terminal, Escravos 
oil terminal and other designated oil terminals and jetties. 
The Eastern zone covers the Port Harcourt port, Onne port, Calabar port, Bonny, 
Brass, Okrika jetty  and many other oil terminals and jetties. 
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Vessel registration 
In compliance with section 22 of the Cabotage Act, vessels intended for use for 
cabotage operation are registered by the Agency, through the Ship Registry unit, in 
collaboration with the Trade and Development unit of the Cabotage department. For 
instance, in the year 2010, about 368 vessels registered for cabotage operation 
(Appendix 2).  Further analysis shows that of this figure, 160 of them were 
indigenous vessels, 2 of them on bareboat charter, and 112 of them in joint venture 
partnership while 94 of them were foreign vessels.  
In addition to the above, other activities carried out by NIMASA in pursuit of the 
goals and objectives of the cabotage law include the following:  
1. Collaborating with stakeholders in the Local Content Policy: for example, the 
Nigerian Navy, NNPC, PPMC, NAPIMS, etc. in ensuring effective 
implementation of Cabotage operations and the CVFF. 
2. Monitoring: As part of its implementation activities, NIMASA monitors 
shipping/maritime operations at all the nation‟s jetties and terminals as well 
as keeps records of same and the nature and scope of their activities. The 
Agency also maintains regular surveillance to identify new and upcoming 
Cabotage infrastructure and facilities. 
3. National Sensitisation: NIMASA regularly carries out the sensitisation of the 
Nigerian public on the economic opportunities inherent in Nigeria‟s domestic 
shipping trade. This is meant to mobilize the investing public to take 
advantage of the Cabotage regime in the country to create wealth and 
improve the overall socio-economic well-being of the citizens. The 
sensitisation is usually carried out through workshops and seminars.  
4. Infrastructural Development: Some of the principal ideals of the Nigerian 
Cabotage law are that a cabotage vessel should be built and maintained in 
Nigeria. In pursuit of these ideals, NIMASA has intensified efforts toward the 
expansion of existing shipbuilding and maintenance facilities in the country 
as well as the development of new shipyards in order to enhance the capacity 
and building of vessels in Nigeria (NIMASA, 2009, p. 36).  
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3.8 Challenges of implementing the cabotage policy 
It is one thing to enact a good law; it is another thing to be able to implement it as 
envisaged. The cabotage law was acclaimed by all and sundry as being the best thing 
that has happened to indigenous shipping in Nigeria till date, given the associated 
benefits accruable to local shipping companies from the provisions of the law. 
Hence, there was so much expectation that once the implementation of the law 
commenced, the situation would change and the indigenous companies would take 
over control of the coastal shipping sector and thus begin to reap the benefits 
bountifully. 
However, with the commencement of the implementation of the law in April 2004 
came the stark reality that it was not yet time to celebrate. It now began to dawn on 
the stakeholders, especially the indigenous shipping companies that much expected 
lucrative cargoes from the oil and gas business would not be coming; the much-
touted employment opportunities for Nigerian seafarers were not being provided; the 
expected increase in indigenous tonnage did not materialize; the increase in the 
shipbuilding and repairs capacities of the available shipyards which was envisaged 
by the Act did not come to fruition; and the much talked-about disbursement of the 
Cabotage Vessel Financing Fund (CVFF) to the indigenous shipping operators for 
acquisition of vessels for cabotage operation did not happen. That was when they 
began to understand that there is a whole lot of difference between the ideal and 
reality. 
With the way the cabotage law was designed, the expected benefits were not 
expected to be immediate, but something that should happen with the passage of 
time. According to Dimowo (2010), The Cabotage Act was structured as a 
“compromise between a strict and liberal regime. It was designed in the mould of a 
silky blend, providing a learning curve and a collaborative platform for the main 
beneficiaries - the indigenous shipping companies as „stand alones‟ or in 
partnership.” 
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Also, the law was significantly meant to transfer a higher technology initiative from 
foreign operators to indigenous ship owners. Therefore, for such a transfer of 
technology to happen, the new cabotage shipping environment must provide enough 
room to accommodate the foreign shipping companies for a long time and local 
stakeholders should be able to imbibe the technical knowledge, which the foreigners 
would transfer at the local operating level. Hence, the foreign shipping companies 
could not be pushed out in a hurry, as the necessary skills must be learnt and fully 
imbibed before the full takeover of the local cabotage business in Nigeria (Ndikom, 
2010, p 6). Conversely, the rush to consummate the benefits of the very vital and 
highly technical industry within such a short period of time was the bane of the 
successful implementation of the Act.  
However, as soon as the reality dawned on the indigenous ship-owners that they 
could not so quickly reap the envisaged benefits of the cabotage policy, they started 
looking for someone to blame for it and NIMASA, the implementing agency, 
became the scapegoat. All manner of accusations were leveled against it, as being the 
cause of the failure to implement the provisions of the Act. Some of the challenges 
thrown up in the course of implementing the Cabotage Act will be discussed below. 
The first challenge was the inability of the indigenous shipping companies to lift 
cabotage cargoes. The main objective of the Cabotage Act is to reserve the 
commercial transport of goods and services within Nigerian coastal and inland 
waters to vessels flying the Nigerian flag. That is why sections 3-6 of the Act 
(Appendix 3) provide that no vessel should engage in the carriage of cargoes or 
passengers along the Nigerian coast and/or in the inland waters of Nigeria except a 
vessel that is wholly owned by Nigerian citizens. This also includes carriage of 
petroleum products and ancillary services. However, contrary to the expectation of 
the indigenous operators, despite the implementation of the Act, these cargoes are 
still not available to them to carry, but are still carried mainly by foreign shipping 
companies. Some of the reasons adduced for the persistence of this situation include: 
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a. Nature of the oil and gas industry- activities in the oil and gas sector are 
powered by sophisticated technology. Also, oil is the mainstay of Nigerian 
economy, contributing more than 90% to income generation. Hence, the 
argument has always been that indigenous participation in cabotage trade in 
the oil and gas sector is hampered by low expertise and low capacity and this 
might lead to disruption of activities. This is because in most cases, the 
indigenous shipping companies do not meet with the requirement of 
providing seaworthy vessels. However, this argument has been debunked by 
the Indigenous Shipowners Association of Nigeria, ISAN, which blamed 
NNPC and its subsidiaries for giving them stringent conditions for securing 
contracts and claimed that foreign-owned vessels were preferred to them, 
thereby keeping them out of business. One of the stringent conditions is 
evidence of registration with a Protection & Indemnity (P&I) Club (Igbokwe, 
2006, p. 311). 
b. Issuance of waiver- this has been one of the contentions of the indigenous 
shipping operators. Hence, issuing waivers to foreign vessels is seen as 
jeopardising the chances and opportunities of local ship owners to have 
access to locally generated cargoes. 
c. Unavailability of adequate vessel- the indigenous ship operators were unable 
to provide enough vessels in order to take advantage of the provisions of the 
Cabotage Act for the carriage of coastal related cargoes. For instance, a 
technical committee set up recently by the Director-General of NIMASA 
discovered that less than 10% of the 400 vessels owned by ISAN members 
were actually functional. Even those that are functional are not good enough 
to enable them to access contracts with the international oil companies. 
An inadequate shipbuilding and repair facility is another challenge in the 
implementation of the Cabotage Act. With the commencement of the Act, it was 
expected that in line with its provision, ship-building and repairs will be handled by 
indigenous ship-building and ship repair yards in Nigeria. However, the country 
seems to be lacking in the provision of these facilities, as it has only 14 ship repair 
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yards, out of which only four are functional, while the others are facing problems of 
obsolete facilities, poor maintenance and inadequate manpower. As a result, about 80 
per cent of vessels operating in the country do go overseas for minor and major dock 
repair works (Adenekan, 2010). 
Lack of cooperation by other government agencies also poses a challenge. Although, 
NIMASA was designated as the implementing agency of the Cabotage Act, it 
requires cooperation from other government agencies for the successful 
implementation of the Act. However, there have been cases when this cooperation 
was not given. This is especially so in the carriage of oil and gas cargoes by 
indigenous shipping companies. This has led to frustration of its efforts in its quest to 
ensure proper implementation of the policy. This frustration was expressed by a 
former Director-General of the Agency, Mr. Raymond Omatseye, who was quoted as 
saying that ”It is regrettable that the huge economic benefits flowing from the 
maritime aspect of the Nigerian oil and gas industry have not been domesticated for 
the economic advantage of the country” (Adenekan, 2010). He went further to say 
that 
For a country with a daily crude oil export quota of about 2.4 million metric 
tonnes, and high consumption level of petroleum products, Nigerian shipping 
companies have not participated actively in the shipment of her crude oil 
export and petroleum products import trades despite policies permitting them 
to do so. 
Faulty provisions of the Act 
Some of the provisions of the Cabotage Act are regarded as faulty and constituting 
challenges to the successful implementation of the Act. These provisions include: 
1. Shipbuilding in Nigeria- Section 3 of the Act provides that no vessel other 
than a vessel wholly owned and manned by a Nigerian citizen, built and 
registered in Nigeria shall engage in domestic coastal trade. Also, section 11 
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provides that the Minister may grant a waiver to a vessel on the requirement 
for a vessel to be built in Nigeria where he is satisfied that no Nigerian 
shipbuilding company has the capacity to construct the particular type and 
size of vessel specified in the application. However, the reality on the ground 
is that Nigeria does not build ships and may not be in a position to build ships 
in the next 5-10 years. Hence, there is no point making it a condition for the 
grant of waiver when it is known that shipbuilding is not yet possible. Getting 
a waiver for a condition that cannot be complied with is not good enough. 
According to Iheanacho (2006, p. 20) “we cannot say because the Americans 
brought out their law with a provision that ships must be built in America, we 
must now state that it must be built in Nigeria when we don‟t build ships”. 
2. Waiver powers vested in the Minister- Section 9-11 of the Act vested the 
Minister with the power to grant waivers to a foreign vessel on the 
requirements of wholly Nigerian ownership, manning and Nigerian built 
vessels. However, it is believed by some stakeholders that the powers can be 
abused by the Minister. This is because the Minister, by his nature of 
appointment is a politician and not a professional or a technocrat. Hence, he 
may not really understand the technicalities involved in the grant of waivers.  
3. Age limit of 15 years for operational vessels- The age limit of 15 years placed 
on operational vessels under the Act is not appropriate. This is because 
performance of a vessel is not often determined by age, but by maintenance. 
Hence, proper and adequate performance of the vessel, rather than age, 
should be stressed, as this is what determines performance and efficiency 
(Ndikom, 2010, p. 11). 
4. Possibility of double registration of vessels by local shipping operators under 
the cabotage regime- Section 22 provided for every vessel intended for use 
under the Act to be duly registered by the Registrar of Ships in the Special 
Register for Vessels and Ship Owning Companies engaged in Cabotage. 
However, the contention is that this amounts to double registration, since the 
ship owners have already registered the same vessel under the flag state 
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regime. According to Iheanacho (2006, p. 19) “there is only one Nigerian 
ship registry. Unfortunately, when they were articulating the cabotage law, 
they brought up the issue of registering under cabotage as if there can be two 
Nigerian Registries”. Since there is only one Nigerian Ship Registry, and 
when a vessel is registered in that register, that is it. If the same vessel now 
wants to be entered into a cabotage register, it should be an entry of book and 
not a register per se. 
Non-disbursement of the Cabotage Vessel Financing Fund (CVFF). 
The CVFF is an intervention fund established by the Cabotage Act with the objective 
of assisting indigenous shipping operators to acquire new vessels in order to enhance 
indigenous capacity building. However, to date, nobody has benefited from the fund. 
Hence, the failure of the indigenous ship-owners to access the Fund is seen as a 
failure of the Act. Consequently, local ship-owners and operators have either been 
resorting to banks‟ short term funds at high interest rates or foreign loans with 
stringent conditions, or folding up when their foreign counterparts participate in the 
Nigerian cabotage trade with foreign ships, financed long-term at favourable interest 
rates and backed by their home Government guarantees (Igbokwe, 2006, p. 317).  
However, according to Iwori (2011), the Director-General of NIMASA, Mr. Patrick 
Akpobolokemi recently disclosed that a lot of progress has been made on the 
implementation of the CVFF. According to him, the agency has appointed some 
commercial banks as primary lending institutions (PLIs), adding that six 
organisations have been recommended to NIMASA for issuance of certificates of 
disbursement (COD). But this will only be done after both the NIMASA Board and 
the Minister of Transport have granted the agency all necessary approvals.  
3.9 Government efforts to overcome the challenges 
It can be seen from the various challenges highlighted above that effective 
implementation of the Cabotage Act is easier said than done. However, given the 
commitment of the government, through NIMASA, it is believed that there is no 
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alternative to achieving the noble objectives of the Act. Hence, government has 
resolved to do everything necessary to ensure that indigenous shipping operators are 
put on a higher pedestal to benefit from the spirit of the Act.  
Some of the strategies mapped out to tackle the challenges faced by operators include 
the following: 
First, NIMASA has been collaborating with indigenous shipping operators in order 
to ensure proper implementation of the Act. For instance, last year, the Agency 
signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with the Indigenous Shipowners 
Association of Nigeria, ISAN, on Seawatch. This was aimed at checking the 
activities of foreign vessels operating in contravention of the Nigerian Cabotage Act.  
In explaining the nature of the relationship, Isaac Jolapamo, Chairman of ISAN, said 
that the MoU focused on monitoring vessels coming into the nation„s territorial 
waters and arresting those that violate the Cabotage law, adding that the MoU would 
further boost current efforts to ensure effective implementation of the Cabotage 
regime in the country (Adenekan, 2010). 
Secondly, earlier this year, the D-G of NIMASA set up a joint technical committee 
comprising of staff of NIMASA and members of ISAN to consider and proffer 
solutions to the various challenges facing indigenous shipping operations in Nigeria. 
The committee was mandated to produce a pragmatic action plan and was given one 
week to complete the assignment. At the end of their deliberations, the committee 
proffered the following strategies to be implemented by NIMASA (Nigerian 
Maritime Administration and Safety Agency [NIMASA], 2011): 
1. To immediately liaise with ISAN to identify twenty vessels from their fleet 
which can be repaired, put in class and made available for employment. The 
funding would be made available through the Maritime Fund under 
conditions to be subsequently agreed upon. This process is to be replicated 
subsequently to accommodate other serviceable vessels in the ISAN fleet.  
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2. To immediately undertake an indigenous Capability and Industry Audit 
alongside the International Oil Companies to identify the available short-term 
and long-term opportunities and evolve strategies for matching these 
opportunities with provision of appropriate vessels. 
3. To liaise with financial institutions and facilitate the outright acquisition of 
ten vessels at the onset for indigenous concerns. The facility will be 
collateralized by the vessels with further assurances of a charter contract to 
guarantee the repayment of the facility 
4. To ensure the full implementation of the imperatives of the Cabotage Act and 
Cargo Support/Reservation Scheme, working with relevant Agencies such as 
the Central Bank of Nigeria, Federal Ministry of Agriculture, Federal 
Ministry of Commerce, etc. 
5. To evolve standards which support quality shipping and manning and also 
supports the integrity of the Nigerian Flag globally 
6. To evolve sustainable human capacity development strategies through the 
promotion of additional maritime academies, supporting relevant 
programmes in existing higher institutions and implementing a bridge 
programme targeting retired Naval officers and Maritime Academy of 
Nigeria, Oron, graduates with a view to preparing them for certification under 
the STCW. 
N.B.  The Maritime Fund, referred to by the committee, is a fund provided for in the 
NIMASA Act, 2007, where 25% of the Agency‟s collected revenue is set aside for 
the purpose of investment in maritime infrastructures like training, shipbuilding, 
shipyard facilities, manpower development, etc. 
The report of the committee has since been adopted and is being implemented. 
Presently the first three recommendations are being worked on, as effort is being 
made to repair the first twenty vessels from the ISAN fleet. Hence, the vessels are 
being put under condition survey so that they can be brought to class. Also, the 
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implementation committee has gotten in touch with available indigenous ship repair 
yards, capable of repairing these vessels for cost quotations.  
In addition, the committee is trying to facilitate the acquisition of ten new vessels by 
ISAN. Hence, it is in close talks with the international oil companies for provisional 
time charter contracts or guarantee letters on their vessel requirements, which will 
state in principle that these vessels would be engaged by them as soon as they are 
purchased. With this arrangement, the financial institutions would be more willing to 
finance the vessel purchase, since the loans would be repaid as the contracts are 
executed and payments are made. 
Thirdly, the Agency has also constituted a Maritime Advisory Group (MAG) for the 
Nigerian maritime industry. As the D-G, Mr. Akpobolokemi noted, MAG has 
become a necessity to ensure that all stakeholders are carried along in the process of 
policy formulation and implementation in the Nigerian maritime sector (Iwori, 
2011). 
Lastly, the Agency has also forwarded a proposal to the Minister of Transport for 
approval by government. The proposal contains various strategies which have been 
mapped out to ensure mitigation of challenges being faced by indigenous shipping 
operators. Some of the proposed strategies include the following: 
1. Finance 
 Disbursement of the CVFF to provide cheap funding for the acquisition of 
vessels. 
 Credit guarantee schemes to provide institutional leverage for access to 
loan/credit facilities. 
 Zero duty on ships and ship spare parts. 
 Ten year tax holidays as a start up incentive to compensate for a long 
gestation period of investment in the sector. 
 Accelerated depreciation regime for ship and capital assets so as to 
accumulate capital for future investment in fleet expansion. 
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2. Inadequate manpower 
 NIMASA intends to continue the vigorous pursuit of the seafarers 
development scheme so as to build the required manpower need of operators. 
 Income tax exemption for seafarers employed locally. This is to encourage 
more people to take up seafaring jobs and retain those already trained. 
 Subsidising the cost of acquiring seafarers‟ certificates to bridge the cost of 
seafarer certification. 
 To fast-track the waiver application of companies, which provide sea berth 
opportunities for, at least three Cadets, annually. This is to encourage the 
provision of sea berths to cadets. 
 To provide registered stevedoring companies or dock labour employees with 
slots in the Agency‟s annual capacity building programs for dockworkers. 
3 Inadequate shipbuilding and repair capacity 
 Ship yards to be designated as free trade zones to allow for imports of 
equipment, spares and allied infrastructure. 
 Zero duty on ship-building parts, ship spare parts and marine equipment spare 
parts. This is to act as a subsidy for the peculiarly capital intensive nature of 
investment in the sector. 
 10-20% rebate on port dues for ships using local shipyards for repair and 
regular maintenance to encourage patronage of existing shipyard facilities in 
the country. 
 5 years minimum amortization for loans on ship-building /repair 
infrastructure to give allowance for operators to accumulate operating capital. 
4. Standard restrictions 
 The Agency has set out a six year period to phase out all single hull tankers 
and efforts are geared towards assisting the indigenous operators to fully 
comply. 
 Nigerian Flag Alternative Compliance Scheme for vessels classed by any of 
the six classification societies recognized by the administration as satisfying 
the requirements for condition survey. The classification societies would 
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conduct the surveys of the vessel, applying standards acceptable to the 
administration. 
5 Difficulty in accessing contracts with the oil and gas companies 
 With the passage of the local content bill, the Agency has started discussions 
with officials of NNPC to give indigenous operators the right of first refusal 
in the award of shipping and logistics contracts in the oil and gas sector. 
 NIMASA has started refusing waivers for foreign cabotage vessels, of types 
which are available in the country 
 The Agency has opened talks with multinational oil companies on the need of 
not renewing contracts of foreign cabotage vessels of types that are available 
in the country and to pass such contracts to indigenous companies (Nigerian 
Maritime Administration and Safety Agency [NIMASA], 2010). 
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4 METHODOLOGY 
 
4.1  Introduction 
Research Methodology entails all conventional methods and techniques of 
conducting specific research work with the intention of arriving at a conclusion. 
Hence, this chapter will state clearly the various methods and techniques employed 
in this study.  
4.2  Data Collection 
In carrying out this research study, both primary and secondary data were used. 
Primary data involves obtaining information by means of interviews, questionnaires, 
personal observation, etc. On the other hand, secondary data involves the collection 
and examination of available data of relevance to the research project at hand. They 
include relevant textbooks, journals and periodicals, seminar papers, reports, 
magazines, etc. 
4.3 Research instrument  
The research instrument used for the purpose of this study was the questionnaire. The 
questionnaire was designed in two parts: part A was related to the respondents‟ 
personal data while part B was directed to the topic of the study. 
Part B consisted of fifteen questions, including close-ended and open-ended 
questions. The close-ended questions consisted of both the Yes/No type and the 
Likert scale type, where respondents were asked to check one of four response 
categories, indicating their degree of agreement or otherwise to the question. On the 
other hand, there were two open-ended questions asked to enable the respondents to 
proffer suggestions to the problem at hand, since it has a direct effect on them. 
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The use of close-ended questions/statements was based on the researcher‟s past 
experience in the use of questionnaires, where it was found out that people hardly 
have time to fill in long sentences in reply to questions on a questionnaire, but are 
more comfortable with the close-ended type of questions where they can easily 
choose from the available options. However, it was still necessary to have open-
ended questions so that the opinions of the stakeholders can be freely expressed.  
These opinions and suggestions become more relevant, especially to the study, as 
they will contribute meaningfully to the conclusion to be reached and the 
recommendations to be made eventually by the researcher. Hence, the need to still 
have some open-ended type of questions. 
4.4 Sample and sampling technique 
The population sample was drawn from the indigenous shipping companies 
registered with NIMASA. Since the focus of the study is on the effects of the 
cabotage policy on development of indigenous shipping, the feedback is best gotten 
from those who bear the direct brunt of the policy as they are in the best position to 
say how the policy has impacted on them and proffer useful suggestions on what can 
be done to improve the situation.  
The sampling technique adopted was purposive sampling, otherwise known as 
judgement sampling. This is a type of sampling used in expository research in which 
the researcher selects a sample to meet specific criteria. According to Krishnaswami 
and Satyaprasad (2010, p. 77), “the method is appropriate when what is important is 
the typicality and specific relevance of the sampling units to the study and not their 
overall representativeness to the population.” Hence, the sample was drawn from the 
population of the indigenous shipping companies located in Lagos. This technique 
was considered for its convenience in terms of cost and time. This is especially so 
when it became imperative that the questionnaires were to be collected by the 
researcher before he left the country. Since all the elements in the population are 
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indigenous shipping companies in Nigeria, it is assumed that they are the same and 
the drawn sample will be representative of the target population.  
4.5 Mode of distribution 
The total population of the indigenous shipping companies in Nigeria registered for 
cabotage was about eighty-three at the last count, while those of them located in 
Lagos were forty-nine. Hence, this became the sample size and the questionnaires 
were administered to them. 
4.6 Expected results 
With questions addressed on the issue of the impact of the cabotage regime on them, 
it was expected that the responses may be biased against the policy, since a majority 
of the indigenous shipping companies have always expressed their reservations as to 
the success of the policy. 
4.7  Limitation of study 
In addition to inadequate time for an exhaustive study of the topic under focus, 
leading to inability to gain access to more data for the study, there is also the issue of 
low response rate from the respondents. Out of the forty-nine questionnaires given 
out, only twenty were duly filled and returned, giving a response rate of about 40%. 
Although this was not surprising, as the questionnaire method of data collection has 
always been associated with low response rates. However, the low response has 
denied the study more varied opinions from the respondents, especially with respect 
to the open-ended questions. 
4.8 Personal Observation 
Observation is one of the primary sources of data collection in qualitative research. 
According to Marshall and Rossman (as cited in Shkedi, 2005, p. 68), “observation 
in narrative inquiry is a systematic description of events, behaviours and artefacts in 
the social setting chosen for study.” Hence, personal observation of the researcher 
will also contribute significantly to the opinions formed in the course of this study, 
having been involved in the regulation of maritime activities in Nigeria as a staff of 
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NIMASA for over twenty-three years. As Mason (as cited in Shkedi, 2005, p. 69) 
further argued, “participation and involvement in the site increases the possibility of 
truthful observation because through subjective involvement, the researcher gains 
direct access to what people think, do and feel from multiple perspectives.”  
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5 DATA ANALYSIS 
 
Forty-nine questionnaires were given out to respondents. However, given the fact 
that one of the characteristics of the use of questionnaire is low return rates, only 
twenty questionnaires were duly completed and returned. The questionnaires were 
administered to practitioners of coastal shipping in Nigeria so as to get their views 
about how well the cabotage regime has fared and how it has affected their 
operations.  
As mentioned in chapter four, the first part of the questionnaire was related to the 
personal data of the respondents (Part A) while the second part was directed to the 
topic of the study. 
5.1 Analysis and interpretation of data 
 
Part A 
Table 5.1 Data presentation on sex of respondents 
Question  Male  Female  
1 15 5 
 
Table 5.2 Data presentation on marital status of respondents 
Question  Single  Married  Others  
2 7 13 0 
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Table 5.3 Data presentation on age of respondents 
Question  25 years or 
less 
26-35 years 36-45 years 46 years and 
above 
3 1 6 8 5 
 
Table 5.4 Data presentation on work experience of respondents 
Question  5 years or 
less 
6- 10 years  11-15 years 16-20 years 21 years 
and above 
4 2 5 3 3 7 
 
Table 5.5 Data presentation on qualification of respondents 
Question  B.Sc./HND and 
above 
OND, NCE and 
equivalent 
others 
5 17 1 2 
 
 
(1). In reply to the first question about the sex of the respondents, 75% of them were 
male while 25% were female 
(2). The second question was about the marital status of the respondents. From the 
result, it can be seen that 65% of the respondents were married while 35% of them 
were single. None of them fell under the “others” category, which comprised of the 
divorced, separated and widowed. 
(3). The third question related to the age of the respondents. From available results, it 
can be seen that 30% of them were between the age of 26-35 years, 40% between 36-
45 years and 5% were 25 year or less while 25% of them were 46 years and above.  
(4). As regards the working experience of the respondents, 25% of them had between 
6-10 years of working experience, 10% with 5 years or less, 15% of them had 
between 11-15 years of work experience, 15% of them had between 16-20 years 
while 35% of them had more than 21 years of working experience. 
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(5). On qualification of the respondents, 85% of them were having B.Sc./HND and 
above, 10% had “others” comprising professional certificates, university diplomas 
and high school certificates. On the other hand, 5% of them possessed OND, NCE 
and equivalent. 
Part B 
Table 5.6 General data presentation over questions 1-13 
Question  Strongly agree Agree (Yes) Disagree (No) Strongly 
disagree 
1 1 7 11 1 
2 8 11 1 0 
3 7 10 2 1 
4 5 13 2 0 
5 - 0 20 - 
6 4 5 8 3 
7 8 9 3 0 
8 12 7 1 0 
9 4 5 11 0 
10 15 5 0 0 
11 3 6 10 1 
12 4 5 10 1 
13 2 14 4 0 
 
Questions in this part were directed to the topic of the study 
(i). The first question sought the view of the respondents on whether the present 
cabotage policy had been able to meet its set objectives or not. From the results, it 
can be seen that 60% of the respondents disagreed that the policy had met its set 
objectives while 40% of them agreed that it had. These included one respondent in 
each category who expressed strong agreement or disagreement. 
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(ii). On the question of the need for a review of the Cabotage policy, 55% of them 
agreed that there was a need for review. In similar vein, 40% strongly agreed to the 
need for a review of the policy. However, one respondent (5%) believed that there 
was no need for any review. 
(iii). There has been a lot of controversy surrounding the provision in the Cabotage 
Act granting the Minister powers to grant waivers to foreign shipping companies on 
ship building, registration, ownership or manning. Hence, on the question as to 
whether the waiver clause was good for the development of indigenous shipping in 
Nigeria, it was surprising to see that 50% of the respondents agreed that the waiver 
clause in the Act was good. More so, 35% of them expressed a strong agreement in 
support of the waiver clause. On the other hand, 10% of them disagreed while 5% 
strongly disagreed. 
(iv). Following from question (iii) above on the issue of the waiver clause, this 
question sought to know if the waiver clause should be retained in the policy. To this 
question, about 65% of the respondents agreed that it should be retained while 25% 
also expressed a strong agreement. However, 10% of them disagreed with the 
retention of the waiver clause in the cabotage policy. 
(v). As to whether any of the indigenous shipping operators had been able to access 
the Cabotage Vessel Financing Fund (CVFF), all the respondents answered in the 
negative. This conforms to the fact that up till now, no shipping company has been 
able to access the Fund as NIMASA is still in  talks with some banks on how best to 
disburse the money in order to ensure that it does not go the way of the Ship 
Acquisition and Ship Building Fund (SASBF). 
(vi). The cabotage policy is viewed by many traditional maritime nations as a 
protectionist policy, which is against the spirit of free competition among all parties. 
As to opinion of the respondents on this issue, 25% of them agreed to the view while 
20% of them even expressed a strong agreement. However, 40% of the respondents 
disagreed with the view while 15% expressed a strong disagreement. 
(vii). As to whether a stricter cabotage policy should be adopted by government, 85% 
of the respondents subscribed to this view, with 45% agreeing to it while 40% 
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strongly agreed. On the contrary, 15% of them disagreed with the adoption of a 
stricter cabotage policy. 
(viii). One of the intended benefits of the cabotage policy is a situation where the 
shipbuilding industry will be able to meet the demands of indigenous ship-owners in 
building of new tonnage as well as ship repairs. However, the present circumstance 
in Nigeria does not portray such a situation. Hence, in answering this question, 60% 
of the respondents strongly agreed that the present shipbuilding industry did not have 
the capacity to satisfy the cabotage trade market, while 35% also agreed. Only one 
respondent (5%) disagreed. 
(ix). On the statement that the implementation of the cabotage policy has improved 
the lots of indigenous shipping companies in Nigeria, 55% of the respondents 
disagreed with the view. On the other hand, 25% of them agreed while 20% of them 
strongly agreed. 
(x). The implementation of the cabotage policy began in 2004. Since then, the 
challenges of actual workability of the law have been brought to the fore. Hence, 
there is the belief that there is a need for a review of the Act to reflect the reality on 
ground. Therefore, in reacting to the statement that a well-reviewed cabotage policy 
can greatly contribute to the development of indigenous shipping in Nigeria, 75% of 
the respondents strongly agreed while 25% also agreed. Hence, there was no 
disagreement as to the need for a review of the cabotage policy. 
(xi). On the statement that the present cabotage policy has impacted positively on the 
Nigerian seafarers, 30% of the respondents agreed with the notion while 15% of 
them strongly agreed. On the other hand, 50% of them disagreed while 5% strongly 
disagreed. 
(xii). The  statement that Nigerian shipping companies were better off now with the 
present cabotage policy than they were without the policy did not go without the 
expected controversy. This is because 50% of the respondents disagreed with the 
notion while 5% strongly disagreed. On the other hand, 25% of them agreed while 
20% strongly agreed. 
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(xiii). On the question as to whether NIMASA was doing the best possible to ensure 
that the objectives of the cabotage policy are achieved, 70% of the respondents 
agreed while 10% strongly agreed. However, 20% of them disagreed with the notion.   
Answers to open-ended questions 
1. Question 14- Do you believe that the power given to the Minister of Transport to 
grant waivers to foreign shipping companies is in order or would you prefer to 
have a technical body handling the process? 
Table 5.7 Presentation of answers to question 14 
1 It should have a well-trusted, God-fearing technical body and also experienced 
person on the field to handle the process. 
2 A technical body should be set into place to govern this process 
3 It would be ideal for a technical body to handle the process of waivers because 
it will shift the waiver granting system away from arbitral grants for pecuniary 
advantages as against tonnage development 
4 The exercise and enforcement of such power matters. Not employing foreign 
bodies 
5 The process of granting waivers should be left in the hands of a technical body 
like NIMASA to handle 
6 The power to grant waiver should be delegated to D-G of NIMASA to 
enhance speed and to meet with the current need of the new phase of maritime 
in Nigeria. 
7 To the level of my understanding and observation, power given to the Minister 
to grant waivers to foreign companies is in order, but an improvement has to 
be done 
8 I strongly would advise that a technical body that is well-versed in shipping 
should handle the process 
9 Yes  
10 I will prefer a technical body to handle the process 
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11 I think it is better a technical body handle the granting of waiver, looking at 
the time it takes for Ministerial approval. 
12 I believe that the authority vested in the Minister in order to grant waivers to 
foreign shipping companies is meant to designate a technical department to 
attend to the process. 
13 Due to the tight schedule of the Minister and the lack of strong knowledge of 
the waiver‟s law, it will be better for a technical body in the Agency to be in 
charge of the waiver issue and not the Minister 
14 To give power to the Minister to grant waivers is not ideal because there 
might not be checks and balances. There is need for a technical body to handle 
the waiver application. 
15 Technical body should do that because the Minister is too busy to attend to 
such issues 
16 I agree that the power to grant waivers be given to a technical body handling 
the process to ease the process of giving waivers 
17 Technical body is preferable 
18 I believe the power should be retained by the Minister 
19 The power to grant waivers should be granted to NIMASA DG for quick 
dispensation 
20 Technical body 
 
2. Question 15- How do you think the present cabotage policy can be improved in 
order to enhance the development of indigenous shipping in Nigeria? 
 
Table 5.8 Presentation of answers to question 15 
1 It can be improved by individuals not interfering with the process and 
government should support the process to enable the dock yards work 
effectively in meeting cabotage requirements.  
2 It can be improved by further restructuring the policy to accommodate 
Nigerian shipping companies which translates into improvement for Nigeria‟s 
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economy 
3 A good look at the American Jones Act with the removal of the bar on the 
emergency or salvage/rescue from foreign ships provision could be adapted by 
Nigeria for the Nigerian situation 
4 Constant review and enforcement of Cabotage Act would do the magic and 
depoliticizing NIMASA in the implementation of this Act is imminent 
5 By constantly reviewing the policy based on the changing environment in the 
industry worldwide and also inputs from stakeholders 
6 Political will of the government of the day, consistency in the leadership of 
NIMASA 
7 Nigeria can achieve from the present cabotage policy if the duty is given to 
those that merit the position and not just novice in the maritime sector, with 
maximum supervision 
8 Until funds already generated are disbursed, indigenous shipping in Nigeria 
would not significantly develop 
9 By strict implementation 
10 More awareness should be created, ensure there is enough available 
manpower to man the sector. Cabotage policy should be strictly enforced. 
11 The review of the Cabotage Act is very important, the meeting between the 
stakeholders and NIMASA coming up with best approach to the 
implementation of the Act. Finally, the political will to make the Act 
workable. 
12 I feel that one means of improving the current cabotage policy so as to 
effectively boost the growth and development of indigenous shipping in 
Nigeria is by regulating the maritime activities of the indigenous shipping 
vessels coming into Nigeria. 
13 Review of the Cabotage Law, training of staffs, CVFF loans should be given 
to the right people, not given based on interest 
14 There should be more awareness programmes. We should have a more serious 
punishment for both erring indigenous and foreign vessels. NIMASA should 
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be allowed to exercise its power without undue interference. 
15 By utilizing the CVFF to a greater advantage to the indigenous shipping 
operators 
16 The Act should be revisited to expunge the vessel building clause and the 
inclusion of a specialized maritime court that will facilitate the prosecution of 
defaulters of the provisions of the Act. 
17 More stricter policy 
18 It should be properly reviewed and implemented 
19 Review of the Cabotage law that would empower NIMASA to be able to 
prosecute defaulters, by withdrawing of licences, etc. 
20 Better implementation and access of indigenous ship owners to the CVFF. 
 
Summary of results 
Question 14 
According to most of the respondents (about 65%), they would prefer that the waiver 
process be handled by a technical committee comprising of professionals well versed 
and experienced in shipping, who would be able to deal with the technicalities 
involved rather than having the Minister holding the power. They believed that this 
will shift the waiver granting system away from arbitrary grant for pecuniary 
advantage rather than tonnage development. Also, it will ease the process and ensure 
checks and balances.  However, some of the respondents still want the Minister to 
retain the powers to grant waivers, but also want an improvement in the processing 
while some of them would want the powers delegated to the D-G of NIMASA for 
ease of operation. 
Question 15 
On how the cabotage policy can be improved in order to enhance the development of 
indigenous shipping in Nigeria, about 50% of the respondents believed that the 
Cabotage policy should be reviewed so as to take into consideration the realities of 
time and to be in tune with the current maritime situation in the country while some 
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of them were categorical on the provisions of the Act that they want reviewed. These 
include the removal of the Nigerian-built vessel clause and inclusion of a specialized 
maritime court to facilitate the prosecution of defaulters of the provisions of the Act. 
Some of them also expressed the opinion that the Cabotage Vessel Financing Fund, 
CVFF, should be disbursed without delay to qualified indigenous operators in order 
for them to acquire the vessels needed for the carriage of the cabotage cargoes. Some 
of them want a strict implementation of the present policy and imposition of 
sanctions on erring operators while some of them advocated for more awareness 
programmes to be carried out by the implementing agency. 
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6 DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS, CONCLUSION   AND 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
6.1 Discussion of findings 
The enactment of the Cabotage Act in the year 2003 brought with it great 
expectations by the stakeholders in the Nigerian shipping industry, especially the 
indigenous shipping operators who saw the Act as perhaps the best thing to happen 
to indigenous shipping development in the country, given all the inherent benefits 
enunciated by the various provisions of the Act. Thus, there was the belief that the 
implementation of the Act would bring so much change as the indigenous operators 
would be able to take control of the carriage of the cabotage cargoes, especially bulk 
distribution of refined petroleum products and those in the offshore oil and gas 
operations, which were being carried predominantly by foreign shipping companies.  
However, eight years down the lane, the reality has dawned on everybody that it 
would not be easily achieved and there is still much to be done in order to reach the 
proverbial Promised Land. This has been the focus of this research and it has been 
able to show, through responses to the questionnaires and comments by various 
stakeholders, that there is an urgent need to review the cabotage policy in order to 
bring it in tune with today‟s reality so that those laudable objectives espoused by the 
Act can be achieved. In expressing their views on how the cabotage policy can be 
improved upon so as to enhance the development of indigenous shipping, a large 
percentage of the respondents saw the review of the Cabotage Act as the panacea to 
the problem presently encountered. This also tallied with the views of many other 
stakeholders who had, at one time or another, called for a review of the Act. Some of 
these views were reflected in the study while some provisions of the Act were 
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specifically mentioned as being in need of review. These provisions include that of 
shipbuilding in Nigeria, waiver powers vested in the Minister, age limit of vessels for 
cabotage operation and registration of cabotage vessels by indigenous shipping 
operators.  
Regarding the waiver powers vested in the Minister by the provisions of the Act, 
most of the respondents were of the belief that the waiver process would be better 
handled by a technical body, which they said should be composed of professionals 
and technocrats well-versed in the shipping technicalities. The Minister, by the 
nature of his appointment, is a politician and not a professional and thus may not be 
conversant with the complex nature of the process. He is also always busy attending 
to other issues within his purview. Hence, he may not have time to deal with the 
issue and this may have been the cause of delays in the issuance of the waivers. 
One of the mistakes made by the indigenous shipping operators was their assumption 
that once the Cabotage Act was implemented, everything would fall into place and 
they would take over from the foreign carriers. However, even the provisions of the 
Act never envisaged an immediate takeover as it was drafted to provide for a gradual 
withdrawal of foreign carriers from cabotage. That was why waiver powers were 
granted to the Minister so that the foreign carriers could be covered, because the 
drafters of the Act knew that Nigerian carriers would not have the capacity, both in 
terms of tonnage and manpower, to effectively carry all cabotage cargoes, 
particularly the oil and gas cargoes, which are germane to the running of the Nigerian 
economy, especially in the short run. 
However, they have now come to terms with the realities on ground. This can be 
seen in their responses to whether the waiver clause was good for the development of 
indigenous shipping in Nigeria, where surprisingly, most of the respondents agreed 
with the view. Also, many of them agreed that the waiver clause should be retained 
in the Cabotage Act.  
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To many of the respondents, the cabotage policy is not a protectionist policy. This 
can be seen in their responses to the question, where a narrow majority of 
respondents disagreed with the notion. This is understandable, however, as sentiment 
is always evoked on this issue and they tend to see cabotage as internal to Nigeria as 
different from international shipping.  
From their responses, it can be seen that none of the indigenous shipping operators 
have been able to access the Cabotage Vessel Financing Fund, CVFF. This is seen as 
a failure of the policy, as expectations had been high that they would be able to 
access the fund in order to acquire the much-needed tonnage. However, the 
implementing Agency, NIMASA has explained on various occasions that it was 
trying to put things in the right order before it starts disbursement so that the fund 
would not go the way of the earlier Ship Acquisition and Shipbuilding Fund. Also, 
acquisition of vessels is capital intensive and, therefore, enough money needs to be 
accumulated before disbursement begins so that the money to be given out will be 
sufficient to acquire the needed vessels. 
The intention of the provisions of the Act is a situation where the shipbuilding and 
repair industry will be able to meet the demands of indigenous ship operators in 
building of new vessels and effecting repairs. However, from the responses, it can be 
seen that this situation is far from being attained as almost all of the respondents 
agreed that the present shipbuilding industry does not have the capacity to satisfy the 
cabotage trade market. The research has found out that most of the shipyards in 
existence are comatose with obsolete facilities. Hence, for them to be able to 
contribute to the achievement of the objectives of the Cabotage Act, their facilities 
will have to be overhauled while those that are not obsolete will need to be upgraded.  
On whether the cabotage policy has had a positive impact on Nigerian seafarers, 
many of the respondents disagreed with the view. This is understandable, as the 
inability of the indigenous operators to acquire additional tonnage has equally denied 
graduates of the Maritime Academy of Nigeria the opportunity to have the required 
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sea training on board of these vessels. One of the complaints of stakeholders against 
foreign carriers is their denial of sea training to these young Nigerians. Hence, 
without the requisite sea training, they cannot be awarded seafarers‟ certificates. 
However, NIMASA has stepped up efforts to ensure that this trend is reversed. It has 
established the Nigerian Seafarers Development Programme, NSDP where, in 
conjunction with State governments, candidates are selected for seafarers‟ training 
and the cost is borne by both the Agency and the respective State government. Two 
states have already responded and their candidates are undergoing training in India 
and the United Kingdom. The Agency is also making it mandatory for foreign 
vessels with specialized equipment to take on board Nigerian seafarers to teach them 
how to man such vessels and equipment. 
Many of the respondents did not agree with the statement that Nigerian shipping 
companies were better off now with the present cabotage policy than they were 
without the policy. This is equally understandable because their initial expectations 
were not met during the course of implementation of the policy. However, realizing 
this, the government, through NIMASA, has put several measures in place in order to 
ensure that they are truly better off. Some of these measures include the 
implementation of the recommendations of the joint committee set up earlier in the 
year by the D-G of NIMASA. The recommendations include repair of twenty vessels 
from the fleet of the Indigenous Ship-owners‟ Association of Nigeria, ISAN, and 
putting them in class, liaising with financial institutions and facilitating outright 
acquisition of ten vessels by ISAN members, entering  into talks with the 
international oil companies for provisional time charter contracts or guarantee letters 
on their vessel requirements, which will state in principle that these vessels would be 
engaged by them as soon as they are purchased and evolving sustainable human 
capacity development strategies. The Agency has also signed a Memorandum of 
Understanding with ISAN in a collaborative effort aimed at checking the activities of 
foreign vessels operating in contravention of the Nigerian Cabotage Act. It has also 
proposed some fiscal incentives to encourage indigenous participation in cabotage 
shipping to the Minister of Transport for approval. With all these measures in place, 
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the Nigerian shipping companies will surely be better off than they were before the 
enactment of the Cabotage Act. 
6.2 Conclusion 
In conclusion, it can be stated that despite the seemingly unimpressive impact of the 
cabotage policy regime on the indigenous shipping operators in Nigeria, the policy 
remains one of the best things to happen to indigenous shipping development in the 
country, given the loud clamour for its enactment by various interests and the relief 
that greeted its promulgation into law in the year 2003. Also, there are facts to show 
that in the long run, the situation of the indigenous shipping operators will be the 
better for it, with all the government efforts aimed at ameliorating the unfavourable 
conditions of Nigerian shipping companies, shipbuilding and ship repair yards and 
seafarers and also ensuring that the set objectives of the Cabotage Act are attained. 
These efforts have been described in this dissertation and it is believed that with 
sustained commitment and interest shown by the leadership of NIMASA and given 
government support and cooperation from other relevant government agencies, those 
laudable objectives will be achieved. 
6.3 Recommendations    
Based on findings during the course of this study, the researcher hereby puts forward 
these recommendations, which if implemented, will go a long way in improving the 
lot of indigenous shipping operators in particular and in ensuring the positive 
development of shipping in Nigeria in general.  
i.  For the Cabotage Policy to have the maximum positive impact on the 
indigenous shipping companies, the Government should set in motion a 
process for the review of the existing Cabotage Act to be in tune with the 
realities on ground. Areas of review should include those contentious 
provisions mentioned earlier in the study, for instance, provisions on 
shipbuilding in Nigeria. Since Nigeria is not building ships now and is not 
likely to begin in the foreseeable future, the provision should be removed and 
not made a condition to be met in order to be granted a waiver. If and when 
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the nation becomes a shipbuilding country, it can then be provided as a 
condition, if it is still necessary.  Another one is the waiver powers vested in 
the Minister. The study recommends that the waiver process should be 
handled by a technical body, composed of professionals and technocrats who 
will better appreciate the technicalities involved and will not play politics 
with the issuance of waivers. Other provisions to be looked into include the 
age limit on the cabotage vessels and registration of vessels for cabotage 
operations by indigenous shipping companies. 
ii. On the Cabotage Vessel Financing Fund (CVFF), government should make 
haste to ensure that all impediments to access the Fund by indigenous 
operators are promptly removed and commence disbursement of the Fund. 
This will ensure the acquisition of relevant and needed vessels by the 
indigenous shipping operators, thereby giving them the necessary impetus to 
actually participate in the cabotage trade to the benefit of Nigerians and the 
achievement of the objectives of the Cabotage Act.  
iii. On manpower development, NIMASA should intensify efforts to ensure 
training of more seafarers so that these could be employed to man vessels to 
be procured by indigenous ship-owners, so that the intended benefits of the 
Cabotage Act will not elude Nigerians.  
iv. Recent efforts made by NIMASA in collaborating with the Indigenous Ship-
owners‟ Association of Nigeria, ISAN, in ensuring effective implementation 
of the law as well as providing necessary assistance to the indigenous 
operators is laudable. However, government should intensify its efforts in this 
direction by ensuring the approval of the proposal on a fiscal incentive 
programme to encourage indigenous participation in shipping, submitted by 
NIMASA. This will encourage more investment in shipping, enhance 
capacity building, lead to improved infrastructural facilities in the existing 
shipyards and enhance the opportunities of the indigenous operators to lift 
available cabotage cargoes, especially in the oil and gas industry. 
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APPENDICES 
 
Appendix 1 Questionnaire 
 
 
  
 
 
World Maritime University 
DISSERTATION QUESTIONNAIRE 
 
Dear Respondent,  
This questionnaire is seeking information on the impact of the cabotage policy on 
indigenous shipping development in Nigeria. Hence, the information obtained will be 
used to explore ways of improving the policy for the better benefit of Nigerian 
domestic shipping. You are assured that your response will be treated with utmost 
confidentiality, as this is a research for academic purpose. 
 If you have any further question about this questionnaire, need assistance or wish to 
make any additional contribution, please e-mail s11040@wmu.se 
 
Yours sincerely,  
Ganiyu Bello-Olowookere 
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QUESTIONNAIRE 
 
Part A                                           Biodata 
Please tick (  ) where applicable. 
1.  SEX                                                                                                             Male (  )                     
                                                                                                                      Female (  ) 
 
2.  MARITAL STATUS                                                                                Single (  )                  
                                                                                                                     Married (  ) 
                                                                  Others (Divorced, Separated, Widowed (  )                                                     
 
3.  AGE                                                                                                 25yrs or less (  ) 
                                                                                                                    26-35yrs (  ) 
                                                                                                                    36-45yrs (  ) 
                                                                                                       46yrs and above (  )   
 
4. WORKING EXPERIENCE                                                         5 years or less (  )  
                                                                                                                 6-10 years (  ) 
                                                                                                              11-15 years (  )  
                                                                                                               16-20 years (  ) 
                                                                                                   21 years and above (  ) 
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5.  QUALIFICATION:                                                        B.Sc./ HND and above (  ) 
                                                                                        OND, NCE and equivalent (  ) 
                                                                    Others (Professional Certificates,  
                                                                    University Diploma, High School, etc.) (  ) 
  
 
Part B                                       General Questions 
 
1. Do you believe that the present cabotage policy has been able to meet its set 
objectives? 
                                                                                                                                                                                         
Strongly Agree (  ) 
                                                                                                         Agree (  ) 
                                                                                                     Disagree (  ) 
                                                                                      Strongly Disagree (  ) 
 
2. Do you believe that the present cabotage policy needs to be reviewed? 
                                                                                         Strongly Agree (  ) 
                                                                                                        Agree (  ) 
                                                                                                   Disagree (  ) 
                                                                                    Strongly Disagree (  ) 
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3. Do you think that the waiver clause in the cabotage policy is good for the 
development of indigenous shipping in Nigeria? 
                                                                                                                                                                                                             
Strongly Agree (  ) 
                                                                                                         Agree (  ) 
                                                                                                     Disagree (  ) 
                                                                                      Strongly Disagree (  ) 
 
4. Do you want the waiver clause to be retained in the policy? 
                                                                                         Strongly Agree (  ) 
                                                                                                        Agree (  ) 
                                                                                                    Disagree (  ) 
                                                                                     Strongly Disagree (  ) 
 
5. Have you been able to access the Cabotage Vessel Financing Fund? 
                                                                                                           Yes (  ) 
                                                                                                            No (  ) 
                                                                                         
6. The cabotage policy is seen as protectionist and against the spirit of free 
competition. Do you share this view? 
                                                                                         Strongly Agree (  ) 
                                                                                                        Agree (  ) 
                                                                                                    Disagree (  ) 
                                                                                     Strongly Disagree (  ) 
 
7. Will you subscribe to a stricter cabotage policy to be adopted?      
                                                                                   Strongly Agree (  )                                                                                                                                                                                                                         
                                                                                                        Agree (  ) 
                                                                                                    Disagree (  ) 
                                                                                     Strongly Disagree (  ) 
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8. The current shipbuilding industry in Nigeria does not have the capacity to 
satisfy the cabotage trade market. 
Strongly Agree (  ) 
                                                                                                         Agree (  ) 
                                                                                                     Disagree (  ) 
                                                                                      Strongly Disagree (  ) 
 
9. The implementation of the cabotage policy has improved the lots of 
indigenous shipping companies in Nigeria 
                                                                                                                                                                                   
Strongly Agree (  ) 
                                                                                                         Agree (  ) 
                                                                                                     Disagree (  ) 
                                                                                      Strongly Disagree (  ) 
 
10. A well-reviewed cabotage policy can greatly contribute to the development of 
indigenous shipping in Nigeria. 
                                                                                                                                                                                  
Strongly Agree (  ) 
                                                                                                         Agree (  ) 
                                                                                                     Disagree (  ) 
                                                                                      Strongly Disagree (  ) 
 
11. The present cabotage policy has impacted positively on the Nigerian seafarers 
Strongly Agree (  ) 
                                                                                                         Agree (  ) 
                                                                                                     Disagree (  ) 
                                                                                      Strongly Disagree (  ) 
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12. Nigerian shipping companies are better off now with the present cabotage 
policy than they were without the policy 
                                                                                                                                                                                  
Strongly Agree (  ) 
                                                                                                         Agree (  ) 
                                                                                                     Disagree (  ) 
                                                                                      Strongly Disagree (  ) 
 
13. Do you think NIMASA is doing the best possible to ensure that the objectives 
of the cabotage policy are achieved? 
                                                                                         Strongly Agree (  ) 
                                                                                                        Agree (  ) 
                                                                                                    Disagree (  ) 
                                                                                     Strongly Disagree (  ) 
 
14. Do you believe that the power given to the Minister of Transport to grant 
waivers to foreign shipping companies is in order or would you prefer to have 
a technical body handling the process? 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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15. How do you think the present cabotage policy can be improved in order to 
enhance the development of indigenous shipping in Nigeria? 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Thank you for sparing your time. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Appendix 2: List of Cabotage Registered Vessels for the year 2010
S/N DATE NAME OF VESSEL COMPANY / AGENT (APPLICANT)
GROSS 
TONNAGE 
TYPE OF 
VESSEL PORT OF REGISTRY
TYPE OF 
REGISTRY IMO NO ADDRESS/PHONE
1 18/01/10 MV MIDEN ANIE MIDEN SYSTEMS LTD 4904 OSV LAGOS NIGERIA 7432276
981 RD.VICTORIA GARDEN CITY LEKKI EPE 
EXPRESS WAY LAGOS 08039610059 08037241612
2 25/01/10  MV ACERGY POLARIS 
GLOBESTAR ENGINEERING CO.NIG. 
LTD. 16.455 BARGE PANAMA FOREIGN 8756772
SUITE 36 AMUSEMENT PARK LTD.APAPA 
LAGOS 01 5455857, 08033062055, 01 2708987.
3 28/01/10 MV DYNAMIC INSTALLER ATM NIG. LTD. (RENEWAL) 3204 DNV BAHAMAS FOREIGN _
25 AVEDE FONTIVILEE PALACE OFF P.T. I 
RD.EFFURUN DELTA STATE 053 250117
4 28/01/10 MV OSAYAME STARZS INVESTMENTS CO.LTD.  380 AHTS LAGOS NIGERIA 9518696
RECLAMATION RD.NEAR PH.BOAT CLUB 084 
237179,084 230090.
5 28/01/10 MT BREAK THROUGH JEVKON OIL & GAS LTD. 4393 OIL TANKER LAGOS NIGERIA 9095723
15 UDI STR.OSBORNE ESTATE IKOYI LAGOS 
STATE 012714432.
6 28/01/10 MV SIMONE K RANGK LTD.(RENEWAL) 242 CREW SUPPLY LAGOS NIGERIA 9199919
38 KOFO ABAYOMI VICTORIA ISLAND 01 
2610199,2625480.
7 29/01/10 MV SALEH ALSAAZ INT'L LTD. 1579 AHTS KINGSTOWN NIGERIA 9415351
8 THOMAS AJUFO ST.OFF OPEBI RD IKEJA 
LAGOS 081 396195
8 29/01/10 MV SAHE B ALSAAZ INT'L LTD. 1579 AHTS KINGSTOWN NIGERIA 9415349
8 THOMAS AJUFO ST.OFF OPEBI RD IKEJA 
LAGOS 081 396195
9 21/01/10 MV PANCALDO PREMIER LOGISTICS SOLUTIONS 6272 CARGO SHIP ST JOHNS FOREIGN 9226695 25 CREEK RD.APAPA 01 4600170 08035000001-3
10 21/01/10 MV UGODIE 
FYMAR MARINE & OIL SERVICES NIG. 
LTD. 413 CREW SUPPLY LAGOS NIGERIA 9529011
PLOT 14A,GRACE ANJOUS DRIVE VI LAGOS 01 
2706573
11 21/01/10 MV CHINYELUGO
FYMAR MARINE & OIL SERVICES NIG. 
LTD. 413 CREW SUPPLY LAGOS NIGERIA 9529009
PLOT 14A,GRACE ANJOUS DRIVE VI LAGOS 01 
2706573
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12 21/01/10 MV ABUJA EAGLE
FYMAR MARINE & OIL SERVICES NIG. 
LTD. 257 CREW SUPPLY LAGOS NIGERIA 9238301
PLOT 14A,GRACE ANJOUS DRIVE VI LAGOS 01 
2706573
13 21/01/10 MV DELTA PRINCESS
FYMAR MARINE & OIL SERVICES NIG. 
LTD. 257 CREW SUPPLY LAGOS NIGERIA 9250555
PLOT 14A,GRACE ANJOUS DRIVE VI LAGOS 01 
2706573
14 22/01/10 MV OPUTUKPA OCTOPUS CLEAN NIG LTD. 236
SERVICE 
BOAT LAGOS NIGERIA 9568706
PLOT 349 EAGLE ISLAND PORT HARCOURT 
NIG.
15 02/01/2010 MV BEE BASSI EXPRESS BEAR MARITIME SERVICES LTD 92.96 CREW SUPPLY LAGOS NIGERIA _
3 CHIKE CHINDA ST OPPOSITE OANDO 
FILLING STATION OFF NTA RD.MGBOUBA PH 
08033099750
16 02/01/2010 MV LEE ANN BEAR MARITIME SERVICES LTD 97 CREW SUPPLY LAGOS NIGERIA _
3 CHIKE CHINDA ST OPPOSITE OANDO 
FILLING STATION OFF NTA RD.MGBOUBA PH 
08033099750
17 02/01/2010 MV IFIEMI 11 BEAR MARITIME SERVICES LTD 700 HOUSE BOAT LAGOS NIGERIA _
12 ADA GEORGE OFF LOCATION RD.PH. RIVER 
STATE 084 744683,08033395674,08033514171
18 02/05/2010 MV PACIFIC SUPPLIER OIL & MARITIME SERVICE NIG.LTD. 1368
STEEL TUG 
SUPPLY SINGAPORE FOREIGN 9196498
4 FLOOR LANDMARK AFRICA REINSURANCE 
BUILDING PLOT 1679 KARIMU KOTUN ST.VI 
014910235
19 02/05/2010 MV EPENAL 01 EPENAL GROUP OF COMPANIES. 140
DREDGE 
MACHINE LAGOS NIGERIA _
PLOT 41/42 EASTERN BY-PASS PORT 
HRACOURT 084 235271 084 2352230 08033062055
20 02/11/2010 MV STIMA MARITIME CONSULTANT LTD. 206
PASSENGER 
CREW LAGOS NIGERIA 7946382
SUITE 36 AMUSEMENT PARK LTD.APAPA 
LAGOS 01 5455857, 08033062055, 01 2708987.
21 02/11/2010 MV VAKPOR MARITIME CONSULTANT LTD. 173 CREW SUPPLY LAGOS NIGERIA 8871912
SUITE 36 AMUSEMENT PARK LTD.APAPA 
LAGOS 01 5455857, 08033062055, 01 2708987.
22 02/11/2010 MV KENDRICK MARITIME CONSULTANT LTD. 886
TUG/ SUPPLY 
VESSEL LAGOS NIGERIA 8121874
SUITE 36 AMUSEMENT PARK LTD.APAPA 
LAGOS 01 5455857, 08033062055, 01 2708987.
23 02/11/2010 MV LADY TASHA MARITIME CONSULTANT LTD. 159 CREW BOAT LAGOS NIGERIA 8871912
SUITE 36 AMUSEMENT PARK LTD.APAPA 
LAGOS 01 5455857, 08033062055, 01 2708987.
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24 02/11/2010 ST GABRIEL MARITIME CONSULTANT LTD. 213
UTILITY 
VESSEL LAGOS NIGERIA 8121874
SUITE 36 AMUSEMENT PARK LTD.APAPA 
LAGOS 01 5455857, 08033062055, 01 2708987.
25 02/11/2010 MV HATRICK MARITIME CONSULTANT LTD. 711
TUG/ SUPPLY 
VESSEL LAGOS NIGERIA 8899201
SUITE 36 AMUSEMENT PARK LTD.APAPA 
LAGOS 01 5455857, 08033062055, 01 2708987.
26 02/11/2010 MV KESTER MARITIME CONSULTANT LTD. 170
SUPPLY 
VESSEL LAGOS NIGERIA 8017463
SUITE 36 AMUSEMENT PARK LTD.APAPA 
LAGOS 01 5455857, 08033062055, 01 2708987.
27 02/11/2010 MV LADY MARY 'S' MARITIME CONSULTANT LTD. 167 CREW BOAT LAGOS NIGERIA _
SUITE 36 AMUSEMENT PARK LTD.APAPA 
LAGOS 01 5455857, 08033062055, 01 2708987.
28 02/11/2010 MV NATASHA MARITIME CONSULTANT LTD. 87.49 CREW BOAT LAGOS NIGERIA 8871819
SUITE 36 AMUSEMENT PARK LTD.APAPA 
LAGOS 01 5455857, 08033062055, 01 2708987.
29 02/11/2010 MV SEINA OSMOSERVE GLOBAL LTD 475
CREW SUPPLY 
VESSEL LAGOS NIGERIA _
PLOT 3 TOMMEY CLOSE OFF ELIOPARANWO 
RD.OFF CHIBIAK AVENUE OFF HASTRUP 
CLOSE PH 08033138875 08027422392
30 02/11/2010 MV  SAIL FISH GOOD INTENTIONS SERVICESLTD. 78
HIGH SPEED 
SUPPLY 
VESSEL LAGOS NIGERIA _ 9 RHODES CRESCENT APAPA LAGOS 01 7389739
31 03/03/2010 MV BETTY H I M C LTD 170.52
UTILITY 
WORK BOAT LAGOS NIGERIA 9274745 163/165 BROAD STREET 01 
32 03/03/2010 MV MULLY I M C LTD 66.82
UTILITY 
WORK BOAT LAGOS NIGERIA 9274757 163/165 BROAD STREET 01 
33 03/12/2010 MV BIO OCTOPUS CLEAN NIG LTD. 25 TUG BOAT LAGOS NIGERIA _
PLOT 349 EAGLE ISLAND PORT HARCOURT 
NIG.084-586123
34 03/12/2010 MV BLESSING OCTOPUS CLEAN NIG LTD. 30 TUG BOAT LAGOS NIGERIA _
PLOT 349 EAGLE ISLAND PORT HARCOURT 
NIG.084-586123
35 03/12/2010 MV ROJENI OCTOPUS CLEAN NIG LTD. 800 RAMP BARGE LAGOS NIGERIA _
PLOT 349 EAGLE ISLAND PORT HARCOURT 
NIG.084-586123
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36 03/12/2010 MV EUCHARIA OCTOPUS CLEAN NIG LTD. 68.36 TUG BOAT LAGOS NIGERIA _
PLOT 349 EAGLE ISLAND PORT HARCOURT 
NIG.084-586123
37 03/12/2010 MV AYE OCTOPUS CLEAN NIG LTD. 38.36 TUG BOAT LAGOS NIGERIA _
PLOT 349 EAGLE ISLAND PORT HARCOURT 
NIG.084-586123
38 03/12/2010 MV AMAKIRI OCTOPUS CLEAN NIG LTD. 38.36 TUG BOAT LAGOS NIGERIA _
PLOT 349 EAGLE ISLAND PORT HARCOURT 
NIG.084-586123
39 03/12/2010 MV BARGE OKU OCTOPUS CLEAN NIG LTD. 800 RAMP BARGE LAGOS NIGERIA _
PLOT 349 EAGLE ISLAND PORT HARCOURT 
NIG.084-586123
40 03/12/2010 MV RACHAEL OCTOPUS CLEAN NIG LTD. 68.36 TUG BOAT LAGOS NIGERIA _
PLOT 349 EAGLE ISLAND PORT HARCOURT 
NIG.084-586123
41 15/03/2010 LPG/C WORCESTER CAVERTON MARINE LTD. 5763 LPG CARRIER JOINT VENTURE PANAMA 9251121
PRINCE KAYODE AKINGBADE CLOSE OFF 
MURI OKUNOLA ST.VI LAGOS 
01,2705656,2705767,2705858
42 17/3/2010 MV DOPHIN CARRIER WALVIS NIG LTD.(RENEWAL) 185 DECKSHIP JOINT VENTURE NIGERIA _
SUITE 36 AMUSEMENT PARK LTD.APAPA 
LAGOS 01 5455857, 08033062055, 01 2708987.
43 17/3/2010 MV DOPHIN WORKER WALVIS NIG LTD.(RENEWAL) 266
POLLUTION 
CRAFT JOINT VENTURE NIGERIA 8100978 4 LESS RD IKOYI LAGOS 01-2691347, 2691706
44 17/3/2010 MV WALVIS 1 WALVIS NIG LTD.(RENEWAL) 713
SUPPLY 
VESSEL JOINT VENTURE NIGERIA 8127490 4 LESS RD IKOYI LAGOS 01-2691347, 2691706
45 17/3/2010 MV WALVIS 2 WALVIS NIG LTD.(RENEWAL) 929
SUPPLY 
VESSEL JOINT VENTURE NIGERIA 7390313 4 LESS RD IKOYI LAGOS 01-2691347, 2691706
46 17/3/2010 MV WALVIS 5 WALVIS NIG LTD.(RENEWAL) 394 AHTS JOINT VENTURE NIGERIA 7827512 4 LESS RD IKOYI LAGOS 01-2691347, 2691706
47 17/3/2010 MV WALVIS 6 WALVIS NIG LTD.(RENEWAL) 1070 AHTS JOINT VENTURE NIGERIA 8211033 4 LESS RD IKOYI LAGOS 01-2691347, 2691706
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48 17/3/2010 MV WALVIS 7 WALVIS NIG LTD.(RENEWAL) 1070 AHTS JOINT VENTURE NIGERIA 8211021 4 LESS RD IKOYI LAGOS 01-2691347, 2691706
49 17/3/2010 MV WALVIS 12 WALVIS NIG LTD.(RENEWAL) 297 AHTS JOINT VENTURE NIGERIA _ 4 LESS RD IKOYI LAGOS 01-2691347, 2691706
50 17/3/2010 MV JASCON 1 WALVIS NIG LTD.(RENEWAL) 3137 BARGE JOINT VENTURE NIGERIA _ 4 LESS RD IKOYI LAGOS 01-2691347, 2691706
51 17/3/2010 MV JASCON 2 WALVIS NIG LTD.(RENEWAL) 3821 BARGE JOINT VENTURE NIGERIA _ 4 LESS RD IKOYI LAGOS 01-2691347, 2691706
52 17/3/2010 MV JASCON 3 WALVIS NIG LTD.(RENEWAL) 315 TUG BOAT JOINT VENTURE NIGERIA _ 4 LESS RD IKOYI LAGOS 01-2691347, 2691706
53 17/3/2010 MV JASCON 4 WALVIS NIG LTD.(RENEWAL) 471 AHTS JOINT VENTURE NIGERIA _ 4 LESS RD IKOYI LAGOS 01-2691347, 2691706
54 17/3/2010 MV JASCON 6 WALVIS NIG LTD.(RENEWAL) 358 S.P BARGE JOINT VENTURE NIGERIA _ 4 LESS RD IKOYI LAGOS 01-2691347, 2691706
55 17/3/2010 MV JASCON 7 WALVIS NIG LTD.(RENEWAL) 358 S.P BARGE JOINT VENTURE NIGERIA _ 4 LESS RD IKOYI LAGOS 01-2691347, 2691706
56 17/3/2010 MV JASCON 9 WALVIS NIG LTD.(RENEWAL) 3598 BARGE JOINT VENTURE NIGERIA _ 4 LESS RD IKOYI LAGOS 01-2691347, 2691706
57 17/3/2010 MV JASCON 10 WALVIS NIG LTD.(RENEWAL) 1356 TUG BOAT JOINT VENTURE NIGERIA _ 4 LESS RD IKOYI LAGOS 01-2691347, 2691706
58 17/3/2010 MV JASCON 11 WALVIS NIG LTD.(RENEWAL) 490 TUG BOAT JOINT VENTURE NIGERIA _ 4 LESS RD IKOYI LAGOS 01-2691347, 2691706
59 17/3/2010 MV JASCON 16 WALVIS NIG LTD.(RENEWAL) 216
CATAMARAN 
FERRY JOINT VENTURE NIGERIA _ 4 LESS RD IKOYI LAGOS 01-2691347, 2691706
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60 17/3/2010 MV JASCON 17 WALVIS NIG LTD.(RENEWAL) 4861 BARGE JOINT VENTURE NIGERIA _ 4 LESS RD IKOYI LAGOS 01-2691347, 2691706
61 17/3/2010 MV JASCON 17A WALVIS NIG LTD.(RENEWAL) 4861 BARGE JOINT VENTURE NIGERIA _ 4 LESS RD IKOYI LAGOS 01-2691347, 2691706
62 17/3/2010 MV JASCON 12 WALVIS NIG LTD.(RENEWAL) 490 TUG BOAT JOINT VENTURE NIGERIA _ 4 LESS RD IKOYI LAGOS 01-2691347, 2691706
63 17/3/2010 MV JASCON 21 WALVIS NIG LTD.(RENEWAL) 1163 TUG BOAT JOINT VENTURE NIGERIA _ 4 LESS RD IKOYI LAGOS 01-2691347, 2691706
64 17/3/2010 MV JASCON 23 WALVIS NIG LTD.(RENEWAL) 1678 TUG BOAT JOINT VENTURE NIGERIA _ 4 LESS RD IKOYI LAGOS 01-2691347, 2691706
65 17/3/2010 MV JASCON 24 WALVIS NIG LTD.(RENEWAL) 1678 TUG BOAT JOINT VENTURE NIGERIA _ 4 LESS RD IKOYI LAGOS 01-2691347, 2691706
66 17/3/2010 MV JASCON 28 WALVIS NIG LTD.(RENEWAL) 12934 BARGE JOINT VENTURE NIGERIA _ 4 LESS RD IKOYI LAGOS 01-2691347, 2691706
67 17/3/2010 MV JASCON 29 WALVIS NIG LTD.(RENEWAL) 1356 TUG BOAT JOINT VENTURE NIGERIA _ 4 LESS RD IKOYI LAGOS 01-2691347, 2691706
68 17/3/2010 MV JASCON 32 WALVIS NIG LTD.(RENEWAL) 3147 BARGE JOINT VENTURE NIGERIA _ 4 LESS RD IKOYI LAGOS 01-2691347, 2691706
69 17/3/2010 MV JASCON 33 WALVIS NIG LTD.(RENEWAL) 3147 BARGE JOINT VENTURE NIGERIA _ 4 LESS RD IKOYI LAGOS 01-2691347, 2691706
70 17/3/2010 MV JASCON 36 WALVIS NIG LTD.(RENEWAL) 3147 BARGE JOINT VENTURE NIGERIA _ 4 LESS RD IKOYI LAGOS 01-2691347, 2691706
71 17/3/2010 MV JASCON 37 WALVIS NIG LTD.(RENEWAL) 3147 BARGE JOINT VENTURE NIGERIA _ 4 LESS RD IKOYI LAGOS 01-2691347, 2691706
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72 17/3/2010 MV JASCON 38 WALVIS NIG LTD.(RENEWAL) 3502 BARGE JOINT VENTURE KINGSTOWN _ 4 LESS RD IKOYI LAGOS 01-2691347, 2691706
73 17/3/2010 MV JASCON 39 WALVIS NIG LTD.(RENEWAL) 1373
SUPPLY 
VESSEL JOINT VENTURE KINGSTOWN _ 4 LESS RD IKOYI LAGOS 01-2691347, 2691706
74 17/3/2010 MV JASCON 40 WALVIS NIG LTD.(RENEWAL) 1373
SUPPLY 
VESSEL JOINT VENTURE KINGSTOWN _ 4 LESS RD IKOYI LAGOS 01-2691347, 2691706
75 17/3/2010 MV JASCON 47 WALVIS NIG LTD.(RENEWAL) 3939 BARGE JOINT VENTURE KINGSTOWN _ 4 LESS RD IKOYI LAGOS 01-2691347, 2691706
76 18/03/2010 MT NORTE SHARA SEA SUPPORT SERVICES 22.733 TANKER JOINT VENTURE MONROVIA 8706090
234B ADEOLA ODEKU ST.VI LAGOS 012620375, 
619167.
77 18/03/2010 MT BORA 1 SHARA SEA SUPPORT SERVICES 15.216 TANKER JOINT VENTURE MONROVIA _
234B ADEOLA ODEKU ST.VI LAGOS 012620375, 
619167.
78 26/03/2010 MV BOA GALATEA BOA GROUP 5061 SURVEY GEORGE TOWN FOREIGN 9418860 P R 11,13A KA 19 7010 TRONDHEIM NORWAY 
79 26/03/2010 L/B LAYEMAMUS MICHHARRY&COMPANY NIG.LTD. 547
JACK UP 
BARGE LAGOS NIGERIA 8764444
1/3 PETER KING RD.EDJEBA WARRI DELTA 
STATE 053  255500
80 04/05/2010 MV JASCON 22 WALVIS NIG LTD.(RENEWAL) 1388 TUG BOAT JOINT VENTURE KINGSTOWN 7402427 4 LESS RD IKOYI LAGOS 01-2691347, 2691706
81 04/02/2010 MV JASCON 48 WALVIS NIG LTD.(RENEWAL) 3937 BARGE JOINT VENTURE KINGSTOWN _ 4 LESS RD IKOYI LAGOS 01-2691347, 2691706
82 04/12/2010 MV BELUGA INDICATION PREMIER LOGISTICS SOLUTIONS 1130 CARGO SHIP ST JOHNS FOREIGN 9214563 25 CREEK RD.APAPA 01 4600170 08035000001-3
83 04/12/2010 MV SEA PUMA NAPERE INT'L NIG. 856
TUG/ SUPPLY 
VESSEL LAGOS NIGERIA 7416973
67 EFFURUN / SAPELE RD.EFFURUN DELTA 053 
817008
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84 04/12/2010 MT GARROCH FIRST MARINE & ENG.SERV.LTD. 2702 OIL TANKER LAGOS BARE BOAT _
79A SAMUEL ADEDOYIN CRECENT,VI LAGOS 
01 4616989 4616990
85 04/12/2010 MT  MISTRAL FIRST MARINE & ENG.SERV.LTD. 3.719 OIL TANKER LIBERA BARE BOAT 9035539
79A SAMUEL ADEDOYIN CRECENT,VI LAGOS 
01 4616989 4616990
86 04/12/2010 MT C M SPIRIT SAHARA SEA SUPPORT SERVICES 14.28 OIL TANKER SAN LORENZO FOREIGN 7046168
234B ADEOLA ODEKU ST.VI LAGOS 012620375, 
619167.
87 15/04/2010 MV LEWEK CHANCELLOR FODE FIELD/OFFSHORE ENG.LTD 7833
ACCOMODATI
ON/WORK 
BARGE PORTSMOUTH FOREIGN 9389734
24ERASTUS AKINGBOLA STR.LEKKI PHASE 1 
LAGOS 012718608
88 15/04/2010 MV LEWEK TOUCHAN FODE FIELD/OFFSHORE ENG.LTD 4666
OFFSHORE 
SUPPORT 
VESSEL SINGAPORE / PANAMA FOREIGN 9274246
24ERASTUS AKINGBOLA STR.LEKKI PHASE 1 
LAGOS 012718608
89 19/04/2010 MV EXPLORER TARKWA MARINE LTD. 135 TUG BOAT LAGOS NIGERIA 9148063 23C MARINE RD. APAPA LAGOS 08033548423.
90 19/04/2010 MV C TURF RANGK LTD.(RENEWAL)
SUPPLY 
/TOWING LAGOS NIGERIA 8417150
38 KOFO ABAYOMI VICTORIA ISLAND 01 
4480857-8
91 15/04/2010 HYUNDAI  2003
HYUNDAI HEAVY INDUSTRIES CO. 
NIG. 2000 BARGE LAGOS NIGERIA _
1 EDEWOR ESTATE ENERTHEN JUNCTION 
EFFURUN WARRI
92 20/04/2010 MV BOURBON DAIMOND BOURBON INTEROIL NIG. LTD 4293
SUPPLY 
VESSEL LUXEMBOURG JOINT VENTURE 9386706
KM 16 ABA EXPRESS PORT HARCOURT 
RIVERS STATE NIG.
93 20/04/2010 MV BOURBON LEDA BOURBON INTEROIL NIG. LTD 320 CREW LUXEMBOURG JOINT VENTURE 9393058
KM 16 ABA EXPRESS PORT HARCOURT 
RIVERS STATE NIG.
94 20/04/2010 MV BOURBON TRIESTE BOURBON INTEROIL NIG. LTD 4290
SUPPLY 
VESSEL LUXEMBOURG JOINT VENTURE 9394258
KM 16 ABA EXPRESS PORT HARCOURT 
RIVERS STATE NIG.
95 20/04/2010 MV BOURBON HOMERE BOURBON INTEROIL NIG. LTD 2555
SUPPLY 
VESSEL MARSTILLE JOINT VENTURE 9357145
KM 16 ABA EXPRESS PORT HARCOURT 
RIVERS STATE NIG.
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96 20/04/2010 MV BOURBON LIBECCIO BOURBON INTEROIL NIG. LTD 455
SUPPLY 
VESSEL MARSTILLE JOINT VENTURE 4132117
KM 16 ABA EXPRESS PORT HARCOURT 
RIVERS STATE NIG.
97 20/04/2010 MV BOURBON HERALD BOURBON INTEROIL NIG. LTD 2542
SUPPLY 
VESSEL MARSTILLE JOINT VENTURE 9507013
KM 16 ABA EXPRESS PORT HARCOURT 
RIVERS STATE NIG.
98 20/04/2010 MV BOURBON ALTAIR BOURBON INTEROIL NIG. LTD 1973
SUPPLY 
VESSEL LUXEMBOURG JOINT VENTURE 9394296
KM 16 ABA EXPRESS PORT HARCOURT 
RIVERS STATE NIG.
99 20/04/2010 MV BOURBON RUBY BOURBON INTEROIL NIG. LTD 4293
SUPPLY 
VESSEL LUXEMBOURG JOINT VENTURE 9386689
KM 16 ABA EXPRESS PORT HARCOURT 
RIVERS STATE NIG.
100 20/04/2010 MV BOURBON LEVANT BOURBON INTEROIL NIG. LTD 454
SUPPLY 
VESSEL LUXEMBOURG JOINT VENTURE _
KM 16 ABA EXPRESS PORT HARCOURT 
RIVERS STATE NIG.
101 20/04/2010 MV BOURBON LIBERTY 105 BOURBON INTEROIL NIG. LTD 1517
SUPPLY 
VESSEL LUXEMBOURG JOINT VENTURE 9394399
KM 16 ABA EXPRESS PORT HARCOURT 
RIVERS STATE NIG.
102 20/04/2010 MV BOURBON HERERA BOURBON INTEROIL NIG. LTD 2321
SUPPLY 
VESSEL LUXEMBOURG JOINT VENTURE 9331311
KM 16 ABA EXPRESS PORT HARCOURT 
RIVERS STATE NIG.
103 20/04/2010 MV NORMAND INSTALLER RED TRANSPORT LTD. 14506 CARGO SHIP SKUDENESHAVN FOREIGN 9328619
14A, OLUSHOLA AGBAJE STR.LEKKI PHASE 1 
NO 2 CIRCULAR RD.RUMUOGBA ESTATE PH.
104 05/05/2010 HELGOLAND H - 510 NESTOIL NIG. LTD. 31.87 DREDGER LAGOS NIGERIA N/A
AFRICA RE BUILDING 4TH FLOOR PLOT 1679 
KARIMU KOTUN STR. VICTORIA ISLAND 01 
2626685-5
105 05/05/2010 AZUDI - 1 NESTOIL NIG. LTD. 29.9 TUG BOAT LAGOS NIGERIA N/A
AFRICA RE BUILDING 4TH FLOOR PLOT 1679 
KARIMU KOTUN STR. VICTORIA ISLAND 01 
2626685-6
106 05/05/2010 NNAEMEKA NESTOIL NIG. LTD. 57 TUG BOAT LAGOS NIGERIA N/A
AFRICA RE BUILDING 4TH FLOOR PLOT 1679 
KARIMU KOTUN STR. VICTORIA ISLAND 01 
2626685-7
107 05/05/2010 MV EZEADAM 1 NESTOIL NIG. LTD. 20 TUG BOAT LAGOS NIGERIA N/A
AFRICA RE BUILDING 4TH FLOOR PLOT 1679 
KARIMU KOTUN STR. VICTORIA ISLAND 01 
2626685-8
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108 05/05/2010 ODIBEZE 111 NESTOIL NIG. LTD. 15
PASSENGER 
BOAT LAGOS NIGERIA N/A
AFRICA RE BUILDING 4TH FLOOR PLOT 1679 
KARIMU KOTUN STR. VICTORIA ISLAND 01 
2626685-9
109 05/05/2010 MV LOLLANDH 337 NESTOIL NIG. LTD. 283.65 DREDGER LAGOS NIGERIA N/A
AFRICA RE BUILDING 4TH FLOOR PLOT 1679 
KARIMU KOTUN STR. VICTORIA ISLAND 01 
2626685-10
110 05/05/2010 ODIBEZE 1V NESTOIL NIG. LTD. 15
PASSENGER 
BOAT LAGOS NIGERIA N/A
AFRICA RE BUILDING 4TH FLOOR PLOT 1679 
KARIMU KOTUN STR. VICTORIA ISLAND 01 
2626685-11
111 05/05/2010 POINEER H 179 NESTOIL NIG. LTD. 282.5 DREDGER LAGOS NIGERIA N/A
AFRICA RE BUILDING 4TH FLOOR PLOT 1679 
KARIMU KOTUN STR. VICTORIA ISLAND 01 
2626685-12
112 05/05/2010 MV TRIJNIE NESTOIL NIG. LTD. 34
PASSENGER 
BOAT LAGOS NIGERIA N/A
AFRICA RE BUILDING 4TH FLOOR PLOT 1679 
KARIMU KOTUN STR. VICTORIA ISLAND 01 
2626685-13
113 05/05/2010 MV ULASI-1 NESTOIL NIG. LTD. 20 TUG BOAT LAGOS NIGERIA N/A
AFRICA RE BUILDING 4TH FLOOR PLOT 1679 
KARIMU KOTUN STR. VICTORIA ISLAND 01 
2626685-14
114 05/05/2010 MV OSUOFIA -1 NESTOIL NIG. LTD. 15 TUG BOAT LAGOS NIGERIA N/A
AFRICA RE BUILDING 4TH FLOOR PLOT 1679 
KARIMU KOTUN STR. VICTORIA ISLAND 01 
2626685-15
115 05/05/2010 FRIENDSHIP H-180 NESTOIL NIG. LTD. 282.5 TUG BOAT LAGOS NIGERIA N/A
AFRICA RE BUILDING 4TH FLOOR PLOT 1679 
KARIMU KOTUN STR. VICTORIA ISLAND 01 
2626685-16
116 05/05/2010 MV MAGIE H- 592 NESTOIL NIG. LTD. 15 SPEED BOAT LAGOS NIGERIA N/A
AFRICA RE BUILDING 4TH FLOOR PLOT 1679 
KARIMU KOTUN STR. VICTORIA ISLAND 01 
2626685-17
117 05/05/2010 MV ADA-OMA NESTOIL NIG. LTD. 43 DREDGER LAGOS NIGERIA N/A
AFRICA RE BUILDING 4TH FLOOR PLOT 1679 
KARIMU KOTUN STR. VICTORIA ISLAND 01 
2626685-18
118 05/05/2010 ODIBEZE 1 NESTOIL NIG. LTD. 15
PASSENGER 
BOAT LAGOS NIGERIA N/A
AFRICA RE BUILDING 4TH FLOOR PLOT 1679 
KARIMU KOTUN STR. VICTORIA ISLAND 01 
2626685-19
119 05/05/2010 ODIBEZE 11 NESTOIL NIG. LTD. 15
PASSENGER 
BOAT LAGOS NIGERIA N/A
AFRICA RE BUILDING 4TH FLOOR PLOT 1679 
KARIMU KOTUN STR. VICTORIA ISLAND 01 
2626685-20
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120 05/05/2010 MV FAITH H -574 NESTOIL NIG. LTD. 15 CREW BOAT LAGOS NIGERIA N/A
AFRICA RE BUILDING 4TH FLOOR PLOT 1679 
KARIMU KOTUN STR. VICTORIA ISLAND 01 
2626685-21
121 05/05/2010 MV MARYANN NESTOIL NIG. LTD. 29.27 DREDGER LAGOS NIGERIA N/A
AFRICA RE BUILDING 4TH FLOOR PLOT 1679 
KARIMU KOTUN STR. VICTORIA ISLAND 01 
2626685-22
122 05/05/2010 MV ENESTO-1 NESTOIL NIG. LTD. 304 DREDGER LAGOS NIGERIA N/A
AFRICA RE BUILDING 4TH FLOOR PLOT 1679 
KARIMU KOTUN STR. VICTORIA ISLAND 01 
2626685-23
123 05/05/2010 MV ULASI-11 NESTOIL NIG. LTD. 20 TUG BOAT LAGOS NIGERIA N/A
AFRICA RE BUILDING 4TH FLOOR PLOT 1679 
KARIMU KOTUN STR. VICTORIA ISLAND 01 
2626685-24
124 05/05/2010 MV PEARL H-573 NESTOIL NIG. LTD. 15 CREW BOAT LAGOS NIGERIA N/A
AFRICA RE BUILDING 4TH FLOOR PLOT 1679 
KARIMU KOTUN STR. VICTORIA ISLAND 01 
2626685-25
125 05/07/2010 MV EFE 7 ROBERGER INTERNATIONAL 1000
SELF 
PROPELD _ _ N/A
PLOT 474 TRANS AMADI INDUSTRIAL LAYOUT 
PH 08036673149, 
126 05/07/2010 MV FLEET 1 ROBERGER INTERNATIONAL 800 RAMP BARGE _ _ N/A
PLOT 474 TRANS AMADI INDUSTRIAL LAYOUT 
PH 08036673149, 
127 05/07/2010 MV EFE 5 ROBERGER INTERNATIONAL 359.23
SELF 
PROPELD 
BARGE _ _ N/A
PLOT 474 TRANS AMADI INDUSTRIAL LAYOUT 
PH 08036673149, 
128 25/05/2010 MV RHEA SAJE SHIPPING NIG.LTD. 5430 DUMB BARGE JOINT VENTURE SAN LORENZO 8641630
2,TIN CAN ISLAND ROAD APAPA LAGOS 01 
7929838.
129 25/05/2010 MV HERA SAJE SHIPPING NIG.LTD. 5811 BARGE JOINT VENTURE SAN LORENZO 8640454
2,TIN CAN ISLAND ROAD APAPA LAGOS 01 
7929838.
130 25/05/2010 MV DEMETRA SAJE SHIPPING NIG.LTD. 2191 DUMB BARGE JOINT VENTURE SAN LORENZO _
2,TIN CAN ISLAND ROAD APAPA LAGOS 01 
7929838.
131 25/05/2010 MV ADMIRAL'S' SAJE SHIPPING NIG.LTD. 538 TUG JOINT VENTURE SAN LORENZO 7436715
2,TIN CAN ISLAND ROAD APAPA LAGOS 01 
7929838.
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132 25/05/2010 MV SENATORS SAJE SHIPPING NIG.LTD. 434 TUG JOINT VENTURE SAN LORENZO 7436741
2,TIN CAN ISLAND ROAD APAPA LAGOS 01 
7929838.
133 25/05/2010 MV HESTIA SAJE SHIPPING NIG.LTD. 6574 DUMB BARGE JOINT VENTURE SAN LORENZO 8640791
2,TIN CAN ISLAND ROAD APAPA LAGOS 01 
7929838.
134 25/05/2010 MV HYPERION SAJE SHIPPING NIG.LTD. 143 TUG JOINT VENTURE SAN LORENZO 6607630
2,TIN CAN ISLAND ROAD APAPA LAGOS 01 
7929838.
135 25/05/2010 MV PEACE RIVER SAJE SHIPPING NIG.LTD. 1031 BARGE JOINT VENTURE SAN LORENZO _
2,TIN CAN ISLAND ROAD APAPA LAGOS 01 
7929838.
136 25/05/2010 MV KIRI-KIRI SAJE SHIPPING NIG.LTD. 6574 DUMB BARGE JOINT VENTURE SAN LORENZO 8640818
2,TIN CAN ISLAND ROAD APAPA LAGOS 01 
7929838.
137 25/05/2010 MV SAJE COMMANDER SAJE SHIPPING NIG.LTD. 8926 TUG JOINT VENTURE SAN LORENZO 8424135
2,TIN CAN ISLAND ROAD APAPA LAGOS 01 
7929838.
138 25/05/2010 MV PROMETHEUS SAJE SHIPPING NIG.LTD. 110 TUG JOINT VENTURE SAN LORENZO 5403738
2,TIN CAN ISLAND ROAD APAPA LAGOS 01 
7929838.
139 25/05/2010 MV 'S' 215 SAJE SHIPPING NIG.LTD. 11354 DUMB BARGE JOINT VENTURE SAN LORENZO 8641587
2,TIN CAN ISLAND ROAD APAPA LAGOS 01 
7929838.
140 25/05/2010 MV MNYMOSYNE SAJE SHIPPING NIG.LTD. 4393 BARGE JOINT VENTURE SAN LORENZO _
2,TIN CAN ISLAND ROAD APAPA LAGOS 01 
7929838.
141 25/05/2010                                           BOURBON INTEROIL NIG.LTD. 804
TUG/SUPPLY 
VESSEL JOINT VENTURE SAN LORENZO 9506538
2,TIN CAN ISLAND ROAD APAPA LAGOS 01 
7929838.
142 25/05/2010 MV BOURBON HORUS BOURBON INTEROIL NIG.LTD. 2537
SUPPLY 
VESSEL JOINT VENTURE SAN LORENZO 9507026
2,TIN CAN ISLAND ROAD APAPA LAGOS 01 
7929838.
143 25/05/2010 MV BOURBON HIDRA BOURBON INTEROIL NIG.LTD. 3040
SUPPLY 
VESSEL JOINT VENTURE SAN LORENZO 9188128
2,TIN CAN ISLAND ROAD APAPA LAGOS 01 
7929838.
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144 25/05/2010 MV BOURBON ATLANTIDE BOURBON INTEROIL NIG.LTD. 2152
SUPPLY 
VESSEL JOINT VENTURE SAN LORENZO 9280902
2,TIN CAN ISLAND ROAD APAPA LAGOS 01 
7929838.
145 25/05/2010 MV BOURBON ARETHUSE BOURBON INTEROIL NIG.LTD. 1969
SUPPLY 
VESSEL JOINT VENTURE SAN LORENZO 9344227
2,TIN CAN ISLAND ROAD APAPA LAGOS 01 
7929838.
146 25/05/2010 MV DISCOVERY EHCO EDWARD MARITIME GROUP LTD. 846
OFFSHORE 
SUPPLY 
VESSEL NIGERIA LAGOS 8501816
7 OKORO AGBOR LANE IBOM LAYOUT 
CALABAR 087821505, 087821506
147 18/06/2010 MV LAMNALCO CURLEW LAMNALCO NIG. LTD. 906 AHTS JOINT VENTURE CYPRUS 9327944
12A GLOVER RD.IKOYI 
LAGOS/WESTMINISTER HOUSE ADEOLA 
HOPEWELL VI 014615257 
148 18/06/2010 MV LAMNALCO ORYX LAMNALCO NIG. LTD. 173 CREW BOAT JOINT VENTURE CYPRUS 9335783
12A GLOVER RD.IKOYI 
LAGOS/WESTMINISTER HOUSE ADEOLA 
HOPEWELL VI 014615258
149 18/06/2010 MV LAMNALCO FULMAR LAMNALCO NIG. LTD. 456 TUG JOINT VENTURE CYPRUS 9147631
12A GLOVER RD.IKOYI 
LAGOS/WESTMINISTER HOUSE ADEOLA 
HOPEWELL VI 014615259
150 18/06/2010 MV LAMNALCO HORNBILL LAMNALCO NIG. LTD. 496 TUG BOAT JOINT VENTURE CYPRUS 9214343
12A GLOVER RD.IKOYI 
LAGOS/WESTMINISTER HOUSE ADEOLA 
HOPEWELL VI 014615260
151 18/06/2010 MV LAMNALCO KUDU LAMNALCO NIG. LTD. 208 TUG JOINT VENTURE CYPRUS 9055009
12A GLOVER RD.IKOYI 
LAGOS/WESTMINISTER HOUSE ADEOLA 
HOPEWELL VI 014615261
152 18/06/2010 MV LAMNALCO GAZELLE LAMNALCO NIG. LTD. 135 CREW/SUPPLY JOINT VENTURE CYPRUS 8868575
12A GLOVER RD.IKOYI 
LAGOS/WESTMINISTER HOUSE ADEOLA 
HOPEWELL VI 014615262
153 18/06/2010 MV LAMNALCO HOUBALA LAMNALCO NIG. LTD. 497 TUG BOAT JOINT VENTURE CYPRUS 9242998
12A GLOVER RD.IKOYI 
LAGOS/WESTMINISTER HOUSE ADEOLA 
HOPEWELL VI 014615263
154 18/06/2010 MV LAMNALCO WAXBILL LAMNALCO NIG. LTD. 205 TUG BOAT JOINT VENTURE CYPRUS 9335331
12A GLOVER RD.IKOYI 
LAGOS/WESTMINISTER HOUSE ADEOLA 
HOPEWELL VI 014615264
155 18/06/2010 MV LAMNALCO WAGTHIL LAMNALCO NIG. LTD. 244 TUG JOINT VENTURE CYPRUS 9335317
12A GLOVER RD.IKOYI 
LAGOS/WESTMINISTER HOUSE ADEOLA 
HOPEWELL VI 014615265
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156 18/06/2010 MV LAMNALCO PELICAN LAMNALCO NIG. LTD. 210 TUG JOINT VENTURE CYPRUS 9171979
12A GLOVER RD.IKOYI 
LAGOS/WESTMINISTER HOUSE ADEOLA 
HOPEWELL VI 014615266
157 18/06/2010 MV LAMNALCO ELAND LAMNALCO NIG. LTD. 208 TUG JOINT VENTURE
LIMASSOL 
CYPRUS 8112146
12A GLOVER RD.IKOYI 
LAGOS/WESTMINISTER HOUSE ADEOLA 
HOPEWELL VI 014615267
158 18/06/2010 MV LAMNALCO ORIBI LAMNALCO NIG. LTD. 173 CREW BOAT JOINT VENTURE
LIMASSOL 
CYPRUS 9335795
12A GLOVER RD.IKOYI 
LAGOS/WESTMINISTER HOUSE ADEOLA 
HOPEWELL VI 014615268
159 18/06/2010 MV LAMNALCO PETREL LAMNALCO NIG. LTD. 210 TUG JOINT VENTURE
LIMASSOL 
CYPRUS 9171981
12A GLOVER RD.IKOYI 
LAGOS/WESTMINISTER HOUSE ADEOLA 
HOPEWELL VI 014615269
160 18/06/2010 MV LAMNALCO SABLE LAMNALCO NIG. LTD. 208 TUG JOINT VENTURE
LIMASSOL 
CYPRUS 9055010
12A GLOVER RD.IKOYI 
LAGOS/WESTMINISTER HOUSE ADEOLA 
HOPEWELL VI 014615270
161 18/06/2010 MV LAMNALCO HARRIER LAMNALCO NIG. LTD. 496 TUG JOINT VENTURE
LIMASSOL 
CYPRUS 9142746
12A GLOVER RD.IKOYI 
LAGOS/WESTMINISTER HOUSE ADEOLA 
HOPEWELL VI 014615271
162 18/06/2010 MV LAMNALCO NYALA LAMNALCO NIG. LTD. 212 TUG JOINT VENTURE
LIMASSOL 
CYPRUS 9156917
12A GLOVER RD.IKOYI 
LAGOS/WESTMINISTER HOUSE ADEOLA 
HOPEWELL VI 014615272
163 18/06/2010 MV LAMNALCO PUFFIN LAMNALCO NIG. LTD. 210 TUG JOINT VENTURE
LIMASSOL 
CYPRUS 9171993
12A GLOVER RD.IKOYI 
LAGOS/WESTMINISTER HOUSE ADEOLA 
HOPEWELL VI 014615272
164 18/06/2010 MV LAMNALCO FISA LAMNALCO NIG. LTD. 443 TUG BOAT JOINT VENTURE
LIMASSOL 
CYPRUS 9147643
12A GLOVER RD.IKOYI 
LAGOS/WESTMINISTER HOUSE ADEOLA 
HOPEWELL VI 014615272
165 18/06/2010 MV LAMNALCO EAGLE LAMNALCO NIG. LTD. 484
TOWING FIRE 
FIGHTING 
ESCORT JOINT VENTURE
LIMASSOL 
CYPRUS 9406130
12A GLOVER RD.IKOYI 
LAGOS/WESTMINISTER HOUSE ADEOLA 
HOPEWELL VI 014615272
166 18/06/2010 MV LAMNALCO EIDER LAMNALCO NIG. LTD. 484 TUG JOINT VENTURE
LIMASSOL 
CYPRUS 9406142
12A GLOVER RD.IKOYI 
LAGOS/WESTMINISTER HOUSE ADEOLA 
HOPEWELL VI 014615272
167 18/06/2010 MV LAMNALCO ROAN LAMNALCO NIG. LTD. 212 TUG BOAT JOINT VENTURE
LIMASSOL 
CYPRUS 9173850
12A GLOVER RD.IKOYI 
LAGOS/WESTMINISTER HOUSE ADEOLA 
HOPEWELL VI 014615272
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168 18/06/2010 MV LAMNALCO WEAVER LAMNALCO NIG. LTD. 224 TUG JOINT VENTURE
LIMASSOL 
CYPRUS 9335329
12A GLOVER RD.IKOYI 
LAGOS/WESTMINISTER HOUSE ADEOLA 
HOPEWELL VI 014615272
169 18/06/2010 MV LAMNALCO IMPALA LAMNALCO NIG. LTD. 135 CREW/SUPPLY JOINT VENTURE
LIMASSOL 
CYPRUS 8868563
12A GLOVER RD.IKOYI 
LAGOS/WESTMINISTER HOUSE ADEOLA 
HOPEWELL VI 014615272
170 18/06/2010 MV LAMNALCO FALCON LAMNALCO NIG. LTD. 454 TUG JOINT VENTURE
LIMASSOL 
CYPRUS 9147655
12A GLOVER RD.IKOYI 
LAGOS/WESTMINISTER HOUSE ADEOLA 
HOPEWELL VI 014615272
171 18/06/2010 MV FALCON WINGS
UNIVERSAL LAND & SEA SERVICES 
LTD. 330
UTILITY 
SERVICE 
BOAT LAGOS NIGERIA _
188,OKPORO RD.ELIOHANI JUNCTION OBIO/ 
AKPOR LOCAL G.A PH 084611140
172 18/06/2010 MV FALCON CLAWS
UNIVERSAL LAND & SEA SERVICES 
LTD. 330
UTILITY 
SERVICE 
BOAT LAGOS NIGERIA _
188,OKPORO RD.ELIOHANI JUNCTION OBIO/ 
AKPOR LOCAL G.A PH 084611140
173 18/06/2010 MV DONAUX
UNIVERSAL LAND & SEA SERVICES 
LTD. 2170 DUMB BARGE LAGOS NIGERIA _
188,OKPORO RD.ELIOHANI JUNCTION OBIO/ 
AKPOR LOCAL G.A PH 084611140
174 21/06/2010 MV SUWANNEE RIVER
COASTAL INLAND MARINE SERVICES 
LTD.(RNL) 723
OFFSHORE 
SUPPLY 
VESSEL USA FOREIGN 7716880
PLOT 1676 OLADELE OLASHORE ST.VI LAGOS  
01 4627267, 
175 21/06/2010 MV ELM RIVER
COASTAL INLAND MARINE SERVICES 
LTD.(RNL) 656
OFFSHORE 
SUPPLY 
VESSEL USA FOREIGN 8016287
PLOT 1676 OLADELE OLASHORE ST.VI LAGOS  
01 4627267, 
176 21/06/2010 MV HONDO RIVER
COASTAL INLAND MARINE SERVICES 
LTD.(RNL) 1342
OFFSHORE 
SUPPLY 
VESSEL USA FOREIGN 9213040
PLOT 1676 OLADELE OLASHORE ST.VI LAGOS  
01 4627267, 
177 21/06/2010 MV SPIRIT RIVER
COASTAL INLAND MARINE SERVICES 
LTD.(RNL) 1342
OFFSHORE 
SUPPLY 
VESSEL USA FOREIGN 9204570
PLOT 1676 OLADELE OLASHORE ST.VI LAGOS  
01 4627267, 
178 21/06/2010 MV TRUCKEE RIVER
COASTAL INLAND MARINE SERVICES 
LTD.(RNL) 666
OFFSHORE 
SUPPLY 
VESSEL USA FOREIGN 7917721
PLOT 1676 OLADELE OLASHORE ST.VI LAGOS  
01 4627267, 
179 21/06/2010 MV ROE RIVER
COASTAL INLAND MARINE SERVICES 
LTD.(RNL) 802
OFFSHORE 
SUPPLY 
VESSEL USA FOREIGN 7819204
PLOT 1676 OLADELE OLASHORE ST.VI LAGOS  
01 4627267, 
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180 21/06/2010 MV BIG BLUE RIVER
COASTAL INLAND MARINE SERVICES 
LTD.(RNL) 637
OFFSHORE 
SUPPLY 
VESSEL USA FOREIGN 8123298
PLOT 1676 OLADELE OLASHORE ST.VI LAGOS  
01 4627267, 
181 21/06/2010 MV OAK RIVER
COASTAL INLAND MARINE SERVICES 
LTD.(RNL) 723
OFFSHORE 
SUPPLY 
VESSEL USA FOREIGN 7391068
PLOT 1676 OLADELE OLASHORE ST.VI LAGOS  
01 4627267, 
182 21/06/2010 MV TRINITY RIVER
COASTAL INLAND MARINE SERVICES 
LTD.(RNL) 952
OFFSHORE 
SUPPLY 
VESSEL USA FOREIGN 7726249
PLOT 1676 OLADELE OLASHORE ST.VI LAGOS  
01 4627267, 
183 24/06/2010 MV ALMA DEFENDER WALVIS NIG LTD.(RENEWAL) 81 WORK BOAT SAO TOME JOINT VENTURE _ 4A,LEES ROAD,IKOYI LAGOS 01 2691347,2691706
184 20/07/2010 MV HD PRIDE HYDRODIVE NIG.LTD. 803
OFFSHORE 
SUPPLY 
VESSEL PANAMA FOREIGN 7600902
11A SAPARA WILLIAMS CLOSE OFF IDOWU 
MARTINS ST.VI LAGOS 01 4612160-I
185 21/06/2010 MV KESTER MULTI PLAN NIG. LTD. 170
SUPPLY 
VESSEL LAGOS NIGERIA _
11A SAPARA WILLIAMS CLOSE OFF IDOWU 
MARTINS ST.VI LAGOS 01 4612160-I
186 21/06/2010 MV STIMA MULTI PLAN NIG. LTD. 206
PASSENGER 
CREW LAGOS NIGERIA 7946382
11A SAPARA WILLIAMS CLOSE OFF IDOWU 
MARTINS ST.VI LAGOS 01 4612160-I
187 21/06/2010 MV ST GABRIEL MULTI PLAN NIG. LTD.  
UTILITY 
SERVICE 
BOAT LAGOS NIGERIA 8899201
11A SAPARA WILLIAMS CLOSE OFF IDOWU 
MARTINS ST.VI LAGOS 01 4612160-I
188 21/06/2010 MV LADY MARY 'S' MULTI PLAN NIG. LTD. 167 CREW BOAT LAGOS NIGERIA 8871819
11A SAPARA WILLIAMS CLOSE OFF IDOWU 
MARTINS ST.VI LAGOS 01 4612160-I
189 21/06/2010 MV VAKPOR MULTI PLAN NIG. LTD. 173 CREW BOAT LAGOS NIGERIA 8871912
11A SAPARA WILLIAMS CLOSE OFF IDOWU 
MARTINS ST.VI LAGOS 01 4612160-I
190 21/06/2010 MV KENDRICK MULTI PLAN NIG. LTD. 886 TUG BOAT LAGOS NIGERIA 8121874
11A SAPARA WILLIAMS CLOSE OFF IDOWU 
MARTINS ST.VI LAGOS 01 4612160-I
191 21/06/2010 MV PACIFIC SUPPLIER
SWIRE PACIFIC OFFSHORE 
OPERATIONS LTD 1368
TUG/SUPPLY 
VESSEL LAGOS NIGERIA 9196498
11A SAPARA WILLIAMS CLOSE OFF IDOWU 
MARTINS ST.VI LAGOS 01 4612160-I
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13/07/2010 MV ARMADA INDIAH CENTURY BUMI JV LTD. 225
HOSE 
HANDLING PORT KELANG JOINT VENTURE 8966731
PLOT 21, PRINCE ADELOWO ADEDEJI STREET 
OFF ADMIRALTY WAY LEKKI PHASE 1 LAGOS 
NIGERIA01 2715374
13/07/2010 MV ARMADA TUAH 81 CENTURY BUMI JV LTD. 2147 OSV PORT KELANG JOINT VENTURE 9502295
PLOT 21, PRINCE ADELOWO ADEDEJI STREET 
OFF ADMIRALTY WAY LEKKI PHASE 1 LAGOS 
NIGERIA01 2715374
13/07/2010 MV ARMADA TOGAS 1 CENTURY BUMI JV LTD. 499 OSV PORT KELANG JOINT VENTURE 9293181
PLOT 21, PRINCE ADELOWO ADEDEJI STREET 
OFF ADMIRALTY WAY LEKKI PHASE 1 LAGOS 
NIGERIA01 2715374
192 23/07/2010 MV PEACE GATE DOVE PEACE OIL & GAS LTD. 310
PATROL 
VESSEL LAGOS NIGERIA _
11A SAPARA WILLIAMS CLOSE OFF IDOWU 
MARTINS ST.VI LAGOS 01 4612160-I
193 23/07/2010 MV GATE SEAHAWK PEACE OIL & GAS LTD. 310
PATROL 
VESSEL LAGOS NIGERIA _
11A SAPARA WILLIAMS CLOSE OFF IDOWU 
MARTINS ST.VI LAGOS 01 4612160-I
194 23/07/2010 MV PEACE GATE RESCUER PEACE OIL & GAS LTD. 185
PATROL 
VESSEL LAGOS NIGERIA 8900763
11A SAPARA WILLIAMS CLOSE OFF IDOWU 
MARTINS ST.VI LAGOS 01 4612160-I
195 23/07/2010 MV BOURBON LIBERTY  101 BOURBON INTEROIL NIG.LTD. 1517
SUPPLY 
VESSEL LUXEMBOURG JOINT VENTURE 9394351 4 LESS RD IKOYI LAGOS 01-2691347, 2691706
196 23/07/2010 MV BOURBON ALEXANDER BOURBON INTEROIL NIG.LTD. 2310 AHTS MARSTILLE JOINT VENTURE 9394354 4 LESS RD IKOYI LAGOS 01-2691347, 2691706
197 23/07/2010 MV  DYNAMIC INSTALLER NIGER OFFSHORE SERVICE 3204
HIGH SPEED 
CREW BOAT NASSUA FOREIGN 5531698
8A ADELEKE ADEDOYIN STR.OFF KOFO 
ABAYOMI STR. V .I 
198 30/07/2010 MV MYLENE TIDE PHOENIX TIDE OFFSHORE NIG LTD. 325
SUPPLY 
VESSEL PORT VILLA VANUATU FOREIGN 8968416
2 MOSAFEJO CLOSE OFF QUEENS DRIVE 
IKOYI LAGOS 
199 30/07/2010 MV TOWER TIDE PHOENIX TIDE OFFSHORE NIG LTD. 686
PLAT FORM 
SUPPLY PORT VILLA VANUATU FOREIGN 8115930
3 MOSAFEJO CLOSE OFF QUEENS DRIVE 
IKOYI LAGOS 
200 30/07/2010 MV BURCH WILLAMS PHOENIX TIDE OFFSHORE NIG LTD. 3069 AHTS PORT VILLA VANUATU FOREIGN 9185889
4 MOSAFEJO CLOSE OFF QUEENS DRIVE 
IKOYI LAGOS 
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201 30/07/2010 MV MENENDEZ TIDE PHOENIX TIDE OFFSHORE NIG LTD. 1807 OSV PORT VILLA VANUATU FOREIGN 9305738
5 MOSAFEJO CLOSE OFF QUEENS DRIVE 
IKOYI LAGOS 
202 30/07/2010 MV JONATHAN ROZIER PHOENIX TIDE OFFSHORE NIG LTD. 1624 AHTS PORT VILLA VANUATU FOREIGN 9273454
6 MOSAFEJO CLOSE OFF QUEENS DRIVE 
IKOYI LAGOS 
203 30/07/2010 MV WILBERT TIDE PHOENIX TIDE OFFSHORE NIG LTD. 1598 OSV PORT VILLA VANUATU FOREIGN 9268435
7 MOSAFEJO CLOSE OFF QUEENS DRIVE 
IKOYI LAGOS 
204 30/07/2010 MV SASI TIDE PHOENIX TIDE OFFSHORE NIG LTD. 1690 CREW BOAT PORT VILLA VANUATU FOREIGN 9401714
8 MOSAFEJO CLOSE OFF QUEENS DRIVE 
IKOYI LAGOS 
205 30/07/2010 MV SOLAR TIDE PHOENIX TIDE OFFSHORE NIG LTD. 1235 OSV PORT VILLA VANUATU FOREIGN 9273521
9 MOSAFEJO CLOSE OFF QUEENS DRIVE 
IKOYI LAGOS 
206 30/07/2010 MV MISTRAL TIDE PHOENIX TIDE OFFSHORE NIG LTD. 309 CREW BOAT NEW ORLEANS USA FOREIGN 9220172
10 MOSAFEJO CLOSE OFF QUEENS DRIVE 
IKOYI LAGOS 
207 30/07/2010 MV LOVING TIDE PHOENIX TIDE OFFSHORE NIG LTD. 1888 OSV NEW ORLEANS USA FOREIGN 9296183
11 MOSAFEJO CLOSE OFF QUEENS DRIVE 
IKOYI LAGOS 
208 30/07/2010 MV SANDRA TIDE PHOENIX TIDE OFFSHORE NIG LTD. 341 CREW BOAT NEW ORLEANS USA FOREIGN 9286750
12 MOSAFEJO CLOSE OFF QUEENS DRIVE 
IKOYI LAGOS 
209 30/07/2010 MV KENE(EX SUFFER 150) BOURBON INTEROIL NIG.LTD. 16.68
PASSENGER 
BOAT LAGOS JOINT VENTURE _ 10B LUGARD AVENUE IKOYI LAGOS 
210 08/02/2010 MV  ACANTHA MARITIME CONSULTANTS LTD. 838 AHTS LAGOS NIGERIA 8120038
SUITE 36 AMUSEMENT PARK LTD.APAPA 
LAGOS 01 5455857, 08033062055, 01 2708987.
211 08/02/2010 MV ROBO MARITIME CONSULTANTS LTD. 467 UTILITY/TUG LAGOS NIGERIA 8224315
SUITE 36 AMUSEMENT PARK LTD.APAPA 
LAGOS 01 5455857, 08033062055, 01 2708987.
212 08/02/2010 MV AMUTA MARITIME CONSULTANTS LTD. 163 TUG LAGOS NIGERIA _
SUITE 36 AMUSEMENT PARK LTD.APAPA 
LAGOS 01 5455857, 08033062055, 01 2708987.
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213 08/02/2010 MV TIFFANY MARITIME CONSULTANTS LTD. 496 AHTS LAGOS NIGERIA 8207501
SUITE 36 AMUSEMENT PARK LTD.APAPA 
LAGOS 01 5455857, 08033062055, 01 2708987.
214 08/02/2010 MV LADY J MARITIME CONSULTANTS LTD. 300
SUPPLY 
VESSEL LAGOS NIGERIA 7121102
SUITE 36 AMUSEMENT PARK LTD.APAPA 
LAGOS 01 5455857, 08033062055, 01 2708987.
215 08/02/2010 MV MORGAN MARITIME CONSULTANTS LTD. 496
SUPPLY 
VESSEL LAGOS NIGERIA 8311572
SUITE 36 AMUSEMENT PARK LTD.APAPA 
LAGOS 01 5455857, 08033062055, 01 2708987.
216 08/02/2010 MV ANGEL MARITIME CONSULTANTS LTD. 88 FERRY BOAT LAGOS NIGERIA _
SUITE 36 AMUSEMENT PARK LTD.APAPA 
LAGOS 01 5455857, 08033062055, 01 2708987.
217 08/02/2010 MV JADE STAR MARITIME CONSULTANTS LTD. 1356 AHTS LAGOS NIGERIA 7368114
SUITE 36 AMUSEMENT PARK LTD.APAPA 
LAGOS 01 5455857, 08033062055, 01 2708987.
218 08/02/2010 MV ODODO MARITIME CONSULTANTS LTD. 1058 AHTS LAGOS NIGERIA 7528831
SUITE 36 AMUSEMENT PARK LTD.APAPA 
LAGOS 01 5455857, 08033062055, 01 2708987.
219 08/02/2010 MV MADONNA MARITIME CONSULTANTS LTD. 476.29
SUPPLY 
VESSEL LAGOS NIGERIA 7392969
SUITE 36 AMUSEMENT PARK LTD.APAPA 
LAGOS 01 5455857, 08033062055, 01 2708987.
220 08/05/2010 MV BARBAROSSA
SAIPEM CONTRACTING 
NIG.LTD.(RENEWAL) 2301
GENERAL 
CARGO GIBRALTAR FOREIGN 9197765
SUITE 36 AMUSEMENT PARK LTD.APAPA 
LAGOS 01 5455857, 08033062055, 01 2708987.
221 08/05/2010 MV GEO ENDEAVOUR 
SAIPEM CONTRACTING 
NIG.LTD.(RENEWAL) 514
OFFSHORE 
SUPPORT 
VESSEL PANAMA FOREIGN 8409927
232A,ADEOLA ODEKU STR. VI LAGOS 012621076-
8 2624336-7
222 08/05/2010 MV STOR TEBEKER
SAIPEM CONTRACTING 
NIG.LTD.(RENEWAL) 2301
GENERAL 
CARGO PANAMA FOREIGN 9195377
232A,ADEOLA ODEKU STR. VI LAGOS 012621076-
8 2624336-8
223 08/05/2010 MV BAR PROTECTOR
SAIPEM CONTRACTING 
NIG.LTD.(RENEWAL) 6987
OFFSHORE 
SUPORT NASSUA FOREIGN 7814450
232A,ADEOLA ODEKU STR. VI LAGOS 012621076-
8 2624336-9
224 08/05/2010 MV SAXUM
SAIPEM CONTRACTING 
NIG.LTD.(RENEWAL) 2301
GENERAL 
CARGO NASSUA FOREIGN 9197818
232A,ADEOLA ODEKU STR. VI LAGOS 012621076-
8 2624336-10
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225 08/05/2010 MV CRAWLER
SAIPEM CONTRACTING 
NIG.LTD.(RENEWAL) 20792
GENERAL 
CARGO PANAMA FOREIGN 8758706
232A,ADEOLA ODEKU STR. VI LAGOS 012621076-
8 2624336-11
226 08/05/2010 H-525
SAIPEM CONTRACTING 
NIG.LTD.(RENEWAL) 335.49 HOUSE BOAT LAGOS FOREIGN N/A
232A,ADEOLA ODEKU STR. VI LAGOS 012621076-
8 2624336-12
227 08/05/2010 CRANE PONTOO CB 106
SAIPEM CONTRACTING 
NIG.LTD.(RENEWAL) 239.72 CRANE LAGOS FOREIGN N/A
232A,ADEOLA ODEKU STR. VI LAGOS 012621076-
8 2624336-13
228 08/05/2010 MV BANCO 2
SAIPEM CONTRACTING 
NIG.LTD.(RENEWAL) 173.25 BARGE LAGOS FOREIGN N/A
232A,ADEOLA ODEKU STR. VI LAGOS 012621076-
8 2624336-14
229 08/05/2010 BOS - 102
SAIPEM CONTRACTING 
NIG.LTD.(RENEWAL) 208 BARGE LAGOS FOREIGN N/A
232A,ADEOLA ODEKU STR. VI LAGOS 012621076-
8 2624336-15
230 08/05/2010 BOS - 103
SAIPEM CONTRACTING 
NIG.LTD.(RENEWAL) 208 BARGE LAGOS FOREIGN N/A
232A,ADEOLA ODEKU STR. VI LAGOS 012621076-
8 2624336-16
231 08/05/2010 BOS - 144
SAIPEM CONTRACTING 
NIG.LTD.(RENEWAL) 506.56 WORK BARGE LAGOS FOREIGN N/A
232A,ADEOLA ODEKU STR. VI LAGOS 012621076-
8 2624336-17
232 08/05/2010 BOS - FILLAO
SAIPEM CONTRACTING 
NIG.LTD.(RENEWAL) 165.71 DUMB BARGE LAGOS FOREIGN N/A
232A,ADEOLA ODEKU STR. VI LAGOS 012621076-
8 2624336-18
233 08/05/2010 BOS - 119
SAIPEM CONTRACTING 
NIG.LTD.(RENEWAL) 328 HOUSE BOAT LAGOS FOREIGN N/A
232A,ADEOLA ODEKU STR. VI LAGOS 012621076-
8 2624336-19
234 08/05/2010 BOS - 180
SAIPEM CONTRACTING 
NIG.LTD.(RENEWAL) 1.222 HOUSE BOAT LAGOS FOREIGN N/A
232A,ADEOLA ODEKU STR. VI LAGOS 012621076-
8 2624336-20
235 08/05/2010 BOS - 101
SAIPEM CONTRACTING 
NIG.LTD.(RENEWAL) 208 BARGE LAGOS FOREIGN N/A
232A,ADEOLA ODEKU STR. VI LAGOS 012621076-
8 2624336-21
236 08/06/2010 MV BAVENT FUGRO SURVEY NIG. LTD. 3575 RESEARCH RUSSIA MURMANSK FOREIGN 8406573
BLOCK 85,PLOT 1,ROAD  55 CHIEF COLLINS 
UCHEDIUNO STR.OFF EMMA ABIMBOLA 
01746012
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237 08/12/2010 MV BREEZE GENERAL PRODUCE NIG.LTD. 25368
SUPPLY 
VESSEL MONROVIA FOREIGN 880688
FLAT 4,BLOCK B,LLDPL FLAT 12,ADEOLA 
ODEKU ST.VI LAGOS 01 4602176 6283505
238 13/08/2010 MV OPU- TAMUNO 1 GFL MARINE SERVICES LTD. 1503
GENERAL 
CARGO NIGERIA NIGERIA 87219308
29 FATAI DUROSINMI ETTI CRESCENT OFF 
LIGALI AYORINDE AVENUE VI 01 2712894
239 13/08/2010 MV IBI TEME GFL MARINE SERVICES LTD. 1503
NON SELF 
PROPELLD 
BARGE NIGERIA NIGERIA 9569310
29 FATAI DUROSINMI ETTI CRESCENT OFF 
LIGALI AYORINDE AVENUE VI 01 2712894
240 13/08/2010 MV ZIKRON DEFENDER C&I LEASIN PLC 100
SUPPLY 
VESSEL LAGOS NIGERIA 8921274
LEASING HOUSE C&I LEASING DRIVER OFF 
BISOLA ETTI DRIVE C&D LEKKI PHASE 1 
012703700-5
241 13/08/2010 MV RAVEN C&I LEASIN PLC 214 OIL TANKER LAGOS NIGERIA 8315633
LEASING HOUSE C&I LEASING DRIVER OFF 
BISOLA ETTI DRIVE C&D LEKKI PHASE 1 
012703700-6
242 13/08/2010 MV C& I ROBIN C&I LEASIN PLC 122
PATROL 
VESSEL LAGOS NIGERIA 8975627
LEASING HOUSE C&I LEASING DRIVER OFF 
BISOLA ETTI DRIVE C&D LEKKI PHASE 1 
012703700-7
243 13/08/2010 MV TEROS C&I LEASIN PLC 36 TUG LAGOS NIGERIA _
LEASING HOUSE C&I LEASING DRIVER OFF 
BISOLA ETTI DRIVE C&D LEKKI PHASE 1 
012703700-8
244 16/08/2010 MV C RACER RANGK LTD.(RENEWAL) 454 FSIV KINGSTOWN NIGERIA 9567881 38 KOFO ABAYOMI ST. V I LAGOS 01 4480857-8
245 19/08/2010 MV SAIPEM FDS
SAIPEM CONTRACTING 
NIG.LTD.(RENEWAL) 20988
PATROL 
VESSEL NASSUA FOREIGN 9210749
232A, ADEOLA ODEKU STR. VI LAGOS 01 
2621076-8,204336-7.S
246 19/08/2010 MV CASTORO 14
SAIPEM CONTRACTING 
NIG.LTD.(RENEWAL) 5009
CARGO 
BARGE NASSUA FOREIGN 8001347
232A, ADEOLA ODEKU STR. VI LAGOS 01 
2621076-8,204336-7.
247 19/08/2010 MV BOURBON PERIDOT
SAIPEM CONTRACTING 
NIG.LTD.(RENEWAL) 4375
OFFSHORE 
SUPPLY 
VESSEL FOSNAVAG FOREIGN 9339428
232A, ADEOLA ODEKU STR. VI LAGOS 01 
2621076-8,204336-7.
248 24/08/2010 MV POLARIS WORKSHIPS AFRICA 497
SURVEY 
VESSEL KINGSTOWN FOREIGN 8111403
14A, OLUSHOLA AGBAJE STR.LEKKI PHASE 1 
NO 2 CIRCULAR RD.RUMUOGBA ESTATE PH.
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249 24/08/2010 OCEANIX OMEGA WORKSHIPS AFRICA 454
GENERAL 
CARGO WILLEMSTAD FOREIGN 8325779
14A, OLUSHOLA AGBAJE STR.LEKKI PHASE 1 
NO 2 CIRCULAR RD.RUMUOGBA ESTATE PH.
250 30/08/2010 MT LOLIA STEFRANOS NIG. LTD. 498 OIL TANKER LOME FOREIGN 5418381
NO 10 JETTY RD.KOKO AMA COMMUNITY OFF 
EASTERN BYE PASS RD.PH 08054935604
251 30/08/2010 MV ASSO VENTOTTO
SEABULK OFFSHORE OPERATORS 
NIG.LTD. 2554 AHTS NAPOLI FOREIGN 9379416
28 OMERELU ST.GRA PHASE 1 PORT 
HARCOURT NIG.842-374941,01231652
252 30/08/2010 MV ASSO VENTUNO
SEABULK OFFSHORE OPERATORS 
NIG.LTD. 1996 PSV UT 755 NAPOLI FOREIGN 9183192
28 OMERELU ST.GRA PHASE 1 PORT 
HARCOURT NIG.842-374941,01231652
253 09/01/2010 MV NAVIGATOR TAURUS JAPAUL OIL & MARITIME SERV.PLC 18311
PGL/VCM/AM
MONIA 
CARRIER LIBERA FOREIGN 9404807
17B HINDER RD.BY LADIPO OLUWOLE 
STR.GRA APAPA LAGOS, PLOT 39 EASTERN BY 
PASS MARINR BASS PH 084-231622
254 16/09/2010 MV BOURBON LIBERTY 228 BOURBON INTEROIL NIG.LTD. 1733 AHTS LUXEMBOURG JOINT VENTURE 9562374
KM 16,ABA EXPRESSWAY PORT-HARCOURT 
RIVERS STATE 
255 16/09/2010 MV BOURBON LIBERTY 224 BOURBON INTEROIL NIG.LTD. 1733 AHTS LUXEMBOURG JOINT VENTURE 9394636
KM 16,ABA EXPRESSWAY PORT-HARCOURT 
RIVERS STATE 
256 16/09/2010 MV BOURBON LIBERTY 227 BOURBON INTEROIL NIG.LTD. 1733 AHTS LUXEMBOURG JOINT VENTURE 9562362
KM 16,ABA EXPRESSWAY PORT-HARCOURT 
RIVERS STATE 
257 16/09/2010 MV BOURBON LIBERTY 225 BOURBON INTEROIL NIG.LTD. 1733 AHTS LUXEMBOURG JOINT VENTURE 9546552
KM 16,ABA EXPRESSWAY PORT-HARCOURT 
RIVERS STATE 
258 16/09/2010 MV BOURBON LIBERTY 229 BOURBON INTEROIL NIG.LTD. 1733 AHTS LUXEMBOURG JOINT VENTURE 9394650
KM 16,ABA EXPRESSWAY PORT-HARCOURT 
RIVERS STATE 
259 16/09/2010 MV BOURBON LIBERTY 215 BOURBON INTEROIL NIG.LTD. 1733 AHTS LUXEMBOURG JOINT VENTURE 9558634
KM 16,ABA EXPRESSWAY PORT-HARCOURT 
RIVERS STATE 
260 16/09/2010 MV BOURBON LIBERTY 219 BOURBON INTEROIL NIG.LTD. 1733 AHTS LUXEMBOURG JOINT VENTURE 9558634
KM 16,ABA EXPRESSWAY PORT-HARCOURT 
RIVERS STATE 
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261 16/09/2010 MV BOURBON 217 BOURBON INTEROIL NIG.LTD. 1733 AHTS LUXEMBOURG JOINT VENTURE 9394600
KM 16,ABA EXPRESSWAY PORT-HARCOURT 
RIVERS STATE 
262 16/09/2010 MV BOURBON LIBERTY 201 BOURBON INTEROIL NIG.LTD. 1733 AHTS LUXEMBOURG JOINT VENTURE 9394545
KM 16,ABA EXPRESSWAY PORT-HARCOURT 
RIVERS STATE 
263 16/09/2010 MV BOURBON ALADIN BOURBON INTEROIL NIG.LTD. 2310 AHTS LUXEMBOURG JOINT VENTURE 9320910
KM 16,ABA EXPRESSWAY PORT-HARCOURT 
RIVERS STATE 
264 21/09/2010 MV DEFENDER 3 STRICKLAND SERVICES LTD. 42 PATROL BOAT LAGOS NIGERIA _
3 OROGBUM CRESCENT GRA PHASE 2 PHC 
RIVERS STATE 084 300566-7
265 27/09/2010 MV GLORY AFIQUE TIM AFRIQUE SERVICES LTD. 310
SEA PAROL 
VESSEL LAGOS NIGERIA _ 31 AIRPORT RD.EFFURUN DELTA STATE
266 27/09/2010 MV FAITH AFRIQUE TIM AFRIQUE SERVICES LTD. 310
SEA PAROL 
VESSEL LAGOS NIGERIA _ 31 AIRPORT RD.EFFURUN DELTA STATE
267 27/09/2010 DP 34 DIESEL POWER NIGERIA LTD. 208
FLAT TOP 
BARGE LAGOS NIGERIA N/A
4A LEES RD IKOYI LAGOS, 01 2691347, 2691706 
,2694691 
268 27/09/2010 DP 41 DIESEL POWER NIGERIA LTD. 300
SELF 
PROPELLED 
BARGE LAGOS NIGERIA N/A
4A LEES RD IKOYI LAGOS, 01 2691347, 2691706 
,2694691 
269 27/09/2010 DP 08 DIESEL POWER NIGERIA LTD. 300
SELF 
PROPELLED 
BARGE LAGOS NIGERIA N/A
4A LEES RD IKOYI LAGOS, 01 2691347, 2691706 
,2694691 
270 27/09/2010 DP 38 DIESEL POWER NIGERIA LTD. 200
FLAT TOP 
BARGE LAGOS NIGERIA N/A
4A LEES RD IKOYI LAGOS, 01 2691347, 2691706 
,2694691 
271 27/09/2010 DP 11 DIESEL POWER NIGERIA LTD. 300
FLAT TOP 
BARGE LAGOS NIGERIA N/A
4A LEES RD IKOYI LAGOS, 01 2691347, 2691706 
,2694691 
272 27/09/2010 DP 29 DIESEL POWER NIGERIA LTD. 104 PUSHER TUG LAGOS NIGERIA N/A
4A LEES RD IKOYI LAGOS, 01 2691347, 2691706 
,2694691 
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273 27/09/2010 DP 37 DIESEL POWER NIGERIA LTD. 120 PUSHER TUG LAGOS NIGERIA N/A
4A LEES RD IKOYI LAGOS, 01 2691347, 2691706 
,2694691 
274 27/09/2010 DP 51 DIESEL POWER NIGERIA LTD. 45 PUSHER TUG LAGOS NIGERIA N/A
4A LEES RD IKOYI LAGOS, 01 2691347, 2691706 
,2694691 
275 27/09/2010 DP 49 DIESEL POWER NIGERIA LTD. 45
FLAT TOP 
BARGE LAGOS NIGERIA N/A
4A LEES RD IKOYI LAGOS, 01 2691347, 2691706 
,2694691 
276 27/09/2010 DP 47 DIESEL POWER NIGERIA LTD. 100 PUSH BOAT LAGOS NIGERIA N/A
4A LEES RD IKOYI LAGOS, 01 2691347, 2691706 
,2694691 
277 27/09/2010 DP 30 DIESEL POWER NIGERIA LTD. 195
SELF 
PROPELLED 
BARGE LAGOS NIGERIA N/A
4A LEES RD IKOYI LAGOS, 01 2691347, 2691706 
,2694691 
278 27/09/2010 DP 12 DIESEL POWER NIGERIA LTD. 300
SELF 
PROPELLED 
BARGE LAGOS NIGERIA N/A
4A LEES RD IKOYI LAGOS, 01 2691347, 2691706 
,2694691 
279 27/09/2010 DP 10 DIESEL POWER NIGERIA LTD. 300 PUSHER TUG LAGOS NIGERIA N/A
4A LEES RD IKOYI LAGOS, 01 2691347, 2691706 
,2694691 
280 27/09/2010 DP 09 DIESEL POWER NIGERIA LTD. 300 PUSHER TUG LAGOS NIGERIA N/A
4A LEES RD IKOYI LAGOS, 01 2691347, 2691706 
,2694691 
281 27/09/2010 DP 05 DIESEL POWER NIGERIA LTD. 120 PUSHER TUG LAGOS NIGERIA N/A
4A LEES RD IKOYI LAGOS, 01 2691347, 2691706 
,2694691 
282 27/09/2010 DP 43 DIESEL POWER NIGERIA LTD. 34 PUSH BOAT LAGOS NIGERIA N/A
4A LEES RD IKOYI LAGOS, 01 2691347, 2691706 
,2694691 
283 27/09/2010 DP 27 DIESEL POWER NIGERIA LTD. 99 PUSHER TUG LAGOS NIGERIA N/A
4A LEES RD IKOYI LAGOS, 01 2691347, 2691706 
,2694691 
284 27/09/20 DP 26 DIESEL POWER NIGERIA LTD. 114 PUSHER TUG LAGOS NIGERIA N/A
4A LEES RD IKOYI LAGOS, 01 2691347, 2691706 
,2694691 
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285 27/09/2010 DP 25 DIESEL POWER NIGERIA LTD. 111 PUSHER TUG LAGOS NIGERIA N/A
4A LEES RD IKOYI LAGOS, 01 2691347, 2691706 
,2694691 
286 27/09/2010 DP 24 DIESEL POWER NIGERIA LTD. 83 PUSHER TUG LAGOS NIGERIA N/A
4A LEES RD IKOYI LAGOS, 01 2691347, 2691706 
,2694691 
287 27/09/2010 DP 06 DIESEL POWER NIGERIA LTD. 120 PUSHER TUG LAGOS NIGERIA N/A
4A LEES RD IKOYI LAGOS, 01 2691347, 2691706 
,2694691 
288 27/09/2010 DP 46 DIESEL POWER NIGERIA LTD. 100 PUSH BOAT LAGOS NIGERIA N/A
4A LEES RD IKOYI LAGOS, 01 2691347, 2691706 
,2694691 
289 24/09/2010 DP 45 DIESEL POWER NIGERIA LTD. 34 PUSH BOAT LAGOS NIGERIA N/A
4A LEES RD IKOYI LAGOS, 01 2691347, 2691706 
,2694691 
290 24/09/2010 DP 28 DIESEL POWER NIGERIA LTD. 110 PUSH BOAT LAGOS NIGERIA N/A
4A LEES RD IKOYI LAGOS, 01 2691347, 2691706 
,2694691 
291 24/09/2010 DP 48 DIESEL POWER NIGERIA LTD. 45 PUSH BOAT LAGOS NIGERIA N/A
4A LEES RD IKOYI LAGOS, 01 2691347, 2691706 
,2694691 
292 24/09/2010 DP  44 DIESEL POWER NIGERIA LTD. 34 PUSH BOAT LAGOS NIGERIA N/A
4A LEES RD IKOYI LAGOS, 01 2691347, 2691706 
,2694691 
293 24/09/2010 DP 07 DIESEL POWER NIGERIA LTD. 120 PUSH BOAT LAGOS NIGERIA N/A
4A LEES RD IKOYI LAGOS, 01 2691347, 2691706 
,2694691 
294 24/09/2010 DP 50 DIESEL POWER NIGERIA LTD. 45 PUSH BOAT LAGOS NIGERIA N/A
4A LEES RD IKOYI LAGOS, 01 2691347, 2691706 
,2694691 
295 24/09/2010 DP 17 DIESEL POWER NIGERIA LTD. 260 PUSH BOAT LAGOS NIGERIA N/A
4A LEES RD IKOYI LAGOS, 01 2691347, 2691706 
,2694691 
296 24/09/2010 DP 15 DIESEL POWER NIGERIA LTD. 260 BARGE LAGOS NIGERIA N/A
4A LEES RD IKOYI LAGOS, 01 2691347, 2691706 
,2694691 
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297 24/09/2010 DP 19 DIESEL POWER NIGERIA LTD. 260 BARGE LAGOS NIGERIA N/A
4A LEES RD IKOYI LAGOS, 01 2691347, 2691706 
,2694691 
298 24/09/2010 DP 18 DIESEL POWER NIGERIA LTD. 260 BARGE LAGOS NIGERIA N/A
4A LEES RD IKOYI LAGOS, 01 2691347, 2691706 
,2694691 
299 24/09/2010 DP 16 DIESEL POWER NIGERIA LTD. 260 BARGE LAGOS NIGERIA N/A
4A LEES RD IKOYI LAGOS, 01 2691347, 2691706 
,2694691 
300 24/09/2010 DP 14 DIESEL POWER NIGERIA LTD. 260 BARGE LAGOS NIGERIA N/A
4A LEES RD IKOYI LAGOS, 01 2691347, 2691706 
,2694691 
301 24/09/2010 DP 13 DIESEL POWER NIGERIA LTD. 260 BARGE LAGOS NIGERIA N/A
4A LEES RD IKOYI LAGOS, 01 2691347, 2691706 
,2694691 
302 24/09/2010 DP 22 DIESEL POWER NIGERIA LTD. 63 PUSH BOAT LAGOS NIGERIA N/A
4A LEES RD IKOYI LAGOS, 01 2691347, 2691706 
,2694691 
303 24/09/2010 DP  23 DIESEL POWER NIGERIA LTD. 102 PUSH BOAT LAGOS NIGERIA N/A
17 TUNDE OSHILAJA STREET OPEBI IKEJA 
LAGOS  018963099
304 10/04/2010 MV POLARCUS NAILA SONAR LIMITED 6578
SEISMIC 
RESEARCH NASSUA FOREIGN 9538098
27 ABRAHAM ADESANYA ROAD APAPA LAGOS 
. 01 4600662
305 10/04/2010 MT BETHEL
INDIGENOUS SHIPOWNERS 
ASSCOITION OF NIG. 3727 OIL TANKER NIGERIA NIGERIA 9006928
KAZUMA PLAZA 6th FLOOR 2-4 EDE STREET 
APAPA LAGOS 01 9068100
306 10/06/2010 MV MEARSK TRADER MAERSK NIG. LTD.(RENEWAL) 4678 CARGO SHIP EBELTOFT FOREIGN 9388596
KAZUMA PLAZA 6th FLOOR 2-4 EDE STREET 
APAPA LAGOS 01 9068100
307 10/06/2010 MV BARGE MAJOR ADAMAC INDUSTRIES LTD 3387
WORK 
ACCOMODATI
ON BARGE LAGOS/PANAMA NIGERIA N/A PLOT 20 EAST WEST RD. RUMUOLA PHC
308 10/08/2010 MV MEARSK BEATER MAERSK NIG. LTD.(RENEWAL) 4363 AHTS DOUGLAS FOREIGN 9144342 4 LESS RD IKOYI LAGOS 01-2691347, 2691706
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309 10/08/2010 MV JASCON 8 WALVIS NIG LTD.(RENEWAL) 6018 BARGE KINGSTOWN JOINT VENTURE _ 4 LESS RD IKOYI LAGOS 01-2691347, 2691706
310 10/08/2010 MV JASCON 34 WALVIS NIG LTD.(RENEWAL) 14725 BARGE KINGSTOWN JOINT VENTURE 8770273
1 PRINCE KAYODE AKINGBADE CLOSE OFF 
MURI OKUNOLA STREET VI LAGOS 01 2705656
311 10/12/2010 MT ALLEGRA NUJUUM SHIPPING LT 11.884 OIL TANKER PALERMO 097 NIGERIA 8417613 24A, COMMERCAL RD. LAGOS NIG. 014600281
312 14/10/2010 MULTICAT HAM 1406 VANOORD NIG. LTD. 217 MULTICAT ROTTERDAM FOREIGN 9156333
7, ELETU OGBABI STREET VICTORIA ISLAND 
LAGOS 
313 14/10/2010 MV HECTOR VANOORD NIG. LTD. 1939
CUTTER 
SUCTION 
DREDGER ZEIST FOREIGN _
29 FATAI DUROSINMI ETTI CRESCENT OFF 
LIGALI AYORINDE AVENUE VI 01 2712894
314 28/10/2010 MT BLUE GAS CAVERTON MARINE LTD. 3102 LPG TANKER LAGOS NIGERIA 8013259
7, ELETU OGBABI STREET VICTORIA ISLAND 
LAGOS 
315 28/10/2010 MV OPU - TAMUNO 1 GFL MARINE SERVICES LTD. 1503
SUPPLY 
VESSEL LAGOS NIGERIA 9569308
29 FATAI DUROSINMI ETTI CRESCENT OFF 
LIGALI AYORINDE AVENUE VI 01 2712894
316 28/10/2010 MV BOURBON LIBERTY 221 BOURBON INTEROIL NIG.LTD. 1733 AHTS LUXEMBOURG JOINT VENTURE 9394624
KM 16,ABA EXPRESSWAY PORT-HARCOURT 
RIVERS STATE 
317 11/08/2010 MT UNION GRACE BETA SHIPPING LIMITED 4509 OIL TANKER PANAMA FOREIGN 8323575
NEW 25B MARINE ROAD APAPA LAGOS 
08051330070,0877711570
318 11/08/2010 MT UNION FORCE BETA SHIPPING LIMITED 11,884 OIL TANKER MORONI FOREIGN 8315047
NEW 25B MARINE ROAD APAPA LAGOS 
08051330070,0877711571
319 11/08/2010 MT UNION BRAVE BETA SHIPPING LIMITED 12,630 OIL TANKER MORONI FOREIGN 8001115
NIGERIA BULL PLAZA (19TH FLOOR) 38/39 
MARINA LAGOS
320 11/08/2010 MT NESCALL BETA SHIPPING LIMITED 4215 OIL TANKER LOME FOREIGN 8400438
NEW 25B MARINE ROAD APAPA LAGOS 
08051330070,0877711573
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321 11/09/2010 MANIVIKI DEXTER ICA LOGISTICS LTD. 17302
ACCOMODATI
ON/WORK 
BARGE KINGSTOWN NIGERIA 8769262
24 HARBOUR ROAD PHC RIVERS STATE  
0803340014, 08035533124, 084-797388,797387.
322 11/09/2010 MT LIVA ROZETE MARINE SERVICES LTD. 1865 OIL TANKER LAGOS NIGERIA 7332464
34 CREEK ROAD APAPA(MARITIME COMPLEX) 
01-7911206, 7911207
323 11/09/2010 MT PANAFRIC ADVENTURER ROZETE MARINE SERVICES LTD. 4061 OIL TANKER LAGOS NIGERIA 8404018
34 CREEK ROAD APAPA(MARITIME COMPLEX) 
01-7911206, 7911207
324 11/09/2010 MT VESTA 7 ROZETE MARINE SERVICES LTD. 3906 OIL TANKER LAGOS NIGERIA 8017530
34 CREEK ROAD APAPA(MARITIME COMPLEX) 
01-7911206, 7911207
325 11/09/2010 MT LINA ROZETE MARINE SERVICES LTD. 2633 TANKER LAGOS NIGERIA 6515813
34 CREEK ROAD APAPA(MARITIME COMPLEX) 
01-7911206, 7911207
326 11/10/2010 MT CAPT. GREGORY MARIKA INVESTMENTS NIG. LTD. 23386 OIL TANKER LAGOS NIGERIA 9165176
20 ELIAS CLOSE VICTORIA ISLAND LAGOS 
2620132
327 18/11/2010 MT UNION PRIDE( RENEWAL) BETA SHIPPING LIMITED 4358 TANKER LAGOS NIGERIA 7808918
NEW 25B MARINE ROAD APAPA LAGOS 
08051330070, 080777570.
328 18/11/2010 MT TIMAT1 (RENEWAL) BETA SHIPPING LIMITED 4099 OIL TANKER LAGOS NIGERIA 7912032
NEW 25B MARINE ROAD APAPA LAGOS 
08051330070, 080777570.
329 22/11/2011 MT GREATAF ORION MARINE LTD. 80274 OIL TANKER MAJURO FOREIGN 8617201 41 CREEK RD.APAPA LAGOS 01 4600086.
330 26/11/2010 MV ARK CHARLY OMAK MARITIME LTD. 2310 AHTS SINGAPORE FOREIGN 359483
3 CHIEF MBA CLOSE ARTILLERY RUMUOGBA 
PHC 08046122345 84463515,84-463516
331 26/11/2010 MV ARK TORI OMAK MARITIME LTD. 2310
TUG/SUPPLY 
VESSEL SINGAPORE FOREIGN 9487196
3 CHIEF MBA CLOSE ARTILLERY RUMUOGBA 
PHC 08046122345 84463515,84-463516
332 29/11/2010 MT JAMES CAPITAL OIL & GAS INDUSTRIES LTD. 2966 OIL TANKER LAGOS NIGERIA 8700149
1 CAPITAL CLOSE WEST MINISTER IBRU 
JETTY COMPLEX IBAFON APAPA LAGOS 01 
8181640
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333 29/11/2010 MT ALPHA CAPITAL OIL & GAS INDUSTRIES LTD. 2966 OIL TANKER LAGOS NIGERIA 8700199
1 CAPITAL CLOSE WEST MINISTER IBRU 
JETTY COMPLEX IBAFON APAPA LAGOS 01 
8181640
334 12/06/2010 MT GANDARI BETA SHIPPING LIMITED 23328 OIL TANKER SINGAPORE FOREIGN 9180102
NEW 25B MARINE RD. APAPA LAGOS 
08051330070, 08077711570
335 12/06/2010 MT W-O EMOCEAN BETA SHIPPING LIMITED 7446 OIL TANKER GIBRALTAR FOREIGN 9341380
NEW 25B MARINE RD. APAPA LAGOS 
08051330070, 08077711570
336 12/06/2010 MV DURWOOD SPEED
LIONSTONE ENERGY & MARITIME 
SERV.LTD. 209.72
JACK UP 
BARGE LAGOS NIGERIA 7948419
 BULL PLAZA (19TH FLOOR) 38/39 MARINA 
LAGOS
337 12/06/2010 MV CHARLIE COBB
LIONSTONE ENERGY & MARITIME 
SERV.LTD. 209.72
SEWOP 
JACKUP 
BARGE LAGOS NIGERIA 8134883
 BULL PLAZA (19TH FLOOR) 38/39 MARINA 
LAGOS
338 12/06/2010 MV ZONAL ALBRECT
LIONSTONE ENERGY & MARITIME 
SERV.LTD. 209.72
JACK UP 
BARGE LAGOS NIGERIA 8965036
BULL PLAZA (19TH FLOOR) 38/39 MARINA 
LAGOS
339 12/06/2010 MT JAMES T. CHOAT
LIONSTONE ENERGY & MARITIME 
SERV.LTD. 209.72
JACK UP 
BARGE LAGOS NIGERIA 8037683
 BULL PLAZA (19TH FLOOR) 38/39 MARINA 
LAGOS
340 12/06/2010 MV F.J LELEUX
LIONSTONE ENERGY & MARITIME 
SERV.LTD. 407
JACK UP 
BARGE LAGOS NIGERIA 8851778
 BULL PLAZA (19TH FLOOR) 38/39 MARINA 
LAGOS
341 12/06/2010 MV SINGAPORE INSPECTOR EUROFLOW DESIGNS LTD. 1803
DIVING 
SUPPORT 
VESSEL LAGOS NIGERIA 8416920
27 ABRAHAM ADESANYA ROAD APAPA LAGOS 
. 01 4600662-3
342 14/12/10 MV DOLA BOATA INT'L AGENCIES NIG. LTD. 758
OFFSHORE 
SERVICE 
VESSEL LAGOS NIGERIA 9208344
SUITE C BLOCK 8 9A AERODROME 
RD.APAPALAGOS 01 7379890 08075312549
343 14/12/11 MV CAPE HATTERAS PYTHON ENGINEERING CO.LTD. 462
OFFSHORE 
SERVICE 
VESSEL LAGOS NIGERIA 6826793
94ENERHEN ROAD BOX 2738 WARRI DELTA 
STATE
344 15/12/10 MT PROVIDENCE GENESIS WORLD WIDE SHIPPING 23174 TANKER LAGOS NIGERIA 7915826
91C MARINE ROAD APAPA LAGOS 01 5451905, 
5870781
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345 15/12/10 MT LISTER GENESIS WORLD WIDE SHIPPING 6763 TANKER LAGOS NIGERIA 7924176
91C MARINE ROAD APAPA LAGOS 01 5451905, 
5870781
346 17/12/10 MV DEFENDER 4 STRICKLAND SERVICES LTD. 42 PATROL BOAT LAGOS NIGERIA N/A
113 OROGBUM CRESCENT GRA PHASE 2 
PHC.RIVERS STATE 084 300566-7
347 20/12/10 MV CONQVEROR UNO TETHYS PLANTGERIA LTD. 65
UTILITY 
CREW BOAT _ _ _
NAL COMET HOUSE 4 BALOGUN BISI 
OMIDIORA RD. APAPA LAGOS 017748516, 
7740143.
348 20/12/10 MV CUTLASS FISH (RNWL) HERCULES OFFSHORE NIG LTD. 761/194 LIFT BOAT USA FOREIGN 8768969
2B ONIKOYI RD. OFF ALEXANDER AVENUE 
IKOYI LAGOS 01 2631960, 2633528
349 20/12/10 MV GEM FISH HERCULES OFFSHORE NIG LTD. 222.84 LIFT BOAT LAGOS FOREIGN 8767795
2B ONIKOYI RD. OFF ALEXANDER AVENUE 
IKOYI LAGOS 01 2631960, 2633529
350 20/12/10 MV CROAKER (RNWL) HERCULES OFFSHORE NIG LTD. 82.19 LIFT BOAT _ FOREIGN _
2B ONIKOYI RD. OFF ALEXANDER AVENUE 
IKOYI LAGOS 01 2631960, 2633530
351 20/12/10 MV BONE FISH HERCULES OFFSHORE NIG LTD. 96.91 LIFT BOAT USA FOREIGN _
2B ONIKOYI RD. OFF ALEXANDER AVENUE 
IKOYI LAGOS 01 2631960, 2633531
352 20/12/10 MV TIGER FISH HERCULES OFFSHORE NIG LTD. 209.75 LIFT BOAT PANAMA FOREIGN 8965024
2B ONIKOYI RD. OFF ALEXANDER AVENUE 
IKOYI LAGOS 01 2631960, 2633532
353 20/12/10 MV SCAMP HERCULES OFFSHORE NIG LTD. 280 LIFT BOAT PANAMA FOREIGN 8767513
2B ONIKOYI RD. OFF ALEXANDER AVENUE 
IKOYI LAGOS 01 2631960, 2633533
354 20/12/10 MV SOLE FISH HERCULES OFFSHORE NIG LTD. 229.17 LIFT BOAT PANAMA FOREIGN 8964048
2B ONIKOYI RD. OFF ALEXANDER AVENUE 
IKOYI LAGOS 01 2631960, 2633534
355 20/12/10 MV TAPER TAIL HERCULES OFFSHORE NIG LTD. 99.85 LIFT BOAT PANAMA FOREIGN _
2B ONIKOYI RD. OFF ALEXANDER AVENUE 
IKOYI LAGOS 01 2631960, 2633535
356 20/12/10 MV MAKO HERCULES OFFSHORE NIG LTD. 440 LIFT BOAT PANAMA FOREIGN 8765723
2B ONIKOYI RD. OFF ALEXANDER AVENUE 
IKOYI LAGOS 01 2631960, 2633536
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357 20/12/10 MV BLUE SHARK HERCULES OFFSHORE NIG LTD. 1182 LIFT BOAT PANAMA FOREIGN 8767783
2B ONIKOYI RD. OFF ALEXANDER AVENUE 
IKOYI LAGOS 01 2631960, 2633537
358 20/12/10 MV TIGER SHARK HERCULES OFFSHORE NIG LTD. 1,403 LIFT BOAT PANAMA FOREIGN 8764963
2B ONIKOYI RD. OFF ALEXANDER AVENUE 
IKOYI LAGOS 01 2631960, 2633538
359 20/12/10 MV CREOLE FISH HERCULES OFFSHORE NIG LTD. 761 LIFT BOAT USA FOREIGN 8765010
2B ONIKOYI RD. OFF ALEXANDER AVENUE 
IKOYI LAGOS 01 2631960, 2633539
360 20/12/10 MV RUDDER FISH HERCULES OFFSHORE NIG LTD. 310 LIFT BOAT PANAMA FOREIGN 8767501
2B ONIKOYI RD. OFF ALEXANDER AVENUE 
IKOYI LAGOS 01 2631960, 2633540
361 20/12/10 MV OIL FISH HERCULES OFFSHORE NIG LTD. 465 LIFT BOAT PANAMA FOREIGN 8787551
2B ONIKOYI RD. OFF ALEXANDER AVENUE 
IKOYI LAGOS 01 2631960, 2633541
362 20/12/10 MV PILOT FISH HERCULES OFFSHORE NIG LTD. 310 LIFT BOAT PANAMA FOREIGN 8767549
2B ONIKOYI RD. OFF ALEXANDER AVENUE 
IKOYI LAGOS 01 2631960, 2633542
363 20/12/10 MV BLACK MARLIN HERCULES OFFSHORE NIG LTD. 407 LIFT BOAT PANAMA FOREIGN 2560925
2B ONIKOYI RD. OFF ALEXANDER AVENUE 
IKOYI LAGOS 01 2631960, 2633543
364 20/12/10 MV BLACK JACK HERCULES OFFSHORE NIG LTD. 777 LIFT BOAT PANAMA FOREIGN 8767549
2B ONIKOYI RD. OFF ALEXANDER AVENUE 
IKOYI LAGOS 01 2631960, 2633544
365 20/12/10 MV RAMFORM VIKING PGS EXPLORATION NIG.LTD. 383
RESEARCH/ 
SURVEY COOK ISLANDS FOREIGN 9165035
9th FLOOR ST NICHOLAS HOUSE CATHOLC 
MISSION STR. LAGOS 01 4622094 4622480
366 20/12/10 MV FELLOWSHIP PGS EXPLORATION NIG.LTD. 383
RESEARCH/ 
SURVEY COOK ISLANDS FOREIGN 7907831
9th FLOOR ST NICHOLAS HOUSE CATHOLC 
MISSION STR. LAGOS 01 4622094 4622480
367 21/12/10 MV SUDAKSHA KARIELA OIL & GAS SERVICES LTD. 2655
OFFSHORE 
SERVICE 
VESSEL MUMBAI, INDIA FOREIGN 8764559
1 EVO CRESCENT CLOSE 0FF EVO RD.NEW 
GRA PHASE 2 PHC RIVERS STATE 084 460219, 
368 23/12/10 MV STARLIGHT EHCO EHCO VENTURES LTD. 1408
SPECIAL 
OFFSHORE 
CRANE LAGOS NIGERIA 8305547
7 OKORO AGBOR LANE OFFAGBOR  IBOM 
LAYOUT CALABAR 087821505, 087821506
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